Contribution of sweet potato viruses to cultivar decline in Uganda

Ms. ADIKINI Scovia studied how sweetpotato degenerate given starting planting material is clean and the extent to which viruses contribute to yield decline in central and eastern Uganda. Being vegetatively propagated, and coupled with lack of a proper seed system, sweetpotato allows accumulation and perpetuation of viruses that cause sweetpotato virus disease. The study found that, Cultivars ‘Beauregard’ and ‘Ejumula’ degenerated within a single season. Cultivars ‘Dimbuka’ and ‘NASPOT 1’ gradually declined in yield and can be grown for up to three and five seasons in central and eastern Uganda before replacing with clean vines. Viruses caused yield losses between 40 to 95 per cent and resulted in poor vine quality. The study recommends establishment of virus indexing services and multiplication of clean planting material to support sustainable production of sweetpotato in Uganda. This study was funded by International Potato Center and was supervised by Prof. Settumba Mukasa and Dr. Richard Gibson.

Genetic improvement of yam bean (Pachyrhizus species) for high storage root yield, dry matter content and nutritional quality in Uganda

Mr. AGABA Rolland studied the genetic control mechanism of yield, dry matter and nutritional traits in yam bean, a rich protein-iron legume root crop in the Americas, Asia and West Africa, but newly introduced in Uganda. Rolland’s study identified high genetic potential to breed high yielding, high dry matter and nutritious yam bean cultivars confirmed by high genetic variability, additive genetic effects and response to selection. These findings could enhance development of farmer-preferred cultivars and accelerate adoption of yam bean into existing farming systems. Improved yam bean cultivars would offer a nutritious root crop rich in protein, iron, zinc, and vitamins likely to mitigate micronutrient deficiencies in Uganda. This study was funded by Belgium Technical Cooperation through CIP, the European Union through ARISE Intra ACP, Carnegie Corporation through RUFORUM and supervised by Prof. Phinehas Tukamuhabwa and Emeritus Prof. Patrick Rubaihayo.

Genetic study of cowpea resistance to flower bud thrips (Megalurothrips sjostedti Trybom)

Mr. AGBAHOUNGBA Symphorien studied the genetic basis of cowpea resistance to flower bud thrips, the most damaging insect pest of cowpea at flowering stage. He screened Uganda cowpea germplasm in different environments and found eleven resistant stable lines. He also found that the increase in the concentration of flavonoids and sugar in cowpea lines provoked less flower bud thrips damage in cowpea and could serve as selection traits for enhancement of cowpea resistance to flower bud thrips. In addition, the lines TVU-1471, TVU-1509 and TVU-473 were found to be good transmitters of resistance to flower thrips. Two microsatellites markers were identified to be associated with cowpea resistance to flower thrips. Farmers in the growing areas in Uganda could adopt the resistant stable lines. The study was funded by Intra-ACP CSAA project and RUFORUM and was supervised by Prof. Patrick Rubaihayo and Dr. Jeninah Karungi-Tumutegyereize.

An assessment of innovations among smallholder dairy farmers in Malawi

Ms. CHINDIME Sylvia studied the mechanism in which smallholder dairy farmers innovate to take advantage of opportunities that are triggered by the ever-changing market demands in Malawi. Her analysis demonstrated that it is possible for a fair and rewarding innovation system in Malawi when
there are regulated relationships among actors to avoid over exploitation of the weak and vulnerable smallholder farmers. Her study also demonstrated the need to create space for joint learning, mutual collaborations between actors, and building dynamic supportive institutional ecosystems for a functional dairy innovation system. Strengthening farmer associations is the platform for their empowerment to effectively participate in partnerships and influence in sustainable dairy innovations in Malawi. The study was funded by SHARE INTRA ACP EU Mobility, and was supervised by Prof. Paul Kibwika, Dr. Prossy Isebikalu and Dr. Mizeck Chagunda.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
KALULE Okello David

Rosette virus disease complexes assessment and development of groundnut regeneration protocol in Uganda

Mr. KALULE Okello David determined the distribution of groundnut rosette disease symptom types in Uganda, characterized the viral disease components, and developed a regeneration protocol for Ugandan preferred cultivars. He documented the predominant groundnuts rosette symptom types and current seed systems in relation to rosette disease management. The characterization of the rosette virus complexes elucidated the causes, distribution and its possible control for informed management decisions. The developed regeneration protocols have opened ways for tissue culture development and genetic engineering approaches for groundnut rosette virus managements and other stresses. These study findings are useful in development of groundnuts varieties with durable resistances, essential in mitigating food and nutrition security along the groundnut value chain. The study was funded by Millennium Science Initiative and Peanut Mycotoxin Innovation Lab of USAID, and supervised by Prof. Phinehas Tukamuhabwa and Dr. Mildred Ochwo Ssemakula.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MUGIZI Francis

Analysis of tourism trends, local community participation and contribution of tourism to rural livelihoods in Murchison Falls Conservation Area, Uganda

Mr. MUGIZI Francis studied the links between tourism trends, local community participation and contribution of tourism to rural household livelihoods in Murchison Falls Conservation Area, Uganda. The findings indicated a positive growth trend in tourist arrivals in Murchison Falls Conservation Area since 1995. Level of education, engagement in farm labour, income and landholding influenced local communities’ participation in tourism activities from which they benefited indirectly. To enhance local communities’ participation and sustain their socio-economic benefit from tourism, there is a need to continuously strengthen the marketing strategies and enhance local communities’ capacity in business development and management through vocational training. This study was funded by Carnegie Corporation of New York, and supervised by Prof. Joseph Obua and Dr. Jim Ayorekire.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MUGUME Isaac

Optimization of numerical models for operational weather forecasting over Uganda

Mr. MUGUME Isaac analyzed the accuracy of the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model and the consortium for small-scale modeling (COSMO) model with the aim of customizing an appropriate model to improve weather prediction for Uganda. Weather impacts many sectors namely agriculture, health and transport among others, therefore, weather prediction process should be reliable and the forecasts provided timely. Isaac found the WRF model objective; providing the forecasts timely; and could assist in providing continuous updates of weather. Isaac also found the WRF model presenting a better performance in predicting rainfall compared to other models and recommends it for operational weather forecasting. This study was funded by the WIMEA-ICT project under the NORHED program and, was supervised by: Dr. Charles Basalirwa, Dr. Daniel Waiswa and Prof. Joachim Reuder.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NDAGIRE Catherine Tamale (Ms)

Reliability and validity of body composition, dietary intake and physical activity measures among children and adolescents in Kampala, Uganda

Ms. NDAGIRE Catherine Tamale established the validity and reliability of body composition, dietary intake and physical activity measures in children and adolescents in Kampala, Uganda. Findings revealed that among 8-14 year-olds, the Tanita SC-331S BIA device was valid for estimating body composition but not valid among the 15-19 year-olds. Findings further established that reliability of the fruit and vegetable consumption and the physical activity items of Uganda’s Global School’s Health Survey questionnaire were good. There was a high prevalence of weight misperception, body image dissatisfaction, inadequate fruit intake, vegetable intake, physical activity and excessive sedentary behavior among children and adolescents. These findings have potential to inform programming for public health decisions and policy making by agencies such as Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education and Sports. This study was funded by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and was supervised by Prof. John H. Muyonga and Dr. Dorothy Nakimbugwe.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

OMUJAL Francis

Nutritional composition and bioactive components of selected indigenous fruits in Uganda and Rwanda

Mr. OMUJAL Francis investigated the nutritional and medicinal values of indigenous edible fruits commonly called “ensali”, “enyonza”, “empafu”, and “matugunda in luganda; and amachawongo in Samia languages of Uganda; and “imuufe” and “amasasari” in kinyarwanda language of Rwanda. The findings of this study showed that these fruits are rich in dietary fibre, essential vitamins, minerals, unsaturated oils and medicinal antioxidants that keep the body healthy and prevent diseases like hypertension, cancer, and anemia. Government should promote growing, consumption and processing of these fruits into nutritious juice, jam and wine products. This study was funded by Inter-University Council of East Africa, and was supervised by Dr. John Bosco L. Okullo, Prof. Jacob Godfrey Agea and Dr. Agnes Namutebi (RIP).

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

SSEKUUBWA Enock

Ecological attributes of restored tropical forests in Kibale National Park, western Uganda

Mr. SSEKUUBWA Enock evaluated seed removal, seedling colonization, tree succession and productivity as ecological attributes and their drivers in restored tropical forests. The study was motivated by the paucity of information about restoration outcomes for afrotropical forests. He found that both active and passive methods restore forest attributes, but the attributes were higher in passive than active restoration. The attributes increased with duration of restoration, and decreased with increasing distance from natural forests. The size of restored forests did not affect attributes. These findings can guide planning and implementation of restoration of degraded tropical forests. This study was funded by NORAD, and was supervised by Prof. Mnason Tweheyo, Prof. Stein Moe and Dr. Vincent Muwanika.

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KABANGA Milly Margaret (Ms)

Competence based education of nurses and midwives in Uganda: a case of Mulago National Referral Hospital

Ms. KABANGA Milly Margaret examined the appropriateness of the Competence Based Education (CBE) in preparing competent nurses and midwives in Uganda. This was necessitated by the current outcry in the country about the declining levels of competences of health workers. Her research found that the CBE approach was appropriate while the implementation process of CBE faced many challenges such as: inadequate resources and insufficient support given to trainees during clinical placement. The study recommended sensitization of implementers and key stakeholders on best CBE approaches, providing adequate resources, improving working conditions at students’ practicum
training sites, and recruiting instructors to support increasing student numbers. This study was self-funded and supervised by Prof. Christopher Mugimu and Dr. Joseph Oonyu.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
KAWEESI Muhamadi

Academic staff research orientations at Makerere University
Mr. KAWEESI Muhamadi studied academic staff research orientations at Makerere University, prompted by concerns raised in reports and studies that academic research seems to be more discipline centered and more understood in terms of journal articles that are geared toward promotion. The study established that although academic research is conceptualised in terms of varied research orientations, the basic/academic and donor-driven research orientations are dominant. It was further discovered that disciplinary cultures inform research orientations and that disciplinary cultures are transforming due to conformity to external rules. The study recommended promoting academics on a broader criterion that includes number of publications and contribution to policy and the community, diversifying research funding sources, emphasizing an open system’s perspective to knowledge production, and collaborating with genuine international development partners. The study was self-funded and was supervised by Dr. Ronald Bisaso and Dr. Betty Akullu Ezati.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
LUHAMYA Aloyce

Integration of ICT in teaching and learning among educators in public Teacher Training Colleges in Tanzania: an application of the theory of planned behavior (TPB)
Mr. LUHAMYA Aloyce tested the theory of planned behavior (TPB) using the integration of information communication and technology (ICT) in teaching and learning (IITL) among educators in public teacher training colleges (TTCs) in Tanzania. His study was prompted by the low IITL among educators in public TTCs in Tanzania. Using the positivist approach he found out that six of the eight hypotheses as suggested by TPB were supported. He thus concluded that TPB was a reasonable theory in explaining IITL in the study context. He hence made recommendations for effective IITL among educators in public TTCs in Tanzania. The study was self-sponsored and was supervised by Dr. Fred E. K. Bakkabulindi and Dr. Paul B. Muyinda.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MITANA John Mary Vianney

Philosophical assumptions of educational assessment in primary schools in Uganda: case of Kampala and Kabale Districts
Mr. MITANA John Mary Vianney explored the philosophical assumptions underpinning educational assessment in primary schools in Uganda. The study revealed that the current assessments are highly influenced by essentialist epistemological notions such as platonic dualism of mind and body, mind and world; Cartesian intellectualism of logical reasoning and; Kantian abstract intellectualism. Furthermore, the current assessment mainly calls for low-order thinking skills at the expense of High-Order Thinking skills (HOTs). The assessments were also found to be unfair to the learners as they mainly focus on linguistic and logical intelligences at the expense of other intelligences such as musical, existential and naturalistic intelligences. The study recommends inclusion of more proportions of HOTs; and a focus on alternative assessments that cater for learners’ multiple intelligences. This study was funded by Luigi Giussani Institute of Higher Education, and was supervised by Dr. Anthony Mugagga Muwagga and Dr. Fr. Cornelius Ssempala.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MUGWERI Fredrick

An education perspective of the management of solid waste by government and private sector in Kampala City
Mr. MUGWERI Fredrick studied solid waste management in Kampala city from an education perspective. The study demonstrated that in areas where education was effective, more waste was collected and disposed of. The private sector performed significantly better than the government agency (KCCA) until the latter was reformed in 2011 when there was improved education and governance. It was concluded that the focused education and effective monitoring of waste collection and disposal were more important determinants of performance than being either a private or government agency. However, inadequate education and funding were some of the education related challenges. The study recommends education should be strengthened in all divisions with focus on waste separation and composting. This study was funded by Kafuko Investment Group, Kamuli and was supervised by Dr. Joseph Oonyu and Dr. John Sentongo.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MULEKE Paul

Effects of neo-colonialism on the O-Level history education in Uganda
Mr. MULEKE Paul investigated the effects of neo-colonialism on the O-Level history education in Uganda. The retrospective and perspective analysis singled out neo-colonialism as the key determinant of current state of O-Level history education in Uganda and argued that African indigenous education was more progressive, vocational based, practical, and creative; and was relevant to the needs and aspirations of the African people. The study found that the current O-Level history education curriculum, policies and management do not fully reflect the needs of the society in Uganda. The study recommended that education curriculum designers, policy makers and administrators should emphasize skill development rather than knowledge acquisition at O-Level history education in Uganda. This study was self-funded, and was supervised by Dr. Morris Bakaluba Tamale and Dr. Betty Akullu Ezati.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MWANGU Alex Ronald

The contribution of geography education in climate change mitigation in Moroto and Budada Districts, Uganda
Mr. MWANGU Alex examined the contribution of geography education in climate change mitigation in Uganda. In this study, the key elements of geography education at O’level; the curriculum objectives, content, pedagogical methods were found to enhance climate change mitigation. However, the assessment strategies are inadequate and do not stimulate climate change mitigation. This study adds value to education and climate change mitigation realms and contrives a framework for providing a robust climate change education in geography and the entire education system. The study was funded by Nile Basin Ecological Organization and, was supervised by Prof. Alice Merab Kagoda and Prof. Christopher. B. Mugimu.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NABAKIIBI Agnes (Ms)

The teachers’ pedagogical competencies and A-level students’ performance in practical Geography in central Uganda
Ms. NABAKIIBI Agnes investigated the relationship between teachers’ pedagogical competencies and A-level students’ performance in practical Geography in central Uganda. The study found most the geography teachers had inadequate knowledge and skills to effectively teach A-level practical Geography. A-level students had difficulties in interpretation of maps and photographs, statistical data and were unable to relate what they have learnt to everyday life experiences. Majority of the teachers used oral and chalk method to teach and preferred traditional form of assessment. Policy reforms should emphasize mandatory practical work that is assessed continuously by teachers under UNEB supervision. There is also need to strengthen both in-service and pre-service training focusing on pedagogy and assessment strategies and to support teachers to conduct quality practical work in Geography. The study was funded self-funded and was supervised by Dr. Joseph Oonyu and Dr. Anthony M. Mugagga.
Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NALUKWAGO Harriet (Ms)

Decentralization policy and human resource management of Universal Primary Education in Central Uganda
Ms. NALUKWAGO Harriet study evaluated the implementation of decentralization policy and human resource management in Universal Primary Education sector in Central Uganda. The findings revealed that there was a mismatch between the staff needs and national staff ceiling policy, thus the personnel allocated based on the national staff ceiling policy are incommensurate to the local needs at the district. The decentralization policy has limitations that compromise the effectiveness of the important human resource management functions in the districts. In regard to Universal Primary Education, there is an urgent need to revisit and harmonize the national staff ceiling policy, and decentralization policy itself. This study was self sponsored, and was supervised by Prof. Christopher B. Mugimu and Dr. Betty Akullu Ezati.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NAMAGANDA Justine (Sr.)

Understanding male hegemonic presence in the actions of female students in higher education institutions
Sr. NAMAGANDA Justine investigated how male hegemonic presence was reflected in female students’ actions in Makerere University. Findings revealed that male hegemonic presence is reflected in female students’ lifestyle through healthy competitive spirit, confidence and instilled fear, inferiority, and policy exclusion; students’ participation in leadership through incompetency, dependency, inadequacy, and impotency; students’ academic interaction through healthy competition, focusing and feeling downgraded and disfavored; and students’ career aspirations through encouragement, inspiration and uncertainty. This study concluded that while deprived state and distractive contexts may stunt achieving identity, enthusiasm and ambitions enhance pursuit for true identity. The study recommends higher education institutions to make more gender inclusive and equitable policies, equitable framework for leadership assumption, fair involvement of all in academics and projects, and provision of guidance and morale in choosing and pursuing careers. The study was privately funded and was supervised by Dr. Betty Akullu Ezati and Dr. Joseph Kimoga.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
OFOYURU Denis Thaddeus

Institutional and disciplinary perspectives of community transformation in Gulu University
Mr. OFOYURU Denis Thaddeus studied institutional and disciplinary perspectives of community transformation in Gulu University. The study found that the motto, mission and vision acted as policy for community transformation; national policies informed activities for community transformation at the disciplinary level; support for community transformation was routine and non-distinctive; there was inter- and intra-disciplinary unevenness and variation; and functional imbalance in community transformation activities. The study recommends that the university council should formulate mainstream institutional policies for community transformation activities; top management should institutionalize deliberate support for community transformation activities with designated structures and disciplinary fields should adopt inter- and multi-disciplinary approach to community transformation activities. The study was funded by Gulu University and DAAD; and was supervised by Dr. Ronald Bisaso and Dr. Anthony Mugagga.

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
BWOGI Josephine

Rotaviruses in Uganda: molecular epidemiology and potential of zoonotic transmission
Dr. BWOGI Josephine investigated rotavirus infection, strains and transmission in humans and animals. The study found rotavirus infection was common in under five year old children admitted with
acute diarrhoea in Central Uganda, with more than 1 in 3 infected. The study also found that children who were wasted or hospitalized for more than 5 days were less likely to have rotavirus infection. Rotavirus infection in cows, pigs and goats was low (4%), but with high genetic diversity. There was transmission of rotavirus infection between humans and animals, and between different domestic animals. The study findings will be useful in assessing the impact of introduction of rotavirus vaccination in Ugandan children. This study was funded by THRiVE, Cambride-Africa ALBORADA Research Fund, WHO, and was supervised by Dr. Charles Karamagi, Prof Miren Iturriza-Gomara, Dr. Ulrich Desselberger and Dr. Samuel Malamba.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
KIMUDA Simon Gwapa

Effects of Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection on B cell responses
Mr. KIMUDA Simon Gwapa studied whether infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the germ that causes tuberculosis (TB) had an effect on a key blood cell population in the human body known as B cells. These cells produce substances known as antibodies that are important in protecting people against disease-causing germs. This research study determined whether the quality of antibodies in terms of how well they bind to germs was affected during TB disease. It found that people with TB produced antibodies of good quality. This information improves the understanding of the immunity against TB and may help in the development of new treatments. This study was supported by the Wellcome Trust, the UK Commonwealth Scholarship Commission and the DELTAS Africa Initiative, and was supervised by Dr. Bernard S. Bagaya, Dr. John G. Raynes and Dr. Stephen Cose.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NSABAGASANI Xavier

Medicines for children: policy provisions, perspectives, availability and practices in Uganda
Mr. NSABAGASANI Xavier’s study assessed the extent of implementation of the World Health Assembly resolution of ‘better medicines for children’ in Uganda. The results indicate (1) inclusion of appropriate medicine strength for children and omission of child-friendly dosage formulations, (2) limited availability and utilization of the recommended medicines for children in public facilities and (3) omission of child-appropriate formulations in the Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (ICMI) framework – posing practical difficulties in treating children. Ministry of Health should integrate child appropriate dosage formulations into the essential medicines list and revise the IMCI guidelines to reflect child-appropriate dosage formulations. This study was funded by Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs in collaboration with University of Copenhagen and Makerere University, and was supervised by Prof. Jasper Ogwal-Okeng, Prof. Ebba Holme Hansen, Prof. Freddie Ssengooba and Prof. Anthony Mbonye.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
SEKAGGYA Christine Nagita

Correlating rifampicin and isoniazid concentrations with clinical outcomes in tuberculosis-HIV co-infected patients
Dr. SEKAGGYA Christine Nagita investigated the association between blood concentrations of anti-tuberculosis drugs, tuberculosis treatment response and toxicities including peripheral neuropathy and liver toxicity among tuberculosis-HIV co-infected individuals. She found sub-optimal anti-tuberculosis drug concentrations, which were associated with unfavorable treatment outcomes including death, treatment failure and delayed clearance of mycobacteria from sputum. However, the drug concentrations were not associated with neuropathy and hepatotoxicity. These findings inform the need for therapeutic drug monitoring and increase in the dose of isoniazid and rifampicin in tuberculosis-HIV co-infected patients in order to improve treatment outcomes and reduce infectiousness of patients. This study was funded by the Infectious Diseases Institute and University of Zurich in collaboration with MESAU consortium; and was supervised by Prof. Moses Kamya, Dr. Pauline Byakika-Kibwika, Dr. Barbara Castelnuovo and Dr. Mohammed Lamorde.

Conferment for the
Alcohol consumption and alcohol reduction intervention among HIV infected persons in a large urban HIV clinic in Uganda

Dr. WANDERA Bonnie’s studied the behavioural, biological and immunological correlates of alcohol consumption among persons living with HIV/AIDS (PLHIV). He found that PLHIV consuming alcohol, were more likely to co-report unprotected sexual intercourse, multiple sexual partners, non-disclosure of HIV status to sexual partners as well as having lower adherence to anti-retroviral drugs (ARVs). Furthermore the effects of alcohol on their immunity was not directly related, but rather mediated through alcohol’s effect on adherence to ARVs. This study highlights the need to screen and manage concomitant alcohol use in PLHIV with poor ARV adherence, using interventions of more than a single alcohol counselling session. The study was funded by the Wellcome Trust through Training Health Researchers in Vocational Excellence in East Africa (THRIVE) Consortium, and was supervised by Dr. Nazarius Tumwesigye, Dr. David Mafigiri and Dr. Ajay Sethi.

Exploration of Mycobacterium tuberculosis thymidylate kinase based culture- and sero-diagnostic-assays towards rapid and easy detection of tuberculosis

Dr. WAYENGERA Misaki explored novel ways for rapid, easy and more precise detection of Tuberculosis (TB): a leading infectious-cause of human death whose diagnosis remains problematic. His findings show that detecting one of the pathogen’s DNA synthesis enzymes reduces timelines for diagnosing TB in-cultures, is a million times more sensitive than the widely smear-microscopy, and can differentiate latent from active TB. This is premise for development of rapid TB culture technologies, a litmus test to replace smear microscopy, and the next generation of rapid serology tests for TB. This work was funded by Sida-Makerere University bilateral research corporation, NIH Forgarty/PART & UNCST/NSTIP; and supervised by Prof Moses L. Joloba, Dr. Benon Asiimwe, and Dr. David P. Kateete.

Examining the sustainability of anti-retroviral therapy (ART) scale-up implementation in health facilities in Uganda

Mr. ZAKUMUMPA Henry examined the implementation strategies devised by health facilities in Uganda to promote the sustainability of ART service delivery. The study revealed that health facilities made extensive modifications to ART service delivery models through spacing clinic appointments and introducing pharmacy-only refill programs for stable patients. Health facilities diversified funding streams by co-opting private foundations. Innovations in financing such as ‘VIP’ HIV clinics, special HIV insurance schemes were found in for-profit providers. Non-physician-centered staffing models were common. To address health worker absenteeism on busy ART clinic days, monetary and non-monetary incentives were devised. This study demonstrated that large hospitals have a higher capacity of sustaining ART services and interventions targeting lower-level facilities are critical. The scale-up of innovations in ART service delivery models is recommended. This study was funded by Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA) and was supervised by Prof. Freddie Ssengooba and Prof. Sara Bennett.

Optimizing spawning conditions and growth performance of larvae and juveniles in Barbus altianalis (Boulenger, 1900)

Mr. ARUHO Cassius investigated the spawning conditions and growth performance of larvae and juveniles in Barbus altianalis (Kisinjja), a high value indigenous fish in Uganda, but its commercial farming has been limited by access to sufficient quality seed. This study established that African
catfish pituitary gland hormone was effective and cheaper than other hormones in breeding Kisinjja to produce quality fingerlings. The best temperature range for hatching eggs was 24°C - 27°C, and for fingerling growth was 27°C - 30°C. Development process of enzyme activity in fingerlings confirmed that outdoor nursing was successful after second week of hatching. Government should train and certify seed multipliers in using the developed production protocol to produce quality seed for the species’ farming in order to improve people’s livelihood. This study was funded by Government of Uganda through NARO and was supervised by Prof. Justus Rutaisire and Prof. Frederick Bugenyi.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
AYUGI Gertrude (Ms)

Radiofrequency electromagnetic field exposure from mobile phone base stations in Kampala Uganda
Ms. AYUGI Gertrude investigated the exposures to radiofrequency electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations in Kampala. There were four communication technologies that were considered in the study. Exposure was determined using a spectrum analyzer, antennas, GPS Logger and Spectrum Analysis Software. Spectrum occupancy of the technologies investigated was observed to be very low. Variation of exposure in space and with time was assessed. A Lognormal distribution model of field exposure distributions in Kampala was developed. The maximum exposures recorded were compared with the set guidelines and they were found to be low. This showed that the public is safe from these radiations. The study was funded by African Development Bank under the AfDB HEST PhD Scholarship Project and was supervised by Dr. Akisophel Kisolo and Dr. Tumps Winston Ireta.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NAKAKAWA Juliet (Ms)

Modeling the dynamics of banana xanthomonas wilt: incorporating disease drivers and resurgence in smallholder systems in Uganda
Ms. NAKAKAWA Juliet studied the use of mathematical models to understand the dynamics of banana xanthomonas wilt disease and identifying conditions that facilitate resurgences as a basis for targeting and improving effectiveness of control measures. Models were developed and analyzed to determine the long time effect of the disease if control measures are not effectively implemented. Results show that in absence of tool-mediated transmission and with effective phytosanitation in which single disease stem removal is carefully applied, clean suckers can be obtained from mats that previously had an infected plant. For effective disease management, it is important to assess the endemic level of the plantation before application of control measures since it is costly when the plantation is heavily infested. To avoid resurgence, farmers must promptly remove infected plants and male buds. The study was funded by McKnight Foundation under Bioversity International, and was supervised by Prof. Joseph Y. T. Mugisha, Prof. Michael W. Shaw, and Dr. Eldad Karamura.

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Plant Breeding and Seed Systems
BAGUMA Karubanga Julius
CHELANGAT Murenju Doreen (Ms)
ISINGOMA Andrew
NANYONJO Ann Ritah (Ms)
NDIKURYAYO Cyprien
NTIVUGURUZWA Sevenin
OCHAYA Francis Felix
WANI Aquiliano Lado Legge Wani

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Soil Science
KIZZA Milka (Ms)
KYEOBOGOLA Stewart
MALINGUMU Richard
MUSINGUZI Josephat
NYAMAIZI Sylvia (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Animal Science
LUTAKOME Pius
NAMFIJJA Zainah (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Crop Science
ADOCH Paula (Ms)
KANAABI Micheal
KYOMUGISHA Prossy (Ms)
MTONGA Andrew Patrick
MUGA Brenda (Ms)
NAMUSOKE Annet (Ms)
NGAZI Veneranda (Ms)
SSEBUGENYI Isarela
UMFUYISONI Jeaneine (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Engineering
OBETI Grism Lawrence

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural and Applied Economics
ASERO Diana (Ms)
ASIIMWE Judith (Ms)
ASIIMWE Robert
BIZIMUNGU Emmanuel
KISAKYE Fiona (Ms)
OKOT George
ONZIMA Bernard

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Agribusiness Management
JOYFE Helena Kerkulah (Ms)
KANZOMBA Imelda (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Economics
ATAMA Fred
MIREMBE Aggrey
NAJJUMA Ruthie Mutyaba (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Extension and Education
KIWANUKA Joseph
KULE Birengeso Eriya
RAMADHANI Mohamed
SHIMALI Fred
SITENDA Tonney
TEREKA Eva (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Environment and Natural Resources
ACAITUM Moses
ARYAMFIKA Edmand
BATUUSA Mariam (Ms)
CHEMONGES Amusa
ERYAU Kenneth
ERYENYU David
GESAA Mwitale Fredrick
HABYARIMANA John
KATO Author Martin
KULOBA Massa Philip
MUGUME Evelyn (Ms)
MUSITWA Paul
MUNGUZI Ibrahim
MWABAZE Caroline Ednah (Ms)
NAKAYIMA Dianah (Ms)
NAMIRIMU Oliver (Ms)
NAWHEWA Carolyn (Ms)
NKATA Charles
NSUBUGA David
NYIRAMUGISHA Judith (Ms)
OBEDMOTH Aldous
OROMO John Ohitai Dante
SEMANDA Kassim
WODEYA David Simon

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Food Science and Technology
AKUMU Grace (Ms)
BAKULUMPAGI Abubaker
GAFABUSA George
MAFUMBIRO Baligeya Hakim
NAPIO Ruth (Ms)
NSENGIMANA Egide
OMAGOR Oilla Isaac

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Applied Human Nutrition
APOLOT Mary Gorret (Ms)
BYARUGABA Racheal (Ms)
NAMWANJE Mary (Ms)
NGHAMBI Pendo Yaredi
OPENDI Stella (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Forestry
OWENEMA Maximo
TURYATUNGA Pamela (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agroforestry
ACEMA Dan
ASHABA Denis
BYAMUKAMA Katura Francis

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Geography
OPEDES Hosea
TIBAKUNIRWA Leonida (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Land Use and Regional Development
BUYINZA Ambrose Wabwire
KISEMBO Teddy (Ms)

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Education in Curriculum Studies
ACHOLA Christine (Ms)
APEDUNO Esther (Ms)
BENGO Derrick
MULABIZA Mebra (Ms)
NAMULONDO Veronica (Ms)
WAKABI Paul Humphrey

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Education in Science Education
KWAGALA Esther (Ms)
MATSANGA Jackson

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Education in Educational Foundations and Management
ACIRO Can Lucy (Ms)
KATONDA Keneth
KAYENDEKE Perusi (Ms)
KAYONGO Michael
MASIKA Deborah (Ms)
MUWANGUZI Erunao Sande

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Education in Language and Literature Education
BAKAHUUNA Elizabeth (Ms)
BAVAKURE Ruth (Ms)
HAROUN Yassin
MWAIKUJU Lwitiko Gladson
NAJJUMA Maryam (Ms)
SSEMPIJJA Geoffrey

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Adult and Community Education
NABUUFU Josephine (Ms)
NANYANGE Allen (Ms)
The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Educational Management

ACATI Sanderson
LWASA Richard
KATENDE Simon Peter
NAKITTO Zainab

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Educational Policy and Planning

EJANG Stella (Ms)
EPILA Banana Masika Plikeria
NGABIRANO Caroline (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Medicine

ABALA Catherine (Ms)
ABINGWA John Patrick
ABONGA Julius Gooding
AFAYO Victor
AKELLO Esther (Ms)
ALINAITWE Racheal (Ms)
ANDREW Emmanuel
ANIKU Dan Elly
ARAÏKA Herbert
ATUMANYA Patience (Ms)
ATWIJUKA Balaam Nkunda
AYENYO Winfred
BAKEERA Salome (Ms)
BAKENGA Alex
BALUKU B. Joseph
BAMBI Nsalazi Emma
BINDURU Ritha (Ms)
DABAY Viola Mark Aputu (Ms)
FARTUN Abdullahi Hassan
GEL Gawar Isaac Daian
HAPPY Lilian (Ms)
KAKAIRE Denis
KAMPIIRE Leatitia (Ms)
KANSIIME Grace (Ms)
KASALIRWE Paul
KASEREKA Muteke
KATO Paul Ivan
KATURAMU Richard
KIHIKA Lillian Kabahuma (Ms)
KIKOMÉKO Sharif
KISUGHU Munyumu J
KIWEWA Ronald
KUTEESA Hillary
KYAZZE Solomon
KYOHANGIRWE Leticia (Ms)
LUKOMWA David Sebisubi
MAKANZA Peter Ndalo
MEDEYI Vicent
MEREGURWA Grace
MUBANGIZI Ivan
MUGISHA Moses
MUSSIE Equbamichael Haile
MUWANGUZI Peter
MWALIMU Catherine Mwende (Ms)
MWANGI Gikonyo Julius
NABATANZI Mary (Ms)
NABBONA Peace Valerian (Ms)
NABIRYE Stella (Ms)
NAKAGAAYI Doreen (Ms)
NAKIDDU Nana Jacqueline (Ms)
NALWANGA Damalie (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Phiona (Ms)
NDEGE Jared Okoth
NDOZIRE Junior
NIMANYA Stella Alice (Ms)
NSUBUGA Mushin
NYENDE Louis
OCHAM Emmanuel Bua
OGWAL Alfred
OJOK William
OTIM Caesar Going
OWACHI Darius Jason
OYANIA Felix
SHEMA Christine (Ms)
SSEKITOOLEKO Badru
SSEMANDA Dan
SSEMANDA Kazibwe Samuel
SEWANYANA Yasin
TIONDI Hind Robert
TOMUSANGE Simon
TWYONGYERE Emmanuel
WAKAYA Wanzou
WANDABWA Joel
WEKESA Yvonne Nakhaye (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Opthalmology
BAKO Beatrice (Ms)
MITI Moses

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics
AKUSEKERA Immaculate (Ms)
KAYONGO Edward
KIIRYA Yerusa
BABIRYE Elizabeth Katana (Ms)
NAKAFEERO Brenda (Ms)
NAMPEER A Rose (Ms)
OKIMAT Paul
OPIO Denis
SENDAULA Emmanuel
IWABABA Yvette (Ms)
KAKEETO Alex
KITAYAMUWEI Alex

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Human Anatomy
MAGELE Ndulu Ishigita
NAGAWA Edith (Ms)
OKORI Hilder

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Medical Illustration
BAMUSONGIRE Apollo Peter
BUTUNGI Coleb
NANSIGUZA Jacob

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Pharmacology
BITEK Brian
BUZIBYE Allan
MFAATA Peter
NAMWASE Hadijja
NAKALEMBE Loyce
OPIO Samuel Acuti

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Medicine in Pathology
EMMANUEL Dennis Morgan
MLOLE Angela Tabian

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Medicine in Microbiology
AYAZIKA Kirabo Tess
LWERE Kamada

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Immunology and Clinical Microbiology
AGERO Juliet
AMUJAL Marion
ARUHOMUKAMA Dickson
BABIRYE Janet Peace
DRICILU Emmanuella
KANEZA Callixta
KAYONGO Alex
LUGWANA Ronald Samuel
MBABAZI Monica
MUWANDA Fahad
MWAYIRE Samuel
NALUYANGE Resty
NAMANYA Dianah
NAMULI Lilian
NANTONGO Mary
NASSANGA Beatrice Robinah
OMOOJA Jonah
SEGJUJA Farouk
SSEKAMATTE Phillip
WANDEGE Joseph

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Nursing (Midwifery and Women’s Health)
YEBOA Kyesemaa Naomi (Ms)
ALENI Mary (Ms)
The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Public Health

ABBO Gertrude (Ms)
ABEJA Thomas
ABWOLA Olwedo Mary (Ms)
ACAYO Edna Joyce (Ms)
ACHIENG Caroline (Ms)
ACHII Pamela (Ms)
AGABA Marianna Nyangire (Ms)
AIGI Joanita (Ms)
AJAL Paul
AMONE Alexander
ASIO Zaituna (Ms)
ATWIINE Atek Kagirita
ATWINE Gloria (Ms)
AYESIGA Savino
AYUGI Brenda (Ms)
BAHIZI Gloria (Ms)
BAKIKA Herbert
BALEETA Keith
BIRIKIRE Elisha
BUNANI Nelson
BWIRE Albert
BYARUHANGA Aggrey
KABAHENDA Sheila (Ms)
KAGANDA Chris Rawlings
KALENZI Prisca Uwera (Ms)
KAMSIME Desire (Ms)
KAWUMA Samuel
KAYANGA Faith (Ms)
KICONCO Joycelyn Busingye (Ms)
KIGONGO Stephen
KITUYI Anold Joseph
KOMBO Rosemary (Ms)
LADWAR Okidi Denis
LUKWATA Hasfa(Ms)
LUTAAYA Alfred
LWETABE Michael Webba
MBUSA Kabagame Patrick
MUGONYI Moses
MUSIITWA Michael Mugwanya
MUTEBI Ronald Reagan
NABANOBE Emmylin (Ms)
NABIRYE Harriet (Ms)
NABUKWASI Harriet Nassy (Ms)
NABUNYA Phoebe (Ms)
NAKAFEERO Ritah Ta (Ms)
NAKAMYA Petranilla (Ms)
NAKAZIBWE Brenda (Ms)
NAKKAZI Fatuma(Ms)
NAKUDO George
NAMAGEMBE Agnes (Ms)
NAMARA Benigna Gabriela (Ms)
NAMBUYA Harriet (Ms)
NAMPIJA Proscovia (Ms)
NAMUDDU Racheal (Ms)
NAMUSISI Shamilah (Ms)
NANDUUDU Annet (Ms)
NANTEGE Ashabrick (Ms)
NANTONGO Claire (Ms)
NDYABAKIRA Alex
NSENGA Marcella (Ms)
NSIBIRWA Sarah Kay (Ms)
NYACHWO Baelyvina Evelyne (Ms)
NYIRANKUSI Tusubira Eleth (Ms)
OCAMANONO Gabriel Bernard
OCHEN Anthony Mark
OJORO Valentine
OKELLO Alfred
OKOLIMONG Charles Dickens
OMAR Sheikh Mohamud Nur
OMARA Peter
ONGOM Sam
OPIRA Bishop
OTIM Patrick Cossy
OTUCU Bernard
PICHIO Brenda Amon (Ms)
SENSAMBA Jude Thaddeus
SSUNA Martin
TUGUME Lillian (Ms)
TUMWEBAZE Kagiigi Frank
WABWIRE Bob
Wademberere Ibrahim Jangu
WAMBETE Amos
ZEMEI Diana Rose (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Public Health Nutrition
AKULLU Helen Grace (Ms)
ATOKE Lucy (Ms)
BAGAAYA Sharon (Ms)
IRACHAN Joyce (Ms)
KIA Anna (Ms)
KAFUUNA James
KIHEMBO Pamela (Ms)
NABATANZI Maureen (Ms)
NAKALEGE Annet (Ms)
NAKIBINGE Joshua
NINSIIMA Catherine (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Health Services Research
BABIRYE Ziyada (Ms)
BALEMWA Doreen Ntale (Ms)
BIRUNGI Patience (Ms)
EJALU David Livingstone
KABATANGARE Patience (Ms)
KANANKUNDA Felicia (Ms)
KATAMBA Paul Semakula
KINENE Henry Kenric
KUTEESA Rebecca (Ms)
KOMUHENDO Robinah (Ms)
MUGONYI Apollo
NAMUTEBI Stella Monica (Ms)
NAMWANJA Roland Wakiibi
NAZZIWA Winfred (Ms)
NYAMWIRE Bonnita (Ms)
OBAL Emmanuel
OKERENYANG Michael
TUSIIME Judith (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Public Health Disaster Management
AKUMU Jennifer (Ms)
BEN Aneta Imoya Francis (Ms)
BUNTING-Graden Anderson Joseph
HYUHA Chrispus Jarmen
KAPTENGAN David
KIBUULE Michael
MUGUMYA Thomas

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Zoology
ASIIMIRE Ameria (Ms)
BUKENYA Ahmad
KASOZI Herbert
NAMAYANJA Diana(Ms)
NANTEGE Diana (Ms)
OCHIENG James Robert
OKELLO Samuel Dulson
ONDHORO Constantine Chobet
OYET Godfrey Jomo Andrew

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Petroleum Geosciences
DENG Daniel Agwang

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Chemistry
ATUKO Irene Otworot (Ms)
GUMISIRIZA Francis
KUTESAKWE Jennifer (Ms)
LILLY Bangu Elia Ladu
MATOVU Henry
MUKIIBI Stuart Ben
MUTENDE David
MWESIGWA Cleopas Bama
NAKIBUULE Fiona (Ms)
OBWOLA Geoffrey Vand
OJAMA Christopher
ONZIMA Albert
SEKANDI Peter
TEBETYO Zakia

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Biochemistry
NABBENGO Christine (Ms)  
SHUKRI Abdullahi Aden

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Botany
AGUTTU Gorreti (Ms)  
NALUBEGA Harriet (Ms)  
WANICHAN James

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Physics
CHACIGA Jimmy  
MAVUTO Harold Banda  
NAMAKULA Esther Kataate (Ms)

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Mathematics
MAKONZI Brian

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Mathematical Modelling
MUHUMUZA Cosmas  
MUGABI Francis  
OKONGO Walter  
SENGENDO Moses

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Presentation of the
Post Graduate Diploma in Education
AMUDA Amos  
BATEKATEKA Hillary  
BONGOMIN Michael  
ERIAU John Peter  
JUMA Albert  
KAGCWA Proscovia (Ms)  
KAGGWE Josephine (Ms)  
KATO Mike  
KAYEMBA Vincent  
KAYONGO Nicholas  
KIBIRIDGE Haruna  
LUTAAAYA Elasto  
MATOVU Paul  
MUBIRU Ronnie  
MUGISHA Deogratias  
MUHUMUZA Raymond  
MUJJAWO Robert  
MUSOKE William  
MUTAZINDWA Muniru  
NABISUBI Halimah (Ms)  
NAKAWOOGA Viola (Ms)  
NAKAYIWA Dorothy (Ms)  
NAKIGANDA Barrah Badrudin  
NAKIVUMBI Bushirah  
NANTONGO Mary Beatrice (Ms)  
NJAYE Kizito SIMON  
NKWANGU Stephen
ODONGO Ben
OKELLO Keneth
OKULLO John Bosco Lamoris
ONEN Emmy Rubangakene
OPIO Geoffrey
SEMBUYA Hudadi
SSEKIVUNGA Umar
WAMALA Joseph

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Presentation of the Post Graduate Diploma in Medical Education
ANGUPARU Theresa Ezama (Ms)
BABIRYE Damalie Kintu
BIRUNGI Georgina
BULYA Eleanor Nsubuga
BUZIGI Edward
IGIRIMBABAZI Ssebuddo
KAMAKYA Geoffrey
KAMANZI George
KAYITAMU Sumayya (Ms)
LWASA Namaala Alex
MAGYEZI Joseph
MUGANGA Harriet Margaret Namuganga (Ms)
MUSIHO Ally
MWAZI Batuli
NAKAMATTE Irene (Ms)
NAKUSI Monye Beth (Ms)
NALEBE Bugembe Monica Frances (Ms)
NAMAGANDA Hellen Martha (Ms)
NAMIREMBE Alex (Ms)
NAMUGUZI Mary (Ms)
NAMWAYA Ziidah (Ms)
NANDUGGA Harria Wamala (Ms)
NANYANGE Evelyn (Ms)
NDIMWIBO Arthur
NGOBI Siragi
NYONGOZI Baltazar
OBONG Denis
OJOTO Samson
OJUL Christine Lakop (Ms)
OKIA Peter Charles
OTIMA Helen Vera
RUKUNDO Hope Bafaki
TUMWINE Moses Ndyaba
TURINABO Mary (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Presentation of the Post-Graduate Diploma in Environmental Impact Assessment
AMANYA Gilbert Zimba
KAMUSIIME Ahabwe
KAWESI Hakimu
KUSIIMA Samuel
MBABAZI Advan
MUNANURA Emmanuel
NABIHAMBA Ernest
OTIKA Leonard
PHILLIPHS Sagal Acumen
The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Presentation of the Diploma in Palliative Care
CHIKONDE Isaac (Ms)
KAIMUKILWA Ddiocles Richard
MARIE Clare Nyinawase (Ms)
MOSAU-RANNOWANE M Pearl (Ms)
NAMUGAMBE Josephine (Ms)

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Presentation of the Diploma in Project Planning and Management
ALITWALA Doreen (Ms)
INYABORO Sinatra Bella (Ms)
KAHUNDE Eve (Ms)
KATEREGA Bulaimu
KATUSHABE Flavia (Ms)
KIBIRIGE Israel Mario
KISEKKA Mark
KIYINGI Charles
LUBEGA Andrew
LUTAYISIRE Mike
MUKASA Joseph
MUTESI Winnie Fred (Ms)
NAKIBIRIGE Christine (Ms)
NAKIBUUKA Sandra (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Zulaikah (Ms)
NAMULI Dorothy Lwanga (Ms)
NASSHUUNA Julian (Ms)
NATTIMBA Fatuma (Ms)
NKUGWA Patrick
OKELLO James
SANDE Brian
SEREMBA Hussein
TENDO Sarah (Ms)

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Presentation of the Higher Diploma in Clinical Instruction
BYAMUKAMA James
KABOGERE Alexander
KIVANYUMA Godfrey Humphrey
OCHIENG Dan
OCHOLA Robert
OKELLO Betty (Ms)
OMARA Polycarp

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Speech & Language Therapy
GAMUKAMA Murungi (Ms)
KEMIGISA Judith Lillian (Ms)
KUBITA Monica Joy (Ms)
NAGASHA Cynthia (Ms)
WEKHOLA Arthur

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Sciences
AINEMBABAZI Bridget Viola (Ms) AKOTH Mariam (Ms)
ASIO Gloria Joy (Ms)
BIRYABAREMA Emmanuel
GAKWERERE Daniel
HATEGEOKA Fred
JASJEET Kaur (Ms)
KABAHITA Jupiter Marina (Ms)
KADDU Arafat
KAWUKI Jude
KIMBUGWE Arnold
KISEKKA Faith (Ms)
KUNOBWA Kenneth Semiti
MANKA'A Marie-louise (Ms)
MUGALA Faridah (Ms)
MUGOMBA Humphery
NAKANWAGI Irene (Ms)
NAKAZIBWE Moriah (Ms)
NAKKAZI Frances Kanyike(Ms)
NAKONGE Martha Dearn (Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Hamidah Suubi (Ms)
NASSUNA Catherine (Ms)
NDAGIRE Pauline (Ms)
NSUBUGA Gideon
NSUMBA Steven Mark
SSENTAYI Stewart
WASSWA Henry

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Cytotechnology
ARINAITWE Comfort (Ms)
ATUZAHWIRE Albert
GESÁ Elly Dennis
KINENE Abdu
LUKUYAMUZI Ronald
MASABA Tony
MIREMBE Ruth Elizabeth(Ms)
MUGERWA Alex
MUTEGEKI Robert
NAKAWUKI Janat (Ms)
NAKITTO Rebecca Beccy (Ms)
NKWASIBWE Timothy
OKONERA James Jacob

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery
ADARUKU Kennedy
ANGORO Elogu Leticia (Ms)
BAMULEKE James
BWENJE Robert
BYAWERE Daniel
DUNDE Ronald
ESELE Paul Odeke
GICHERU Mercy Muthoni (Ms)
MUBANGIZI Gilvas
MURAMUZI Joseph
NAKAZIBWE Bridget (Ms)
NINSIIMA Precious (Ms)
ODONGKARA Daniel Blair
TINO Jacenta (Ms)
ZAWEDDE Gloria Annet (Ms)
The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Optometry
JAKAIT Ismail
LOKI N Shifa (Ms)
NAUMBWE Nabirye Sheila (Ms) SSEBULIBA Gilbert
WANOK Godfrey

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Pharmacy
ABACHA Isaac Sonne
ADUBANGO Pamela (Ms)
AKAMPA Maxensia Gloria (Ms)
AKENA Churchill
AMON Immaculate (Ms)
ATUAIRE Joan Keziah (Ms)
ATUKUNDA Barbara (Ms)
BULENI Milton
BUYINZA Alex
GIRAMIA Faith N (Ms)
KALANDA Aloysius
KASIRYE Maria Ella (Ms)
KAWASE Nuwa
KWEESA Michael Japhet
KAYEMBA Isaac
KIMMANJE Emmanuel N
KYAMBADDE Bonny
MIYINGO Ivan
MUHUMUZA Conrad
NABASUMBA Anzerea Joan (Ms) NABUSIU Ivan Aaron
NALUKWAGO Mercy Ramya (Ms) NANGOSYA Moses
NANSEERA Joseph
NANTABA Bridget (Ms)
NDANDA Vincent
NShabaruhanga Amuzah
NWADIKE Chidinna Judith Ezike (Ms)
NYAMIGISHA Yvonne (Ms)
OMODING Herbert
SSEKAMATTE Fred
TON Okello Harriet (Ms)
TUHAME Hillary
WAGABA Godfrey
WALIJO Moses
WEERE Barnabas Wolford

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Dental Technology
AKELLO Esther Joan (Ms)
KAGGA Paul Davis
KAWUMA Paul
NAKAYENGA Florence (Ms)
NAMBI Edith (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Radiography
AGABA Sam Arinda
AKUGIZIBWE Henry
AMANYIRE Ronald
BWAMBALE Ronald Nkuruziza BYANSI Moses
DEMBE Ismail
ELASU Lazarus
LOMONGIN Esther (Ms)
MUGISHA Hassan
SSEMUKULA Andrew
TABAARO Henry
TWINAMATSIKO Irene (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing
AMANYA Charles
ANDRUA Paul
ARACH Aidah (Ms)
BUSINGE Alinaitwe
EMARU Emmanuel
GAI David
KABALA Milly Racheal (Ms)
KANYANGE Angel Moureen (Ms) KISEMBO Elizabeth (Ms)
KUGONZA Sandra (Ms)
LUWEDDE Gift Hadia (Ms)
NAMATOVU Imelda (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Jane (Ms)
NAMUGWA Mariam Shanny (Ms) OKUMU Jeremiah Valley
SSEKITTO Richard
SSEMANGA Nassifu
TIBAINGANA Ellison
WANYANA Dorothy (Ms)
WERE Micheal
WESONGA Sheila Mercy (Ms)

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Palliative Care
ALICE Wangui Ongera Karaya (Ms) ATUHAIRE Emily (Ms)
BUTIA Mercy Chepchumba (Ms) CHALUNDA Christopher
CHENERO Evaline Ngeno (Ms)
LAJABU Idah (Ms)
LUKHELE Felicity Ntombifuthi (Ms) MABOREJE Olalade Abiodum (Ms) NAGGUJJA Margaret (Ms)
ORISHABA Appolo
YOYO Franco

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Engineering
AGWANG Sarah (Ms)
AIKIRIZA Martha (Ms)
ARYANYIJUKA Noel (Ms) BUGINGO Hilda (Ms)
EILU Justine
ESAETE Florence (Ms)
ETUKET Maureen Dimitria (Ms) GENZA Jonathan
KAMUHANDA Success
LUSWATA Moses
MOOWA Martin
MUYOMBA Timothy NABUNNYA Naimati (Ms)
NAKANDI Brenda Teddy (Ms) NALWOGA Christine (Ms) NAMUGGA Bridget (Ms)
NAMULI Kevin Lucy (Ms)
NINGO Geoffrey  
NTAAWU Jimmy  
ODELE Jude  
OKIRIA Samuel  
OMONGO Emmanuel  
OUMA Moses  
SSEMAKULA Edrine Joseph  
TAKUWA Mercy (Ms)  
WALUSIMBI Peter

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Environmental Health Science
ACHIA Simon Peter
ADIYO Solomon
ANULE Twahiri Ajaga
ASINGWIRE Tracy (Ms)
ATIM Cathy Alal (Ms)
BAKOLE Mathew
BARONGO Godfrey
BAYO John Paddy
BUSINGE Otto
ETIDAU Joseph
GONZA Joviah (Ms)
ITIAKORIT Brian
KABIRA Ritah (Ms)
KAMUGISHA Stephen
KIBUUKA Peter
KILAMA Geoffrey
KIZZA Frank Gramsen
LUBEGA Grace Biyinzika (Ms) MOHAMMED Asha Abdi (Ms)
MUGENYI Sylus
MUGIDE Vanessa (Ms)
MUTUNDI Vicent
NAKACHWA Betty (Ms)
NDOZIREHO Wilfred
NIMUSIIMA Evas (Ms)
NINSIIMA Nshabano
NZOBA Alga
OBOTE Gadaffi
OCEN Tony
OGWANG Sam
OKIROR Donald
ONDOMA Denis
SEBUYUNGO Julius
WADRI Philliam
WAGABA Brenda (Ms)
WANDERA Dickson

The Principal College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery
ABURI Godfrey James
AGABA Denis
AGABA Ronata (Ms)
AGWANYI Tom
AHABWENKI Rosemary (Ms)
AHMED Rahima Abdulaziz (Ms) AKELLO Grace (Ms)
ALWONG Oscar
AMANYA Warren
ANENA Diana Louis (Ms)
MASEMBE Timothy
MBABAZI Queen Lailah (Ms)
MBAZIRA Livingstone
MUBIRU Michael
MUGARURA Naboth
MUGISA Mark Anthony
MUKASA Sadiki
MUKISA Joseph
MUKWAYA Francis
MUYUNGA Anthony
NABITALO Suzan (Ms)
NABUKEERA Jamira Ahmad (Ms) NAKASULE Halima Abubakar (Ms) NAKAYIWA Dorah (Ms) NAKINTU Joanitah (Ms) NAKIWU Lilian (Ms) NALUMANSI Renita (Ms) NALUNGA Hanifah (Ms) NAMAZZI Namwoga Esther (Ms) NAMINGIRA Simon Peter NAMPEWO Irene (Ms) NAMUGUMYA Aidah (Ms) NANSUBUGA Samali (Ms) NANTALE Mariam (Ms) NIMUSIIMA Lisa (Ms) NTALE Fahad NTAGE Patricia (Ms) NYAKAKE Juliet (Ms) OCAYA Oscar ODOK Ambrosoli Joseph ODONGKARA Edgar OGWAL James OGWANG Kenneth OKIROR Barbara (Ms) OLINGA Daniel OMIA Emmanuel OPETA Deogracious ROTICH Leonard RUYONGA Karlmarx SABIITI Nicholas SANDE Brian SEKATE Rodney Emmanuel SEKINA Hassan (Ms) SEMAKULA Roland Francis SHIONDO Denis SRIDEEP Ray SSALI Ronald SSEBAGALA Umaru SSEMBUYA Ignatius SSENTUME Richard SUNDAY Philip TAYEBWA Julius TUMWEBAZE Richard TURYAKIRA Cranima VUSSO Lazarous Drile WALUGE Emmanuel WAMBAKA Bill WANDA Faustino WASSWA Joel WASUKIRA Bugosera Sulaiman WASWA Joseph YIGA Joshua ZALWANGO Victoria Faith (Ms) ZZIRIBAGGWA Samali Eve (Ms)
The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Ethnobotany
BAKALUBA Samuel
KAKAIRE Rajab
KASOZI Dauda
MINAWA Faluku
MUGULUSI Ronald
MUYANJA Joseph

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Conservation Biology
AZEIRWE Arnest
EDENYU Abraham
KAVUMA Henry
NAKIGUDDE Lydia Paula(Ms)
NAWENJA Carol(Ms)
OKURUT Samuel
SEKIZIYIVU David
SITENDA Diana(Ms)
SEMULEMA Jovan

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Sports Science
GAYIRA Julius
KAMUKAMA Denis
KUNGU Pius
KWAGALA Teopister(Ms)
MWANINA Bernard
NYANGOMA Ahumuza Anabella(Ms)
OGEMA Johnson
SEBUNYA Hussein Muhammed SSEKIRABIRA Patience

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology
ALIU Moses
AMPUMUZA Davis
BAWANDA Ahmed
BWAMBALE Wilberforce
KAMBERE Hassan
KAMUSIIME Keneth Kafula
KIGOZI Nicholas
KITALIKYAWE Joseph
KWIZERA Denis
KYEYUNE Moses
MAKULA Shalom(Ms)
MUGANZI Emmy
MUHUMUZA Silver
MULINDWA Emmanuel
MWESIGWA B Enock
NAKIMERA Victoria(Ms)
NAMAKULA Racheal Maria(Ms)NANYONGA Sandra(Ms)
NASASIRA Osbert
NIWETURUHO Hamphey
NYANZI Timothy Joseph
OWACHI Deirdre(Ms)
SABAKAKI Peter Ziribagwa
The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculture
ABESIGA Lucas
AKOTH Dorothy(Ms)
BIGABWA Vincent
BUKUSUBA Rodney James
KABANDA Solomon
KAINZA Winnie Wanendeya(Ms) KARUHANGA Edwin
KASASA Rogers
KATAMBA Erick
KAWERE Fred
KIWANUKA Alaphat
LUKWAGO Eriyasa
MUGWANYA Naswif
MUSICUZI Mukuru Jamil
MUYANJA Adam
NABAKOOZA Jean(Ms)
NAKANGU Jane Victor(Ms)
NALUKWAGO Catherine K(Ms) NANTEGE Winfred(Ms)
NAWOOVA Dorothy(Ms)
NAZIIWA Catherine(Ms)
NKAMUSHABA Edgar
OBURU Wilberforce
OKIRING John Paul
SSABWE Ivan
SSEWANYANA Abdul
SSONKO Julius

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Chemistry
AJAL John Paul
AKANDWANAHO Keneth
ALIGUMA Moses
ATURINDA Precious(Ms)
AYEBARE Denis
BARAZA Timothy
JUUKO Semu
KALIYANGO Andrew
KASOZI Abudusalaamu
KATONGOLE Leah(Ms)
KEERI Albert
KIRABO Evelyn(Ms)
KISIGE Dauha
KIYINGI Edrine
KOIRE Zula(Ms)
LUTEBBUKA Emmanuel
MBAWADDE Margaret(Ms)
MUKWAYA Denis
MUSANA Joseph
MUWULUZI Antonio
MUYAMBI Naboth
Muyimbo  Moses
MNESIGWA  Martin
NAMBALIRWA Gertrude(Ms)
NAMUGWANYA Mary Kevin(Ms)NAMYALO Esther(Ms)
NANTEZA Sarah(Ms)
NASSJEJE Freda Miriam N(Ms)NATAMBA Lincoln Kakama
NATUNGERA Brian
NIWARINDA Nicholas
SENDEZI James
SESEKIRANDA Allan Alex
SESEMWGERERE Abraham
SESENGOBA Ronnie
SESIWANGUMBA Edward Kaggwa
TIMBIGAMBA Santa Maria(Ms)
TUHEIRWE Cosmas
TUKAHIRWA Isreal
TURYATUNGA Iron
WEMBABAZI Gloria(Ms)
WEMBABAZI Timothy

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Geoscience Production
AGAI Ambrose
AIJUKA Brian
AKITE Joyce Thereza(Ms)
AMPUMUZA Davis
APOLAT Diana(Ms)
ASIIMWE Susan(Ms)
BUGALA Lawrence Mukisa
GUMA Frank Rogers
IKOU Hellen Rose(Ms)
ISEMBATIA Livingstone
KAIJA Jerome
KAMBUGU Alvin Peter
KANYESIGYE Robert
KATUSIIME Justine(Ms)
KAYIWA Rodgers
KISEMBO Reagan
KITSAMBA Paul Khumusiime
KUKUNDAKWE Amos
LAWIL Cissy(Ms)
MALUAL Aluong Ajak
MBABAZI Bridget(Ms)
MUBIKIRWA Hussein
MUBIRU James Elvis W
MUTENYO Esther Baraza(Ms)MUZIRANSA Huq Shaffi
MNESIGYE Castro
MWONGYERE David
NAMIIRO Maureen(Ms)
NATUNGA Brenda(Ms)
NUUGA Emmanuel
NINSIIMA Esther(Ms)
NSIMIYIMANA Jean Claude
NUWASIIMA Adrine(Ms)
ODONGI Andrew
OLAYA Ambrose
OUMA Kenneth Clein
OWINY Oscar
RWOTHONGEO Douglas
SANDE Esamu
SEMPEBWA Greaven
SENYONGA Saddam
SERUGO Charles
SSEMBERA Richard
SSEGUGGA Daniel
SUMMER Mathias Wasadha
SUNDAY Justice
TENHWA Jonathan
WAAKA Gerald
WOBUSOBOZI Emmy

The Principal College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science

AGABA Adrine (Ms)
AGUTI Faith Mercy (Ms)
AHEBWE Caleb
AHIMBISIBWE Andrew
AKELLO Barbra (Ms)
AKOL Clare Doreen (Ms)
ATUHAIRWE Hope Ahumuza (Ms) ATUHUMUZA Salome (Ms)
AYELLA Balmoi Brian
BABIHE Godwin
BAGUMA Manisuru
BAZANYE Jimmy
BUKENYA Lukman
BUKIRWA Joanita (Ms)
EKADU Christopher
ERODI Abraham
GOKYALYA Gloria (Ms)
GUMA Darius
HASHAKIMAANA Moses
ISINGOMA Gilbert Amooti
KABASOMI Lydia (Ms)
KABENGE Martha Melanie (Ms) KABUYE Jimmy
KAMULEGEYA Fahad
KANKUNDIYE Patricia (Ms)
KANYIKE Gerald
KASAGA Frank
KATO Paul
KATONGOLE Christopher
KEMIGISHA Adella (Ms)
KIMERA Ronald
KINALWA Geoffrey
KITAKA Wilberforce
KIZITO Musitafa
KOBUGABE Recheal (Ms)
KOMUGISHA Jean Ruth (Ms)
KUNTHIRA Rehman (Ms)
KYAGULANYI Ronald
KYAMBADDE Godfrey
KYANJO Brian
KYOMUHENDO Brenda (Ms)
LAMUNO Sharon Dangachur (Ms) LUCHUMA Ibra
LUTAYA Joseph
MABUZI Nicholas
MAKUMBI Peter
MANGENI Kennedy
MAYANJA Ronald
MAZZI Muzamiru
MUFUMBA Ronald
MUGABA Shiella (Ms)
MUGISHA Isaac
MUKUYE Ronald Mawanda
MUKYALA Percis Brenda (Ms)
MULINDE Isaac
MULWANA Mark
MURUNGI Edigar Kiiza
MURUNGI Moses
MUSANA Kalyebara Daniel
MUSIIME Caroline (Ms)
MUTARYEBWA Christon
MUTESASIRA Julius
MUTUMBA Grace Cornelius
MUWANGUZI Julius
MUYAMBI Dan
MUYIMA Rodney Ernest
NAJUNA Njuneki Georgina (Ms)
NAKAKANDE Vanessa Elizabeth (Ms)
NAKAYE Juliet (Ms)
NAKIMULI Maureen (Ms)
NAKIRYA Victoria (Ms)
NAKITTO Esther (Ms)
NAKIWALA Allen (Ms)
NALUYIMBA Phiona (Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Sandrah Claire (Ms)
NAMARA Shallon (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Alice (Ms)
NAMBUYA Rebecca (Ms)
NAMUGUMYA Irene (Ms)
NANONO Sonia Cynthia (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Maimunah (Ms)
NANYANZI Doreen (Ms)
NATUGONZA Evarist
NATWJUKA Solea (Ms)
NDAGIJE Edward
NITWESIGA Mackas
OCHOLA Oscar Emmanuel
ODONGO Vincent Levi
OKELLO Emmanuel
OKELLO Paul
OKILLE Samuel
ONGOM Ray Justine
OOLA Sam
OFADO Sipiriano
ORECHO Goerge William
OTIM Morish
OUCHA Jimmy Julius
SEBULIBA Emmanuel
SIBOMANA Gerald
SISYE Stephen Erisa
SSEBAGALA Kigozi Samuel
SSEGAWA Faizo Mugerwa
SSEJJOBA Marvin Martin
SSEMateka Gideon
SSENTALE Andrew
SSENTUMBWE Emmanuel SSRUGGA Solomon Pius
SSIMBWA Saul
SSONKO Mike Charist
TAYEBWA Harold
TIBATYA Grace
TUMUHAIRWE Rosette (Ms)
TUMUHIMBSE Peninah (Ms)
TUMWESIGE Dorothy (Ms)
TURYATUNGA Silvelio
TUSIIME Claire (Ms)
TWESIGE Jacob
TWINOMUJUNI David
WAMALA Godfrey
WASILWA Brian
WASWA Wycliff

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering
AKATUKUNDA Derick
ATURINDA Alex
KWARIGABA Vicent
MAYANJA Ismael Kilinya
NABWIRE Shona (Ms)
NABIRANO Toppista (Ms)
NEKESA Patricia Rhoda (Ms)
NGABIRANO Ambrose
OLUK Isaac
OLE Arnold Brian
SSEBUNYA Raphael
SSEGGANE Geoffrey

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Agribusiness Management
ACEN Mercy (Ms)
ACHAYO Fiona Claire (Ms)
ADONGA Philip Okaka
AHIRWOMUGISHA Naboth
AINOMUGISHA Bridget (Ms)
AKIROR Angella Betty (Ms)
AKUGIZIBWE Reymond
AKUGIZIBWE Robert
ALIGANYIRA Movad Alozio
ALINAITWE David
ALIYO Racheal (Ms)
ALUM Robinah (Ms)
AMWIINE Nelson
ASIIMWE Hilda (Ms)
ATALIBA Sarah (Ms)
ATUNGYE Caroline (Ms)
AYEBARE Moses
BUDUWE Kenneth
CHEBET Ramula (Ms)
CHEMUTAI Amos
CHEPTOEK Satxa
DAMBA Bashiri
DRICIRU Sandra Olivia (Ms)
GATAMA Kenneth
HIGENYI Jacob
KAMATSIKO Shillah (Ms)
KATEREGGA Denis
KEMIGISA Elizabeth (Ms)
KIBESI Ayubu
KIMEZE Christopher
LUBEGA Romald
MANDERA Winfred Wadiyo (Ms)
MAIPWE Joackim
MUBIRU Martin
MUHUMUZA Edwin
MUHUMUZA Patrick
MUKAMA Shebby
MULUNGI Esther (Ms)
MURUNGI Merab (Ms)
MUSINGUZI Norman
MUSOKE Emmanuel
MUTATINA Jason
MUTUMBA Robert Ssebuliba
MUYAMBI Godwin
NABAGESERA Juliet (Ms)
NABALERA Tracy Martha (Ms)
NABAYEGO Gloria (Ms)
NABUKENYA Agnes (Ms)
NAKASINGA Racheal (Ms)
NAKATE Norah (Ms)
NAKAWESIA Moreen (Ms)
NAKKAZI Faith (Ms)
NALUBAALE Jalia (Ms)
NAMATA Miriam (Ms)
NAMEERE Olive Nives (Ms)
NAMIRIMO Getrude (Ms)
NAMULEMO Suuti Sandra (Ms)
NYIRENBONYA Flavia (Ms)
NYIRABANGA Scovia (Ms)
NYIRANTUNGANE Scovia (Ms)
OCHE Jacob
OKETA Patrick
OKIRING Hassan
OKODI Emmanuel
OKULLO Albert
OLALOKENE Paul Polycarp
OMURON Deogratius
PILOYA Innocent (Ms)
SENTAMU Canary
TUGUME Caroline (Ms)
TUHAIRWE Samuel
TUMULINDE Deo
TUMWESIGE Gilbert

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present
the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
ACADRI Bosco
ADIKIN Gloria Kevin (Ms)
AJAM Angella Lowra (Ms)
AKUKU James
ALADRIRU Laura (Ms)
ANENA Juliet (Ms)
BYANSI Hamidu
CHERUKUT Martha Cheptoeck (Ms)
DRAMANI Stephen
IKALIZA Ivan
IZAKARE Lawrence Akena
KAGIMU Martin
KALOOGI Muhammed
KAMYA Ambrose
KATENYA Enock
KAYONO Fazhir
KIMERA Paul
KINENE Eddie
KYABISE Asuman
KYOKUHAIRE Martha (Ms)
LUGYA Ashiraf
MASIKO Mahafuzi
The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Agricultural and Rural Innovation

ACILI Ceasar
ADONG Patricia(Ms)
AHEREZA Joan(Ms)
AKELLO Christine(Ms)
AKUGIZIBWE Bosco
ALEMU Emmanuel
ALIGUMA Hannah(Ms)
AMPURIIRE Mellon(Ms)
AMUKU Derrick
ANDAMA Moses
ARIHO Junior
ASHABA Marilyn Moureen(Ms)
ASINDUA George
AWAR Moses
AYESIGAMUKAMA Rodgers
BAKO Sherry(Ms)
BALIKUDDDEMBE Felix
BALUKU Joshua
BAYEGA Andrew Kaggwa
BUTUNU Good
BWIRE Joseph Sitabona
CHEPTOEK Dismas
EGUDO Solomon
ENYWARU Denis
HAFASHIMANA Davis Simon
ILUKOL Denis
IRIMA Mary(Ms)
IWUTUNG Evalyne(Ms)
JUNIOR Francis
KAJUMBA Sarah Enid(Ms)
KAKAI Elizabeth(Ms)
KAKINGA Dickson
KAMOGA Daniel
KIIZA Ronald
KIKUROHOKI Richard
KISEMBO Proscovia(Ms)
KISUKU Nicholas
KINUEWESI Steven
KOSHABA Phionah(Ms)  
KUSIIMA Irene(Ms)  
KYAMBADDE Christopher  
LAKOT Monica(Ms)  
LANGOYA Patrick  
LOTEE Gideon  
LUKORI Innocent  
LWEBUGA Alex  
MASENDI Vincent  
MBABAZI Rogers  
MIIRO Richard  
MUGUMYA Shaban  
MUHANGI Onesmus  
MUHUMUZA Brian  
MUKEMBO Harbert  
MURUNGI Jonan  
MUSIIMA Junior  
MUSISI Derick  
MUTONI Patricia(Ms)  
MUYUNGA Ambrose  
MWENEMUKA John Fisher  
MWESIGWA Isaac  
MWINEMBAZI Joab  
NABAKKA Shamusa(Ms)  
NAHURIRA Faith(Ms)  
NAKAWUKI Maureen(Ms)  
NAKIBUULE Jackline(Ms)  
NALUGEMWA Joan(Ms)  
NALULE Hadijah(Ms)  
NAMUNYU Shadrack  
NANGIRA Brenda(Ms)  
NATUKUNDA Nelson  
NDASHIMYE Erastus  
NEKESA Martha(Ms)  
NSENGIUVAH Yasin  
ODONG Innocent  
ODUR Isaac  
OGWAL Tonny Brian  
OKILAN Grace(Ms)  
OKOT Tonny Okech  
OKURUT Benard  
OLOK Bonny  
OMARA Fredrick  
OMING Ronald  
ONEK Paul  
ONGODIA Innocent  
OPENYCAN Jackline(Ms)  
ORIOKOT Denis  
OTIANG Lazarus  
OTUDE Joseph Anthony  
SASAKI Vannisa(Ms)  
SEBULESA Suule  
SEMPEERA Richard  
SEWANTE Devis  
SSEKYEWA Julius Ssemujju  
SSENDAULA Musitafo Sendi  
WABULO Sandra(Ms)  
WABYOOONA Fabius  
WAGOTA Emmanuel  
WALAKIRA James  
WANDERA Peter
The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Conservation Forestry and Product Technology

AMANUBO Amos
AMANYA Esther(Ms)
ASABA Reacheal(Ms)
BIRUNGI Winfred(Ms)
GUMOSHABE Josephat
ISINGOMA Julius
KABAGABE Racheal(Ms)
KAIRU Annet Draberu(Ms)
KALINDA Jamil Musa
KAMUKAMA Justine(Ms)
KASULE Silvester
KISAALU Ivan Kateregga
LUBUULWA John Ernest
LUWEREKERA Livingstone
MAKERO Peter
MALISH Frisco
MASEREXA Alex
MIYINGO Joseph
MUKAMA Eric
MUKASA Joseph
MUKONYEZE Nebert
MUKWAYA Ronald
MURIISA Benson
MUSIME Frank
MWAKA Nicholas Raymond M
NADIOPE Allan
NAMARA Annet(Ms)
NANNONO Falidah(Ms)
OBARA Joshua
OCHOM Huzaifa
OFOYRWOTH Paul
RUTAREMWA Jerome
SEMPIJJA Denis

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Environmental Science

ABITEGEKA Jackline(Ms)
ACTION Simon
AGABA Derrick
AHEEBWA Edmond
AKAMPA Susan(Ms)
ALICWAMU Simon
ALINAITWE Stephen
ARINDA Shena(Ms)
ASIIMWE Robert
ATALO Ruth(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Doreca (Ms)
ATUKWASE Hilda(Ms)
AYEKO Sahara(Ms)
BABALANDA Francis
BARYAMUZURA Mikdad Kaddu
BILIA William
BISASSO Isah
BWIISO Reynold
The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Technology

ARYEMO Hellen(Ms) 
ATUGONZA Christine(Ms) 
GALIWANGO Kasozi Steven 
KAMOGA Paul Martin 
KANSIIME Mukama Brighton 
KASAAMA Muzafalu 
KATAMBA Matthew Kenneth 
KIZITO Dennis Luganda 
KUBIKULYA Paul Namwiker 
MATOVU David Kabbo 
MATOVU Deogratius 
MIREMBE Ruth Martha(Ms) 
MUTEKANGA Jollex 
MUWANGUZE Daniel 
NAIGABULA Rebecca(Ms) 
NANSEERA Raymond Paul 
NDAGIRE Violet(Ms) 
WAKIBI Abubakar 
WASSWA Kenneth
WOGUTI Yvonne Nabende (Ms)

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Horticulture
ADIRA Emmanuel
AKELLO Priscilla (Ms)
ATWONGIRE Sarah (Ms)
AUMA Paska Dorothy (Ms)
KAAMOGA Hajara (Ms)
KABANGA Alex John
KATENDE John
KATO Peter
KAVUMA Elisha
KUULE Barnabas
KYAZIKE Miriam Violet (Ms)
MALACAIA Alex
MASENDI Paul
MIGAMBA Loyce (Ms)
NAKATO Asere Patricia (Ms)
NAMWULIYA Pauline (Ms)
NANTUME Esther (Ms)
NDIRUGENDAWA Shadia (Ms)
OKALEBO Samson Peter
OSHABE Gaston
TUMUREBIRE Moses
UNZIMAI Innocent Vulou

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Land Use and Management
ABONE Mugade Daniel
ACAYO Jennifer Lalam (Ms)
AKATUKWATSA Allan
AKITWINE Francis
ASIIMWE Robert
ATWIINE Rolland
GABIRI Paul
HABUMUGISHA Jerome
IBANDA Rahimu
ISIKO Eriya Baker
KASAJJA Amos
KASOCCA Ahamadah
KAVEESA Daniel
KAYUZA Donald
KIZZA Milly Ronitah (Ms)
KYARIKORA Pamela Ronnah (Ms)
MAWEJJE Harbert
MAYANJA Patrick
MUGUMIA Jim
MUSINGUZI Bright
MUTONYI Annah (Ms)
NABULO Kevinah (Ms)
NAJJUMA Zaharah (Ms)
NAKABUGO Lynnet (Ms)
NAMPIJJA Proscovia (Ms)
NAMWANJE Joannah (Ms)
NAPOKOLI Henry
NIWAGABA Derrick
OBEL Ramsey
OKELLO Reagan
OMUTOJ Joseph
RUBONGOYA Solomon
SADDAM Hussein
SSEMUGOOMA Francis

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Meteorology
ABIGABA Claire(Ms) 
BOGERE Tonny Louis
BUREGEYA Onesmus
EMIKU Alfred
IRERA Isaac
MANGENI Jerome
NAKANJAKO Ritah(Ms)
NKUUSI Moses Mwebaza
ODONGO Ingula Ronald
SEMPA Alex Kimume
SSERUGUNDA Jimmy
WAFULA Siraji Ahmed

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Social and Enterpreneurial Forestry
ABAASA Danson
ACHENG Dina Caroline(Ms)
AMUGE Gloria(Ms)
ANDINDA Arthur
APITA Daniel Olima
ASHABA Shiba(Ms)
ATWEBEMBERE Ronald
AWADDA James Joel
AWORI Phoebe Mary(Ms)
AZAMUKE Kennedy
ENGAMVILE Joel
HOPE Jemimah(Ms)
INGABIRE Jocelyne(Ms)
KAKEETO Brian
KAMARA Giftson
KARUNGI Margaret(Ms)
KASANGO Shafic
KAWUNDE Richard
KIBWIKIKA Joel Isiko
KIGGUNDU Patrick
KIHUMURO Dan Isaac
KIVUMBI Rashid
KUGUMISIRIZA Jovia(Ms)
KWAGA Grace(Ms)
KYEYUNE Stuart
MUCHELULE Ivan
MUJUNI David
MUKANGALAMBI Joan Brenda(Ms)
MUTEGEKI Ritah(Ms)
MUZIRA Carl Roy
MNESIGWA Joel
MNESIGYE Martin
NABAKOOZA Jane(Ms)
NABIYIKI Stella Samallie(Ms)
NAKALALO Shantal(Ms)
NAKASAGGA Rina Flavia(Ms)NAKIGOZI Bridget(Ms)
NANTEZA Fiona(Ms)
NASASIRA Perfect
NATURINDA Christine(Ms)
NDYAMUHAKI Isaac
NIWAGABA Bosco
NIWARIBIMPA Boaz
NYAKAISIKI Kandida(Ms)
ODOCH Fedely
ODONG Godfrey Gabriel
OGUA Ronnie Arionji
OLORO Moses
RONO Benson Yesho
RWEBEMBERA Joseph
SEBITOSI Shafiq
SENKUNGU Jeremiah
SEEMYALO Alexander
SENGENDO Mathias
SENYONGA Andrew
TURYAJUNWA Ditian
WANGANDA Mutende Geoffrey
WATMON Richard

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Human Nutrition
ACHIPA Linda Angella(Ms)
AGABA Godfrey
AHIMBISIBWE Emmanuel
AHUMUZA Emilly(Ms)
ANZURUKU Gerald Amajuru
APARAKIT Joyce(Ms)
ATUGONZA Kisembo(Ms)
ATUKWATSE Charity(Ms)
BAGUMA Ivan Philip
JJEMBA Vicent Michael
LUWALO Nelson Mandela
MUNUNUZI Timothy Kisakye
MUSISI Gerald
MUYIMBWA Edward Kiiza
MNIMA Sandrah Joyce(Ms)
NABBOSA Rebecca(Ms)
NAKASI Prossy(Ms)
NAMAJJA Doreen(Ms)
NAMAKULA Shakira(Ms)
NAMANDA Ruth(Ms)
NATUKUNDA Angella(Ms)
ODOKODIT Moses
SSEMUJJU Joseph
ZZIWA Fahad

The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Tourism
ABDULRAZAAK Haruna Wen
ABURA Angela (Ms)
ADONG Milly(Ms)
AGABA Peace(Ms)
AGUTI Jesca(Ms)
AHABWE Patience(Ms)
AINE Colline Mukasa
AINEMBA BAZI Daphine(Ms)
AKAMPA Robert
AKELLO Patricia(Ms)
AKENA Benjamin
OGAL Sharon (Ms)
OJOK Jerrad
OKELLO Jacob
OLEI Emmanuel
OLERU Eunice (Ms)
OLOYA Francis
OLWA Isaac
OMAR Isaac
ORIKIRIZA Goret (Ms)
RUTIGATIRWA Amos
SANYU Chris
SEBIRUNGI Joan (Ms)
SENKAYI Eric
SSENABULYA John Bosco
SSERUNKUMA Christina (Ms)
TUGUME Arnold
TUGUME Dominic
TUMUSHABE Gyaviira
TUMNEKWATSE Grahams
TUMWINE Linus
TUSIIME Geoffrey
TWINAMATSIKO Gonzaga
TWONGYEIRWE Allen (Ms)
WABOMBA Andrew
WALUDHA Hamiss (Ms)
WATUNGA Delicious
ZALWANGO Lillian (Ms)

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Medical Education

ACHEN Faith (Ms)
AGATRE George
AKANKUNDA Barbara (Ms)
ALING Faiza Spencer
ALOMBO Hellen Ogwal (sr.) (Ms)
AMUTUAIRE Gracemary (Ms)
ANZERU Zaitun (Ms)
ATUHEIRE Allen Catherine (Ms)
ATUHEIRE Christopher
AUMA Florence (Ms)
AYO Isaac
BUSHEMERE Judith (Ms)
BWAMBALE Simeon
DELLA Pamella (Ms)
ESABURU Monica (Ms)
FAIDA Suraya (Ms)
KALEMBE Monica Namulondo (Ms)
KARAHUKAYO Michael
KAWALA Rebecca (Ms)
KIHEMBO Sylvia (Ms)
KITUUI Juliet Mayoku (Ms)
KIYAGA Robert
KWAGALA Stephen
MBABAZI Caroline (Ms)
MBABAZI Fedelis (Ms)
MBULANKENDE Timothy
MUBEEZI Irene Gangu Mondo (Ms)
MUKASA Isaac
MUNDURU Joy (Ms)
NABANKEMA Elizabeth (Ms)
NABIRYE Asha Kagoda (Ms)
NAKATO Fausta (Ms)
NAKIBUUKA Leticia (Ms)
NAKIYEMBA Maria (Ms)
NAMWEJJE Joanita (Ms)
NAMPINGA Annet (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Sarah (Ms)
NASSALI Rhita Vicky (Ms)
OFUMBA Yabin
OKOT Peter Botai
OLUM Rose Barbra (Ms)
OMARA Tonny Mike
OMUSALA John
OYUKU Tom Francis
SEMBATYA Danson
SSENTONGO James
TUGUME Jane (Ms)
TWAKIRE Doreen (Ms)
WATERA Edith (Ms)
WATIMA Rose (Ms)
WONGO Moses

The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Adult and Community Education

AACHA Barbara Peace (Ms)
ACHAN Coina Joan (Ms)
ACHILLA Charles
AGASHA Jolline (Ms)
AGUMA Josephine (Ms)
AHEEBA Raymond
AINEMBABA Rhona (Ms)
AKWII Janice Omella (Ms)
ALISINGUZA Prisca (Ms)
AMONG Dianah (Ms)
AMOROKIN George William
ANENA Gift (Ms)
ANJERO Wilber
APALATA Joan (Ms)
ARYATUHA Nelson
ASASIRA Agatha (Ms)
ASIIMWE Beatrice (Ms)
ASUNA Peace (Ms)
ATUGONZA Barbara (Ms)
ATUHURA Harriet (Ms)
ATUHURA Rogers
ATUKUNDA Shivan (Ms)
ATWONGIREHO Shallot (Ms)
BALIRABA Emmanuel
BAYIGGA Anitarah (Ms)
BBOSA James
BIKOBERE Mirembe Doreen (Ms)
BIRUNGI Annet (Ms)
BIRUNGI Emily (Ms)
BIRUNGI Grace Mwesigye (Ms)
CHEROP Naster (Ms)
CHERUTO Irene Hope (Ms)
CHERUTO Mourine (Ms)
CHESANG Hillary
DRABIRU Harriet (Ms)
EDHAAYA Haman
EINAU Emmanuel
GIDUDU Lawrence
HIISA Sandra (Ms)
HYABENE Tonny
KABUYE Umaru
KADDU Isaac
The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science with Education

ABASABYONA William
ABESIGAMUKAMA Gerevazio
ACENG Flavia(Ms)
ADIKINI Joy Sandra(Ms)
ADONG Vicky Loy(Ms)
AGABA Catherine(Ms)
AGABA Clever
AGANYIRA Max
AGONYO Babra Margret(Ms)
AJUKA Alex
AINOMUJUNI Bruce
AKAMUJMA Jovan
AKAMUTUHA Daniel
AKANKWASA Joas
AKATUHWERA Patience(Ms)
AKWETEIREHO John
ALINITWE Abel
ALOBO Jaspher
AMANYA Gerald
AMAYO Ronald
ANYAIT Gladeth(Ms)
ARIHO Gilbert
ASIMWE Peninah(Ms)
ASINJAH Peter
ATUKWATSE Noela(Ms)
ATWIINE Pamela(Ms)
AWONKOT Stella Babra(Ms)
BAGUMA Jodan
KITOOKE Mark
KOMAKECH Stephen
KWARISIMA Aston
KWESIGA Julius
KYABASINGA John Bosco
KYAKUWA Joy Hillary
KYLUBIMBA Nathanile
KYEYUNE Christopher
KYEYUNE Joseph Vincent
LINDA Dorothy(Ms)
LOKI Mohammed
LUBEGA Lawrence
LUBEGA Mahad
LUKAMUZI Godfrey
LWANDE Juma
LWETUTTE Julius
MACHARIA Stephen Njiguwa
MAJAMBA Paul
MAKUBUYA Shafik
MANYALI Richard
MATOVU Bashir Juma
MAYANJA Saidi
MBAGO Grace
MBALULE Samuel
MBAZIRA Hamisi
MFCINANYA Juma
MPENDO Cosmas
MPINDI Abdul Karim
MUDEEBO Moses
MUGABI David
MUGERWA Amon Elly
MUGISHA Micheal
MUHANGUZI Nicholas
MUHUMUZA Andrew
MUKUWA Shedrack
MULINDWA K. Keneth
MULUNI Lyda(Ms)
MUMBERE Clement
MUSHABE Happy
MUTEKEI Adyeeri
MUGAMUZI Gideon
MWESIGWA Wickiliiff
NABEMBEZI Daniel
NABUUMA Oliver(Ms)
NAIGA Miriam Edith(Ms)
NAJJEMBA Joanithah(Ms)
NAKAGWBA Christine(Ms)
NAKAMYA Paskazia Nayiga(Ms)NAKAWESA Betty(Ms)
NAKIDDE Justine(Ms)
NAKIGUDE Kevin(Ms)
NAKIMBUGWE Harriett(Ms)
NAKINTU Sumayyah(Ms)
NAKUNGU Janet(Ms)
NAKYEYUNE Grace(Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Rashidah(Ms)
NAMARNU Lydia(Ms)
NAMAYANJA Alice(Ms)
NAMALIRWA Lilian(Ms)
NAMISANGO Sabrinah(Ms)
NAMPA Cosmas
NAMUJJUZI Hajara(Ms)
NAMUKASA Florence (Ms)
NAMWANGA Christine (Ms)
NAMWASE Jackline (Ms)
NANGOYE Deo
NANYANZI Sarah Babirye (Ms)
NASCASIRA Blaise Joseph
NASASIRA Nicholas
NASSIWA Summaya (Ms)
NEDEGEMU Martha Doreen (Ms)
NDIHUKIRE Penlope (Ms)
NGOBI Elijah
NKANGI Salim
NKINZI Ratifah (Ms)
NSANGI Brenda (Ms)
NSUBUGA Peter
NUWAMANYA Denis
NYAKATURA Edwin Frank
NYEKO Robert
NYOMBI Micheal
OBIA Joseph
OCAN Geoffrey
ODOKI Patrick
ODORA Haggai
ODWAR Denis Micheal
OFOIRU Mubaraka
OJERA Odong Laquestion
OJOBILE Innocent
OJOK Moses
OKALO Joe
OKELLO Modikam
OKIRIA Emmanuel
OKUMU Alifunsi
OKUMU Anthony
OKWENYI Nathan
OLowo Owere Nicholas Teko
OMOME Jonathan
ONEKA John Paul
ONEKALIT Fred
OPACA William
OTIM Gilbert
OWOR Joseph
OWOR Morris Noro
RUHWEZA Alex
RUKANGA Samuel
RWAKIBALE Boneyface
SEKIMPI Joel
SEMPALA Robert
SENSUMA Benjamin Noah
SENSAMBA Wilber
SERUGO Stuart
SERUNJOGI Godfrey
SOROWON Majid Mubarak
SSABAYINDA Tonny
SSALI Abdushakuuru
SSEBANA Mu Uminu
SSEGUYA Henry
SSEMUKULA David
SSEMAJWE Joram Joseph
SSEMAJWE Muhammad
SSEMOOGGA Abdul
SSENGENDO Wasswa Damniano SSENYONGA Derrick
SSENYONJO Micheal
The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Education

ABALO Vicky (Ms)
ACHOLA Betty Grace (Ms)
ADONGO Jane Donna (Ms)
ADONGO Jenifer (Ms)
AGABUA David Nixon
AGARO Winnfred (Ms)
AHEEBWA Innocent
AHUMUZA Andrew
AINEMBABAZI Lincoline
AINEMBABAZI Shiphira (Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Allans
AKAO Winnie Joan (Ms)
AKEBA Emojong Emmanuel
AKELLO Agnes (Ms)
AKELLO Frances (Ms)
AKELLO Milly (Ms)
AKENA Bonny
ALADI Harriet Omodo (Ms)
ALIKOBA Zaam (Ms)
ALUPO Hellen Beatrice (Ms)
ALWORONGA David
AMANYIRE Beth (Ms)
AMETO Molly (Ms)
AMUGE Florence (Ms)
AMUMPEIRE Albert
ANYANGO Elizabeth (Ms)
AFOLOT Pauline (Ms)
ARIHO Asaph
AROP Francis
ASIIMWE Hillary
ATAU Joseph
AWILI Lucy Banya (Ms)
AWINO Margret (Ms)
BABIRYE Emily
BALIRAINE Anne (Ms)
BATABARUKA Floriane (Ms)
BATENGA Christine (Ms)
BUKIRWA Loy (Ms)
BULEMU Richard
CHEBET Albert Isaac
DDUMBA John
DENGU Robert
DRAATA Sodrason Tom
DUSABE Juliet (Ms)
EDONYU Emmanuel
ELING Geoffrey
ELOLU Veronica (Ms)
EMASU Samuel
ERAGU David
HASHAKA George
IDIMU Malisa (Ms)
IGIRA Barbra Elizabeth (Ms)
IKORIT Jacinta (Ms)
JANUARY Medard
JJEMBA Dennis Lutaaya
KABARUNGI Barbra (Ms)
KAGABA Swithen Mackay
KAGABANE Ruth (Ms)
KALYANGA Samuel
KASANDO Noah
KASOZI Robert
KATOKO Geoffrey
KAYONGO Claudius
KIBUI Livingstone
KAZIBWE Abbas
KAZIRO Peter
KEMIREMBE Phionah (Ms)
KIERIFA John Paul
KEUBER Albert
KIBAALE Kisame Joshua
KICONCO Ruth (Ms)
KIGANIRA Musa
KIGOZI Arapha
KIGWANYE Mwogezi Jonah
KIIGE Geoffrey
KILAMA Francis
KINTU Sadati
KIRYA Geoffrey
KISAAKYE David
KISIRA Fredrick
KITIMBO Tadeo
KITUI Albert Oswana
KIZITO Timothy
KIZZA Peter
KUKUNDWIKWE Christine (Ms)
KUTUSA Hamuza
KYOOBE Kasimu
LAROO David
LATIGI Stella (Ms)
LUKA George
LUKYAMUZI Moses
NYIRAMUTUZO Kellen (Ms)
OBWONA Joel
OCAN Jolly Joe
OCHEN Simon
OCHAN David Felix
OCHAN John Bosco
OCHAR Solomon
OCHIENG Geoffrey Ojara
OCILO Moses
OCIIRA Peter
OCOM Peter
ODONG Phillip
ODONGO Sam
ODONGO Simon Peter
ODYeny Abdallah Nassur
OGALI Tadeo
OGAYA John Robert
OGWAL Sam
OGWANG Benard
OJOK Tonny
OKELLO Simon Peter
OKIA Stephen
OKIDI Philip
OKISE Moses Ikidit Martin
OKOBOI Joseph Moscow
OKONGO Benard
OKOT David Okeny
OKUNU David
OKURE John Robert
OKWENY Batholomew
OLANYA John Bosco Michael
OLANYA Up Benson
OMARA Bonny Smith
OMIO Charles
OMODING Kidii John
OMONUK Joseph
OMONY Emmanuel Kerfua
OMWAMU Sam
ONGAR Giles Denis
ONGU Jimmy
ONYANGO Dismas
OPENY Richard
OPIO Francis
OTIM Salim Abdul
OWEKA Denish
PEDUN Hellen Rose (Ms)
SABIITI Ephraim Kinungu
SEMPA Siilver
SENDIKADIWA Godfrey
SERUYIMA Geoffrey
SHEILA Gift (Ms)
SSEKALEMA Manisulu
SSERUWAGI Tadeo
SSINABULYA George William
SWALI Hussein
TAIKA Wilberforce
TAKUWA Jamawa (Ms)
THEMBO Jockas
TUGUME Jonan
TUKEI Isaac
TUMUHAISE Jolly (Ms)
The Principal College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts With Education

ABAHO Ambrose
ABBO Mary(Ms)
ABENEITWE Hilder
ABUY Robin
ACHIRO Gloria Lucy(Ms)
AGABA Innocent
AGUTI Filda(Ms)
AGWANG Stella Everlyn(Ms)
AHABWE Henry
AHARIZIRA Brenda(Ms)
AHEBEWE Winnifred(Ms)
AIDO Monica(Ms)
AINAMANI Nekemia
AINE Pearl(Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Zaharah(Ms)
AJESO Eunice(Ms)
AJIK Oroma Jemimah(Ms)
AJUNA Doris Alison(Ms)
AKAMPA Liz(Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Fortunate(Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Monita Racheal(Ms)
AKANKIZA Enoth
AKANKWASA Fortunate(Ms)
AKANKWATSA Andrew
AKANKWATSA Ronah(Ms)
AKATUHA Angrine(Ms)
AKATUKUNDA Rabecca(Ms)
AKELLO Semmy(Ms)
AKERA George
AKOL Paul
AKUKU Justine
AKULLU Scovia(Ms)
AKURUT Elizabeth(Ms)
ALAL Isaac
ALIBANKOOHA Micheal
ALIMO Evaline Kimong(Ms)
ALINDA Josephine(Ms)
ALITUBEERA Ritah(Ms)
ALIYINZA Rashida(Ms)
AMANIYO Dorcus(Ms)
AMANYA Prudence(Ms)
AMANYIRE Julius Rujumba
AMECU Clement
AMINGA Deborah(Ms)
AMONGIN Anna(Ms)
AMPEIRE Daphine(Ms)
AMPUMUZA Gloria(Ms)
AMUDU Benard
AMUGE Winnie(Ms)
AMUMPAIRE Syson(Ms)
AMUSUGUT Betty(Ms)
AMVIKO Nancy(Ms)
ANDIRU Scovia Von(Ms)
ANYANGO Pauline(Ms)
APIO Faith Theridah(Ms)
ARINDA Rebecca(Ms)
ARIONG Deo
ARWENYO Esther (Ms)
ARYOMURUWE Ruth
ASASIIRA Jonas(Ms)
ASEERE Patricia(Ms)
ASHABA Olgar(Ms)
ASHABAHEBWA Allan
ASIIMWE Afushah(Ms)
ASIIMWE Andrew
ASIIMWE Apophilia(Ms)
ASIIMWE Christine(Ms)
ASIIMWE Lydia(Ms)
ATENGO Everline(Ms)
ATHOLERE Brenda(Ms)
ATHUHERE Caroline Esther(Ms)
ATO Bella Vicky(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Evalyne(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Linus(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Phionah(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Joanithah(Ms)
ATUKWASE Claire(Ms)
ATUKWASE Morren(Ms)
ATULINDA Hafusah(Ms)
ATUSIIMIRE Precious(Ms)
ATWEEETA Medard
ATWIINE Angella(Ms)
ATWIKIRIZE Bonny(Ms)
ATWINE Confidence
ATWINE Moreen(Ms)
ATWORO Vicky(Ms)
AUDO Mary Ruth(Ms)
AUMA Otiti Goretti(Ms)
AYEBALE Sweazen
AYEBAZIBWE Olivious(Ms)
AYESIGA Edward
AYINGENYEY Mallinah(Ms)
AYO Paul
BAATIYO Florence(Ms)
BABIRYE Flavia(Ms)
BABIRYE Leticia(Ms)
BAHATI Tom
BALEKE Nuuru
BALUKU Julius
BANANUKA Francis
BANGI Toubah(Ms)
BANTARIZA Anthony
BARUGAHARE Humphrey
BASIRIKA Judith(Ms)
BASUUTA Joy Gloria(Ms)
BIDDEMU Bazil Mwotta
BIINGI Christine Oliver(Ms)
BIRABWA Jamidah(Ms)
BIRUNGI Aidah(Ms)
BIRUNGI Charity(Ms)
BIRUNGI Ireen(Ms)
BIRUNGI Joseline(Ms)
BIRUNGI Lydia(Ms)
BIRUNGI Zigaba Esther(Ms)
BOSIRE Augustine Sure
BOSSA Stewart
BUKENYA Nassar
BUKIRWA Rehemah(Ms)
BULERI Bruno
BULOKO Collins
BUSINGYE Emily(Ms)
BUTEME Jane Catherine(Ms)
BWAMALE Amos
BWAMALE Mathias
BWANA Ben
CHEMUTAI Evon(Ms)
CHEPTEGEI Rhoda(Ms)
CHEPTOEK Kevin Satya
CHEROP Joan(Ms)
CHEROTICH Emily(Ms)
CHEROTICH Emmah Kasis(Ms)
DDAMULIRA Aaron
DOLLAR Patience(Ms)
EBU Gabriel Obira
EGUNGU Gabriel
EKWARO Emmanuel
ELIETU Moses
EMESU William Isaac
ERONGU Emmanuel
ERWAU Emmanuel
FAUSTINE Deus
FRIDAY Adrian
FRIDAY Moses
GABONA Denis
GALIWANGO David
GIMONO Docus(Ms)
GUMOSHABE Absolom
GUTI Geoffrey
ISIALI Edwine
ISOTA Rogers
IVAN Kalema
IYAPU Dorothy(Ms)
JJUMBA John
KAAYA Benjamin Andrew
KABAIKYA Saraphine(Ms)
KABALEMBA Doreen(Ms)
KABASOMI Suzan(Ms)
KABASWISI Doreen(Ms)
KABENGE Francis Kibiina
KABOGOZA Kimbowa Simon
KADONDI Hellen Suzana(Ms)
KAGGWA Ronald
KAHEIRE Raymond
KAKAYI Hilary(Ms)
KAKEMBO Steven Gonzaga
KALADI Catherine(Ms)
KALEMA Hakim
MUKIIBI Dissan
MUKIIBI Mike
MUKYALA Betty (Ms)
MULANGI Benedicto
MULEFU Brian James
MULIKA Hamim
MUNANURA Ivan
MURENYERE Peter
MUSASIZI Herman
MUSENERO Shamim (Ms)
MUSHABE Benson
MUSIIMENTA Allen (Ms)
MUTAHEMU Anthony
MUTAWE James
MUTEBI John
MUTEBI Noordin
MUTEBI Ronald
MUTEBI Wycliff
MUTESI Jalia (Ms)
MUTESI Nawal (Ms)
MUTESI Shanital (Ms)
MUTETSI Phionah (Ms)
MUTYABA Aliyi
MUYANGUZI S Abraham
MUYAMA Caroline (Ms)
MUYANJA Mahabuuba
MUYONJO Andrew
MWESIIME Moiti
MWESIIME Moses
MWESIIME Wilbroad
NABABI Safina (Ms)
NABACWA Teddy (Ms)
NABADDA Dorothy Mayanja (Ms)
NABAGALA Joyce (Ms)
NABAGGALA Sharifah (Ms)
NABAKEMBO Getrude (Ms)
NABANOBA Victoria (Ms)
NABASEERA Nakzinga Betty (Ms)
NABATANZI Irene (Ms)
NABAWEESI Reticia (Ms)
NABAYAZA Jackline (Ms)
NABBIDO Hajarah Kyanbade (Ms)
NABIGAMBO Jackline (Ms)
NABIRYE Esther (Ms)
NABIRYE Proscovia (Ms)
NABIRYE Sandra (Ms)
NABUKALU Hamida (Ms)
NABUKALU Suzan (Ms)
NABUKENYA Joyce (Ms)
NABUKWASI Mariam (Ms)
NABUKWASI Racheal (Ms)
NABULWALA Doreen (Ms)
NABULYA Joan (Ms)
NABUTSALE Mary (Ms)
NABUUMA Jackline (Ms)
NABWIRE Brenda (Ms)
NABWIRE Lilian (Ms)
NADDAMBA Angella (Ms)
NADDUMBA Christine (Ms)
NANSEREKO Mary(Ms)
NANSIKOMBI Doreen Mpadi(Ms)
NANSIMBE Sharote Solomy(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Dorothy(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Teddy(Ms)
NANSUKUSA Doreen(Ms)
NANTALE Esther(Ms)
NANTAYI Viola(Ms)
NANTEGE Eva(Ms)
NANTONGO Agnes(Ms)
NANTONGO Zaharah(Ms)
NANTUME Rashidah(Ms)
NANYONGA Hellen(Ms)
NANYONJO Proscovia(Ms)
NANYUNJA Shamira(Ms)
NASANGA Caroline(Ms)
NASASIRA Yohana
NASHIBA Abubakari(Ms)
NASHIBA Nalubega(Ms)
NASALI Peace Vivian(Ms)
NASANGA Deborah Tendo(Ms)
NATTABI Shamim(Ms)
NATTEMBO Jane(Ms)
NATUHWERA Phiona(Ms)
NATUKUNDA Brendah (Ms)
NATUKUNDA Hope(Ms)
NATWETA Sherinah Grace(Ms)
NAYEBARE Brendah(Ms)
NAYIGA Justine(Ms)
NAZZIWA Christine(Ms)
NDAGIRE Justine(Ms)
NDAYAARWE Dinnah(Ms)
NDIKUBWIMANA Elijah
NEBANDA Winnyfred(Ms)
NEKESA Phiona(Ms)
NGABIRANO Andrew
NIWABIINE Paartia Vic(Ms)
NIWAMPEIRE Brenda(Ms)
NIYIBIZI Adrine
NKATTA Joshua
NKINZI Stellah Elone(Ms)
NNAKYANZI Josephine(Ms)
NSANGI Sharon(Ms)
NSINGWIIRE Ritah(Ms)
NSUBUGA Henry
NSUBUGA Ibrahim
NSUBUGA Michael Wamala
NTABADDE Laetitia(Ms)
NUWABINE Edwige(Ms)
NUWAMANYA Fortunate(Ms)
NUWASIIMA Leticia(Ms)
NYAFWONO Chritine(Ms)
NYAKAISHIKI Olivia(Ms)
NYAMUSANA Jovia Mary(Ms)
NYAMWIJA Pamela(Ms)
NYANDERA Maria Anna(Ms)
NYANGA’U Samuel
NYANZI Jovic James
NYESIGA Deborah(Ms)
NYESIGA Godfrey
OBALE Joseph Isaac
TUMUSHABE Veronica (Ms)
TUMWEBAZE Pastor
TURYAHABWE Caroline (Ms)
TUSHEMERIRE Patience (Ms)
TUSIIME Caleb
TUSUBIRA Betty (Ms)
TWESIGOMWE Johnson
TWINE Osbert
TWIJUKYE Darious
TWINAMATSIKO Daphine (Ms)
TWINAMATSIKO Jonah Elly
TWINESUBI Anita (Ms)
VVUBYA Joel
WAMBEDE Juma
WANDUKWA Joakim
WANYENZE Martha (Ms)
WANYERA Simon
WASSWA David
WATSOMBE Sylvester
WAYUNGI Addy (Ms)
WERINDI David
WOTALI Angella (Ms)
ZABALI Nanyuma Joanita (Ms)
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

GAALYA Micah Samuel

Trade openness, import demand and taxes in East African Countries

Mr. GAALYA Micah Samuel examined the effects of trade openness on imports and taxes for East African Countries. He found that an increase in the tariff rate reduces imports at both aggregate and disaggregated levels but positively influences tax performance. Furthermore, he established that an increase in tax rates beyond 9.2 percent for total tax, 12.2 percent for indirect tax and 14.0 percent for trade taxes would result in a decrease of taxes. He recommended that governments of EAC countries could use trade openness reforms, particularly the tariff rate to minimize importation of goods that can be produced locally; as this will help EAC countries to manage their trade balance and improve tax performance. This study was privately funded and was supervised by Dr. Eria Hisali and Dr. Edward Bbaale.

MUTEBI Rebecca Kalibwani (Ms)

Technical efficiency, Technological change, and returns to scale in the production of selected food crops in Uganda

Ms. MUTEBI Rebecca Kalibwani investigated the technical efficiency, technological change, and returns to scale in four of the country’s major food crops; maize, beans, banana, and cassava between 2005-2010. The study also established the determinants of technical efficiency during the same period. The results revealed that technical efficiency across the four food crop farming households remained low during the study period, and that there was still room to produce more output using the same resources and at the existing technology. Improvement in productivity was more as a result of intensified use of human labour than purchased inputs. In terms of policy, the results underscore the need for government to promote the use of purchased farm inputs through market interventions, pursue a land reform policy that will support farming households to secure and expand food crop area in rural areas, and provide education and extension support for both household heads and spouses. This study was privately funded and was supervised by Dr. John Mutenyo and Dr. James Muwanga

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

EILU Emmanuel

Anticipated User Experience (AUX) framework for implementing e-participation in a developing country context (case of mobile phone voting)

Mr. EILU Emmanuel investigated how citizens can engage government in decision-making processes in developing countries using Information and Communication Technology (ICT). His study found that whereas the use of ICTs such as mobile phones to engage government would improve citizen participation in the governance processes, however, political, social, economic and technological related challenges still pose a great challenge towards successful use of ICTs for citizen participation. The study developed a framework for successful adoption of ICTs for citizen participation. The framework provides more practical guidance on how policy makers and governments in developing countries can use ICTs to have a two-way engagement between citizens and governments in decision-making processes. This study was privately funded, and was supervised by Dr. Rehema Baguma and Prof. John Soren Pettersson.

OCHIENG peter

A large scale ontology matching tool based on a statistical predictive model

Mr. OCHIENG peter studied the matching of ontological semantic terms in a one to many fashion using a statistical predictive model. The statistical predictive model generated quality mappings with a precision value of 91.09 % and recall value of 91.68%. The statistical predictive model is scalable in terms of speed and computing resource utilization. Its speed outperformed all other state of the art techniques when matching ontology terms. The findings imply that
Internet search can be based on meaning as opposed to key terms. This study was funded by European Union through METEGA program and was supervised by Dr. Swaib Kyanda and Dr. Johnson Mwebaze.

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MALI Bob

Evaluation of termites as a potential feed resource for poultry
Dr. MALI Bob researched on ethno characterization, ecosystem services, importance and management of termites in the rangelands of Nakasongola in an attempt to use the subterranean termites as an ingredient in commercial poultry feeds. The study sought to control termite populations within rangelands through harvesting of termites for use in commercial poultry feed. His study revealed two major pestiferous termite species with differences in their amino acid concentration, termite exhibition of bait preference, increase in bird growth rate and reduction in feed cost due to use of termite meal in broiler diet. Termite population management should focus on use of pestiferous species, as protein ingredients in poultry feed at 40-50% inclusion levels in combination with fish meal, for better bird growth rate and reduction in feed costs. This study was funded by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) and was supervised by Prof. Michael Ocaido and Dr. Samuel Okello.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NSADHA Zachary

Porcine cysticercosis: prevalence, pathology and relationship with human epilepsy in selected Districts of Uganda
Dr. NSADHA Zachary investigated pork tapeworm, a disease of pigs and humans, and determined its prevalence, the factors for its existence and its co-existence with human epilepsy. For the first time his study demonstrated a mean prevalence in pigs of 22.21% in areas surrounding Lake Kyoga and major regional trade routes. The major factors for tapeworm existence in the study areas were; human defecation in open places, free-range scavenging pigs, inadequate knowledge about the disease in the communities, and inadequate control methods. The study also demonstrated that pork tapeworm and human epilepsy occurred in the same localities. To control pork tapeworm, all homesteads should have proper pit latrines; pigs should stay in enclosures; pork inspection should be mandatory and there should be continuous health education. The study was funded by Makerere University and supervised by Prof. Lonzy Ojok and Prof. George Nasinyama.

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Business Administration
AGABA Joan
AGABA Martin
AINOMUGISHA Samalee
ARAMPURIRA Amos
ARANKWASA Joachim
ARATWIJUKA Mercy (Ms)
ARATWIJUKA Roymond Freedom
ARENA Joshua Nyero
ASHABANEBA Edson Serve
ATUHAIRE Tom
AYIKORU Grace Alemigan
AYOREKIRE Maclean (Ms)
BAKUTEGA Adrian
BANYA Douglas
BAYUSUF Kat Yokori
BETENGA Racheal (Ms)
BIRUNGI Lucas
BURYO Bruce Twirire
ENYANG Sam Bob
ISIGA Zawlence
KADDU Eriazifu
KAGODA William
KAKAMA Shiba Pamela (Ms)
KALULE David
KAMANYIRE Enos
KANGE Veronica (Ms)
KANSHABEMUKAMA Mercy (Ms)
KAWOOZA Birungi Doreen (Ms)
KEMANZI Grace Yvonne (Ms)
KIMBUGWE Andrew
KIMBUGWE Joseph
KIYEMBA Robert
KOBUMANZI Diana Abwocli (Ms)
LUKWAGO Robert
LUSIBA George William
LUTALO Ssewagudde Francis
MAGARA Bennet
MAGARA Ezra
MANGENI Peter
MAWEJJE Isaac
MUGANYIZI Robert
MUGEMA Khasim
MUHATI Oscar Khabakali
MUKIIBI Hussien Yusuf
MULAMULA Jesca (Ms)
MULEMA Ronald
MUSOKE Nicholas
MWABINI Ivan
MWAKA Innocent
MWAMBO Herbert Emmanuel
MWINDU Ali
MWITABANGOMA David John
NABEMBEZI Ismael
NABEMBEZI Ismael
NABEJJO Lillian (Ms)
NABEJJO Catherine (Ms)
NAKIYINGI Adlyn Jacqueline (Ms)
NAMUNGALU Laura Faith (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Patricia Vivian (Ms)
NASSALI Rachel Josephine (Ms)
NINSIMA Allan
NUWAHA Jacob Icumu
NYAKAISIKI Sarah Joanita (Ms)
NYEGENYE Henry
ODEKE Francis Paul
OGEATUM Julius
OMODING Apollo
OPOKA Darious
OTTO James
OWOR Sam Julius Ongala
SEKAJJA Francis
SENODA Robert
SERUNKUMA Dennis
SETTUBA Robert
SSALI Francis
SSOZI Rogers
TABARO Richard
TUMUGIBWA Martha (Ms)
TUMUHIMBISE Laura (Ms)
TUMWEBAZE Alex
VUNIA Carolyn Driciru (Ms)
WANDABWA Joseph
WANUME Simon Peter
ZEERE James Samuel

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Population and Reproductive Health
AKUMU Evelyn (Ms)
ATIM Irene (Ms)
BALETI Clophat Wonder
MUBIRU Fredrick Edward K
NAMBUUSI Aminah (Ms)
NASSANGA Miriam Noeline (Ms)

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Arts in Financial Services

ATURINDA Phionah Daphine (Ms)
BEINOMUGISHA Bruce
BINDEEBA Elizabeth (Ms)
BYAMUGISHA Paul
KIKONI Racheal (Ms)
KIYINGI Yekosofaati
KIZITO Joseph
MURINGO Diana Wambui (Ms)
MUTUMBA Wycliffe
NAKASI Alice Elizabeth (Ms)
NALWOGA Jane Francis (Ms)
NYANGOMA Lillian (Ms)
OCANYA Samuel George
OMONGOLE Jonathan
OWAMAZIMA Apollo
SSERUWO Akuwadde Claire (Ms)
WAISWA Paul

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Arts in Economics

ARENA Geoffrey Oyoo
ASWATA Millicent Bridgit
KAHUNDE Rehema (Ms)
MAHEBE Dennis
MUSIMENTA Hannington
MUSUMBA Brian
NABENDE Robert
NALUWOOZA Patricia (Ms)
OCHANDA Perez Nicholas
PROWD Roosevelt
SUNDAY Nathan

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Masters of Arts in Economic Policy and Planning

AHIMBISIBWE Francis
AINYO Suzan (Ms)
ARINDA Daphine (Ms)
ASIIMWE Alex Jessey
AYEBALE Immaculate (Ms)
BABIRYE Daphe (Ms)
BAGONZA Mureen (Ms)
BAHEMUKA Lenard
BAIN Cohenbrains
BASEKE Daphine (Ms)
BUGONGA Arnold Joseph
CHEBET Keren Alunga
EPIAKA William
ISHEBO Jackson
KARINDA Ritah (Ms)
KATENDE Aronld
KATUSHABE Joan (Ms)
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Masters of Arts in Economic Policy Management

ABDI Mohamud Samatar
AHISIBWE Joseph
ARELLON Lyndah Bin Ali (Ms)
ARKANDWAAGO Joshua
ASIIMWE Hilda (Ms)
ATANDY James Lopwonya
ATUHURA Jackline (Ms)
AYEBARE Joan (Ms)
BALE Tonny
BEZABH Getihih Birhane
BUKOMA Felix Saul
BUSINGE Hillary
DDUNGU George
ETSUB Teferi Regassa (Ms)
PETAA Joseph
GEBEYAW Kassie Abesha
HEYI Sisay Fikadu
JAGENDA Hannington
KAGABO Stephene
KAGWISAGYE Damien
KALKIDAN Yitayal Assefa (Ms)
KEMBOI Lamech Kipchumba
KENGANJI Jackline (Ms)
KIOKO Ruth Mutio (Ms)
KITESSA Delessa Terefe
KITYO David
KULANG Richard John
MBAMISO Renatus
MOHAMED Abdukadir Abdirahman
MWENZI Julius
MWENZI Reneth
MUTEBI Edrine
MUTUKU Tonny Matolo
MWANGI Dorcas Nduta (Ms)
NABUKALU Diana Muganwa (Ms)
NABUKEREA Juliet (Ms)
NABUNYA Hadijah (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Solome (Ms)
NANSEREKO Victoria Ritah (Ms)
NASSALI Aminah (Ms)
NGULUU Samuel Mulinge
NZARASA Peter Mazedi Nathan
ORELLO Louis
OLLAMA Claire (Ms)
ORISHABA Judith (Ms)
RAMADHAN Mohamed Mafta
TEFERA Getachew Dagnachew
TWINAMATSIKO Smith
TWINOMUJUNI Deborah (Ms)
WAISWA Ronald
WALUGEMBE Muzaphalu
ZALA Jackline Pinky (Ms)

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master in Public Infrastructure Management
AINEBYONA Baker Wilcky
ARIKO Emmanuel
GERIA Kennedy
KYAKYO Doreen Mpuuga (Ms)
LUTAAYA Gerald Mugoya
MANZI Gordon
MUGALA Patricia Elizabeth (Ms)
OLUM Godfrey
TUMUSHABE Kajuba Innocent
WAKABI Joshua Sinani
WANYAMA Peter Paul

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Quantitative Economics
KAKEETO Kizito
KASABITI Christine
MUHUMUZA Roland
NAMUGENZE Irene (Ms)
NIYIMPA Edgar

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Statistics
BEMANZI Juliana (Ms)
GIDUDU George
KABAGAMBE Sufian
NABUDUWA Betty (Ms)
NDYABAMIREKI Acleo
OPIO Jimmy Hilton
SSOZI Vincent

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Information Systems
BAGYENYI Jasper
MMESIGNA Ezra
TIBAYUNGWA Emmanuel

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Information Technology
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Science

BBOSA Tonny
MUHUMUZA Mutabazi Allan
MUTEMBESA Daniel
NINSIIMA Delmira Flavia (Ms)
NURUDEEN Issa Ibrahim
ODWOKA Nicholas
SSEBWANA Kiwanuka Archilley
WABINYAI Fidel Raja

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Science in Data Communication and Software Engineering

ACAN Susan Sarah (Ms)
ANDIMA Geoffrey
KABAGOZA Dickson
KATONGOLE Philip
KAVUMA Charles
LUKWAGO Umaru
TUHAISE Robert
ZAWEDDE Serumaga Susan (Ms)

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Science in Information Science

ALANYO Betty (Ms)
KOBUSINGYE Caroline (Ms)
NAGEMI Ouma Flavia (Ms)
NAJJUKA Vivian (Ms)
NALUYIMBA Edith (Ms)
OJULONG Andrew

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Veterinary Medicine (Food, Animal Health and Production)

AROP Manyang Agueng Chol
MUHINDO Jeanne Bukeka (Ms)

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Veterinary Preventive Medicine

ALINAITWE Lordrick
KASULE Timothy
MAGALA Joseph
MAWADRI Patrick
MULEME James
OKORI Edward

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Master of Science in Molecular Biology

BISANGWA Innocent Mbuguje
KASWABULI Sylvia (Ms)
ORAMO Bernard Charles
SSEKANDI Joseph
The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Biomedical Laboratory Science and Management
TUSUBIRA Sharifu
MPABUKA Etienne

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Livestock Planning, Development and Management
ALINAITWE Justine (Ms)
ARINAITWE Brian Nicholas
ETENU Francis Achalo
MOHAMED Warsame Ainab
MWANJE Gerald
OBUKUI Emmanuel
ONYAIT Jean Simon
WANI David Stephen
WANYAMA Peter

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in International Infectious Disease Management
NAJAH Mohamed Mohamoud

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Wildlife Health and Management
KAMBALE Syaluha Eddy
KYASIMIRE Susan (Ms)
NOHELI Jean Bosco

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Postgraduate Diploma in Livestock Development Planning and Management
ABEDKANE William
OBBO Boniface

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Ordinary Diploma in Dairy Industry and Business
AGABA William
AINAMANI Brian
BOSS Biancy
MUJUNI Patrick
NABIRYE Doreen (Ms)
NOKRACH Patrick
SSENYONDO Francis
TURYAHABWE Arafat
WOZOBI Benard

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Ordinary Diploma in Laboratory Science Education and Industry
ADONGO Juliet (Ms)
KAITU Lillian (Ms)
KUKUNDA Sight
NABANOBA Sharifah (Ms)
SSEBUFU Edward

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Diploma in Livestock Health Science
The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Diploma in Livestock Products Development and Entrepreneurship

ABDIRAHMAN Mohamed Muse
ABDIRASHID Ibrahim Ahmed Warsame
AHMED Bashir Abdirahman Ahmed
AHMED Ibrahim Mohamed Hassan
ALIFUA Brenda(Ms)
ARYAHABWE Holys
ASMA Awil Farah
ATUCUNGWIWE Macklean
FAARAH Yusuf Yassin
GULEID Ali Ahmed H. Abdullahi
HOODO Mohamud Sh. Aden
MUGEREKA Emmanuel
NASSIWA Agnes(Ms)
WANZIRA Jessy Emmanuel

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Presentation of the
Ordinary Diploma in Feed Industry and Business

ABAHO Adam
KWAGALA Stella Tryphina(Ms)
NYAFAMBA Catherine(Ms)
TIBUGWISA Teopista(Ms)

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Diploma in Poultry Industry and Business

IBANDA Peter
MUGOYA Dickson
NAIGAGA Shamusa(Ms)
NAMWASE Feninah(Ms)
PIRANOK Caroline(Ms)
RWATAGUZA Bruce
SENTONGO Isa
SSENDIKWANAWA Suleiman
SSENYONJO Ivan
SUNDAY Benerd

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the
following for the Presentation of the
Diploma in Library and Information Studies

ACWEE Phionah Ruth(Ms)
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Presentation of the Diploma in Records and Archives Management

ACHOLA Jacinta Okello (Ms)
ANGOM Juliet (Ms)
ARINDA Penelope (Ms)
ATUKUNDA Agatha (Ms)
BYATE Innocentina (Ms)
DHALWA Jesse
GOTTO Fahad
KOBUGANZI Rhinah (Ms)
NAKUBULWA Catherine (Ms)
NAMANEJEJE Oliver (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Lovinsa (Ms)
NANDUTU Catherine (Ms)
SERUYANGE Arthur

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Feed Industry and Business

ARINDA Benjamin
AUMA Doris (Ms)
BBOSA James
ITAOKEK Gilbert
KALYESUBULA Ibrahim Majid
NALUMANSI Benadette (Ms)
SSERWANIKO John Mary

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Leather Industry and Business

ABAJO Proscovia (Ms)
BAGENDA Joshua
BUKIRWA Dinah (Ms)

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Laboratory Science Education and Industry

ADUR Monica (Ms)
BAGONZA Julius
BAMPAMA Jovan
BUTSATSA Ivan
EKOPAI Joyce Margaret (Ms)
FUACHAN Brenda (Ms)
GALIWANGO Kenneth
IMIKU Sarah (Ms)
ITEGA Onesmus
KAGABA Henry
KANYANGE Sharon (Ms)
KATEKE Fred
KAYONDO Yassin
KINTU Joseph
KUGONZA Brenda (Ms)
MATOVU Brian
MUSOBA Abubakar
NABISINDE Catherine (Ms)
NAKACHWA Shamirah (Ms)
NAKASI Aidah (Ms)
NAKAWOZIA Sylvia (Ms)
NAKITTO Peace (Ms)
NAMATOYU Alice Diana (Ms)
NAMAZZI Sarah (Ms)
NAMUGGA Suzan (Ms)
NAMUKOBE Rebecca Jackline (Ms)
NOMWESIGWA Cathbert
SSALI Juma Kawuki
SSEGUYA Osbert
ZAMZAM Muhamud (Ms)

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Health and Management
AINEMAGARA A Annuel
AYELLA Chalo James Peter
BUSUULWA Samuel
GIZAMBA Jacob Mugoya
MASIKA Anna Mahinda (Ms)
NYAMERE Immaculate (Ms)
WANDERA James

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Poultry Industry and Business
ABAHO Stella Tryphina (Ms)
AIRE Specioza (Ms)
BILL Botha
KAWENYERA Herbert
KAYIWA Deogratius
MAYENGO Brenda (Ms)
MUDDISI Shafik
NAMUTEBI Prossy (Ms)
ONEN John Paul
SSEKYANZI Edward
TWAGYERIZHENO Keneth

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Animal Production Technology and Management
AKELLO Mary (Ms)
ANENO Priscilla (Ms)
ECWAKU Anthony
GAHIZI Edison
GAWEERA Joseph
KANTONO Shadia (Ms)
KIGGUNDU David
KINYERA Patrick
KIVUMBYE Sajjabi Samuel
KYANZI Kevin
LUBEGA Stephen
LWERE Hasadila
MUHAME Didus
MUKUMBWA Allan Billington
MULABUKE Lwaki
MWESIGYE Bob
NABATANZI Jackline (Ms)
NABIRYE Dorah Margaret (Ms)
NAJJUMA Joylyne (Ms)
NAKALEMBE Allison (Ms)
NALUMANSI Joan (Ms)
NAMATOVU Azilah (Ms)
NANGENDO Josephine (Ms)
NYAKATO Angela Maureen (Ms)
NYAKATO Monica (Ms)
NYANZI Nicholas
OLYA Noreen Kayeny (Ms)
OMAIDO Amos
OWEMBAZI Lillian (Ms)
RWATOORO Muhamadi Rusoke
SSENGENDO Godwin
TAMALE Joel
WAKABA Zakaliya

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Diary Industry and Business

AHUMUZA Allan
AINOMUGISHA Linah (Ms)
AMARE Eunike (Ms)
AYELLA Moses
BAGUMA Emmanzi Israel
ERAJU Nickson Nicolas
KANDIHO Micheal
KAROMBA Ronald
KISARYE Josiah
KWESIGA Edigar
LETA Peter
MBAUDDE Eva (Ms)
MUKIIBI Paul
NABUUMA Winnie (Ms)
NAKINTU Annet (Ms)
NALUBYA Noelle (Ms)
NAMBAZIRA Joan (Ms)
NATWEBEMBERA Beatrice (Ms)
OPIO Twaha
RUBIHAYO Solomon
SHABARUHANGA Wilbert
SSEBUNNYA Robert
TUMUHEIRWE Lydia (Ms)
WASSWA Paul

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Meat Industry and Business

KAWOOJWA Gerald

The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine

AMANI Noha
AMANZURU Emmanuel
ANYONGIRE Angella (Ms)
ASIIMWE Ismail
ASMA Bileh Hersi Iid (Ms)
ATIM Jeniffer (Ms)
AYEBARE Dreck
BABIRYE Friscilla (Ms)
BUKAMBA Nelson
CANDIA Stephen
ISABIRYE Kenneth
ITHUNGU Evacate (Ms)
KAKALA Isaac
KAKAYI Jackline (Ms)
KAPIIO Harman
KATUNGI Jimmy
KAWOOYA Poul
The Principal College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Resources and Bio Security to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Laboratory Technology

ARANGIRA Oswald
ACELLAM Deogratius
ACHAN Florah(Ms)
AGABA Mark
AMWINE Esther(Ms)
ASHABA Benias
ASIIMWE Immaculate(Ms)
ASIO Christine(Ms)
ATIMANGO Juliet(Ms)
AYEBALE Raymond
BARAZA Wilgus
BASEMERA Diana(Ms)
BATABUZE Gerald
BAZALE Norman Peter
BONGOMIN Mark
BUKENYA Mark Kelvin
BULA Oliver Ritah(Ms)
CLARISSE Mupenzi(Ms)
DAMEN Frederick Naimane Munyiirwa
GIRAMIA Pamela(Ms)
HAMBA Bashiri Abbey
KABALI Joel
KABAROLE Francis
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Procurement and Supply
BAKAZE Robert

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Actuarial Science
AHEBWA Ashimu
AIMABLE Ryiringiro
AJUNA Dickson
AMUGE Vian Rachael(Ms)
AMUTUHAIRE Viola(Ms)
BWOGI James
BYONNA Ivan Felix
HADAT Salmin Hamid
KARUNGI Elizabeth(Ms)
KYAZIKE Marian May(Ms)
LUYIMBAASI Simon Peter
MAATO Mimi Marian(Ms)
MANYOK Jacob
MATSIKO Edgar
MAYEGA Denis
MITALA Rogers
MUGABE Julius
MUHANGI1 Emmanuel
MUSITIME Cynthia Susan(Ms)
NABANDHA Najwa(Ms)
NABASIRYE Vivienne(Ms)
NAKAFEERO Esther(Ms)
NAKATE Lindah Mbazi(Ms)
NAKISUYI Zerida(Ms)
NANSAMBA Joyce Lisa(Ms)
NAPOLO Margaret(Ms)
NDAGANO Belinda Patricia(Ms)
OCHING Centuria
OGWANG Willy
RUBAYA Christopher
RUBONGYI Allan Ivan
SSENTAMU Jonathan
THURSDAY Hellen(Ms)
WAIIBI Abdurazak
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Statistics

ACEN Hope Omona(Ms)
AKITENG Lisa Angel(Ms)
AKUDO Carolyne Otai(Ms)
APIO Ritah(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Mercy Kyomukama(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Martha(Ms)
BABIRYE Naomi(Ms)
BARIQYE Bashir
BAZANYE George
BYAMUGISHA Mark Joshua
HOPE Sitaraya Comfort(Ms)
INGWARA Elizabeth(Ms)
ISHIMWE Diana Mary(Ms)
KABIITO Allan Nsamba
KAGGWA Emmanuel
KAMYA Mathias Male
KANYESIGYE Stuart Martin
KAYEMBA Derrick
KEKIKA Monica(Ms)
KITIMBO Fahaby(Ms)
KOMUGISHA Cleophas(Ms)
KUPARA Fidelis Tendai
KUSITIMA Judith(Ms)
KUTEKEZA Susan(Ms)
KUSIIMA Judith(Ms)
KUTEGEKA Suzan(Ms)
LUBWAMA Sharon(Ms)
LUKWAGO Alex
MORIKU Sandra Faith(Ms)
MUSAAZI Samson
MKESIGWA Jonathan
NABUKEERA Aish(Ms)
NABUKEERA Betty(Ms)
NABUKEERA Faith Bosa(Ms)
NABUKEERA Shamirah(Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Betty(Ms)
NAMAFA Florence(Ms)
NAMBUYA Joan(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Ruth(Ms)
NAMUYIKA Nafia(Ms)
NANGENDO Natasha(Ms)
NANKUNDA Betty(Ms)
NANSOZI Doreen Josephine(Ms)
NANTUME Joyce(Ms)
NASSUNA Phiona(Ms)
NDABURA Smith
NDIKWANI Annet(Ms)
NYAMNIZA Ester(Ms)
OJAMBO Banny
ORELLO Precious
OWAMEREDE Francis
PEARL Angela Gabriella(Ms)
RUTAABA Jeremiah
SENTAMU Allan
SSEGIRI Daniel
SSEKANDI Simeo
SSEMIREMBE Ronald
TAYEBWA Mark
TUMUSIIME Cathbert
TUHAME Didas
TUSHABE Mukama Praise
UMAR Yusuf
UWASE Gordon
WAMBETTE Tom Mike
WAMOLI William

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Population Studies
ABAHO Alod
ABEMIGISHA Cynthia (Ms)
ABENAITWE Praise (Ms)
AGABA Jonan
AGABA Tobius
AINE Barbra (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Ritah (Ms)
AKANDONDA Godwin Nathan
AKEESIT Ruth (Ms)
AKELLO Juliet (Ms)
ALUPO Grace Deborah (Ms)
ANUMAIRE Susan (Ms)
ANGELINA Chanilla (Ms)
APACH Lydia (Ms)
ASHABA Maureen (Ms)
ASIIMIRE Marion (Ms)
ASIIMIRE Racheal (Ms)
ATUAIRE Amelia (Ms)
ATUAIRE Peace (Ms)
ATUAIRWE Elizabeth (Ms)
ATURINDE Elizabeth (Ms)
ATWONGYEIRWE Onesmus
AWEKONIMUNGU Joan (Ms)
AWINO Esther (Ms)
AZAIRWE Annah (Ms)
BABUTUNGA Johnmary
BAKABULINDI Mathew
BARUGAHARE Steven
BASEKI Sabena Gloria (Ms)
BUKULU Abubaker
BYOMUGABI Majellan
CHELANGAT Faith Labu (Ms)
EJANG Fiona (Ms)
GUHIRWA Racheal (Ms)
KABUGHO Monica (Ms)
KABUNI Barbra (Ms)
KAGIMU Jim
KAKAI Lydia Naliba (Ms)
KANSHABE Judith (Ms)
KANSIIME Moses
KATULAMU Charles
KEMIGABO Esther (Ms)
KIYOMBO Kenneth
KOMUGISHA Moreen (Ms)
KUGONZA Antony
KYAGABA Daniel Patrick
KYAMPEIRE Doreen (Ms)
KYOHAIWE Valeria Kuteesa (Ms)
LULE Calvin
MAGEZI Marvin
MAYINJA Godfrey
MBABAZI Jackline (Ms)
MBABAZI Mercy (Ms)
MBABAZI Sulaina Ransom (Ms)
MPANJA Frances (Ms)
MUCUNGUZI Isaac
MUGABE Robert
MUGARRA Norman
MUHINDO John Davis
MUHUMUZA Ivan Tumwine
MUKAMA Arthur Grace
MULIIKA Drake
MUSIIMENTA Honest (Ms)
MUSIIMENTA Marylyn (Ms)
MUTABAZI Collins
MIYANJA Peter
MWENKANYA Kerisah Abimanyi (Ms)
NABATANZI Winnie Patricia (Ms)
NABIBUGA Aisha (Ms)
NAGANA Joviah (Ms)
NAGUJJA Moreen (Ms)
NAHABWE Elvis
NAKAGOLO Roshan (Ms)
NAKALEMA Masitula (Ms)
NAKAMWADA Claudia (Ms)
NALUMAGGA Sylvia (Ms)
NAMAKAYINGA Moses Edwin
NAMAKULA Hellen Habitosi (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Brenda (Ms)
NAMUDDU Zam (Ms)
NAMUGENYI Sharon (Ms)
NAMULEME Ruth (Ms)
NAMUYANJA Gloria (Ms)
NAMUYANZA Brenda (Ms)
NASIKKO Mariam (Ms)
NASITSA Vivian A (Ms)
NAYEBARE Eliphaz
NDAADA James
NDAGANO Sandra (Ms)
NDAGIRE Gloria Kasozi (Ms)
NDASHE Blessings (Ms)
NDAMU BONA Anthony
NKOKO Derick
NKOTANI David
NKULANGA Gerald
NNAKAYIZA Betty (Ms)
NNALUNGA Jane (Ms)
NSUBUGA Aziz
NUKAMANYA Ambrose
NUKAMANYA Samuel
NUWE Isaac
NYABOCUREERA Dorcus (Ms)
NYAMU TERE Rosemary (Ms)
OSINDE Benon Muhirwa
SERUNDA Abdul
SSALI Juma
TUGUMISEMU Caroline (Ms)
TUMUKWIRWE Geoffrey
TUMUTUHIMise David
WATAKA Brian
WAYA Rachel (Ms)

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Statistics
AINEMBABA Patience (Ms)
AKANKWASA Ambrose
AKATUHURIRA Patience (Ms)
AKIIZA Blessed
AKOTH Daisy Owino (Ms)
AMPURIRE Peterson
AMUMPIRE Olivious (Ms)
ANKUNDA Mugerwa Diana (Ms)
ANYWAINIE Musa
ASEA Holyweek
ASIIMWE Judith (Ms)
ASIIMWE Winifred (Ms)
ASINGWIRE Derick
ATWJUKIRE Mercy (Ms)
BABIRYE Jovia (Ms)
BAKAARI Alvin
BIDONDLE Alumasi
BUKENYA Robert
BUKENYA Timothy
EYOTRE Godfrey
JJEMBA Mathias Allan
JJINGO Laz
KABABIITO Sharlotte (Ms)
KABASEERA Janet (Ms)
RADDU Emmanuel
RAKANDE Lawrence
RAKEETO Raymond
KAMYA Steven Kivalabye
KANESIME Ide Loi (Ms)
KASIITA George William
KASIIRA Patricia Enid (Ms)
KATUMU lugeni Gloria Sharot (Ms)
KATUBASI Lillian (Ms)
KATWESIGE Lilian (Ms)
KAYUNGA Charles
KEMIGISHA Brenda (Ms)
KINTU Joet
KIRABIRA Nicholas
KIRUYEWA Ivan
KISEGERWA Bashir
KITIMBO Zefania
KYAKUNDA Daphine (Ms)
KYASIIMIRE Joanita (Ms)
KYAZZE Brian
KYOKWIJUKA Cliffe
LOMOJONG Emmy
LUBOGO Emmanuel
LUSOKE Allan
LUTWAMA Martin
LUYIMA Frank
MAGURU Ruhinda Ijuka
MANGUSHO Andrew
MITEMO Peter
MUGISA Faluku
MUGISHA Joram
MUSANNYANA Richard
MUSENE Rebecca Beatrice (Ms)
MUSISI Dickens
MUSUNI Brian Jeff
MUTEBI Christopher
MUSWANGIZI Alex
MUYINZA Kiyimba Jael (Ms)
MWEBAZA Pamela Birike (Ms)
MWESIGWA Stanley Lubuulwa
NABIMANYA Rhina (Ms)
NAHAMYA Ivan
NAKUMBWE Sophia (Ms)
NAKASINGA Rahmat (Ms)
NAKATO Gladys (Ms)
NAKIMULI Juliet (Ms)
NAKITENDE Luyombya Joan (Ms)
NAKYANZI Christine (Ms)
NALUKWAGO Zaharah (Ms)
NALUUTU Allen (Ms)
NAMAKULA Jan (Ms)
NAMAFU Dennis
NAMBI Nakiryaba Peace (Ms)
NAMUKASA Joan (Ms)
NAMUNAYA Joan Claire (Ms)
NANKABIRWA Estella (Ms)
NANTALE Shamata Halina Kasozi (Ms)
NANTEGE Maria Jemimah (Ms)
NASSALI Jennifer (Ms)
NASSOLO Cabrine (Ms)
NATUMANYA Ivan
NAZIMA Nabilah (Ms)
NEBANDA Sophia (Ms)
NGANZI Karl Griffins
NIWAGIRA Nickson
NIWAMANYA Brian
NKBASIWE Anthony
NKBENGES Samalie (Ms)
NNAMIREMBE Angellah Dalia (Ms)
NOMWESIGWA Okello Andrew
NSIMIZYI Isaiah
NTUYO Emmanuel
NYEBAZA Bonitah (Ms)
NYESSIGA Hellena (Ms)
OCAYA Dick
ODONG Gerald
OGUMA Ambrose
ORKOTH Michael Mathias
OKUMU Robert
ORKIRI Emmy Ogule
OMONGOLE John Emmanuel
OPOLOT Isaac Samuel
ORIOKOT Nicholas
OSTIM Joshua Emmanuel
RUKUNDO Andrew
RWOTHOMIO Joel
SAAYUNI Zahikahe Gift (Ms)
SSEKIRIKO Andrew
SSEMATUWA Hermus Brandt
SSENUGA Nicholas
SSUUNA Emmanuel
TUMUHAIRWE Sandra Bridget (Ms)
TUMUGISO Ivan
TURYASINGURA Thomas
TUSIME Jovia (Ms)
WALEKHWA Rogers
WAMBOZA Abner Shedrach
WATABA Pryor

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Quantitative Economics
TUHAIRWE Ronald
TUHAISE Frank
TUKWASIBWE Edward
WANASOLO Tom

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Economics

ABAHO Allan
ABAHO Herbert
ABBAS Lailah (Ms)
ADIBAA Mary Jackline (Ms)
AGABA Conrad
AHUMUZA Rolah (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Anita (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Jimmy
AKAMPULIRA Ronald
AKAMPURIRA Sheila (Ms)
AKUBO Bridget (Ms)
AKURUT Oliver Juliet (Ms)
ALABA Petra (Ms)
ALWOCH Sophia (Ms)
ANGUPARU Gloria (Ms)
ANKUNDA Catherine (Ms)
ARIKOT Dinah (Ms)
ASIIMWE Jim
atuhairwe Allen (Ms)
ATUHEIRE Alex
ATUSIIMIRE Catherine (Ms)
ATWINE Doreen (Ms)
ATWIJUKIRE Naboth
AUMA Shamim (Ms)
AYEBAZI Mercy (Ms)
BABIRYE Mariam (Ms)
BAKASHABA Prize
BASALIDDE Adrian
BATUUKA Godfrey
BAYO Angella Rokani (Ms)
BAZANYE Reagan
BEYONGYERA Lizzie (Ms)
BIKYUKA Esther Agnes (Ms)
BIRIBAWA Damalie (Ms)
BIRUNGI Ritah (Ms)
BISAMUNYU Esther (Ms)
BISIKWA Bridget Anne (Ms)
BOOLE Samuel
BUTAMANYA Ian
BUYONDO James Kityo
BWAMIKI Charles
BYIRINGIRO Juliet (Ms)
CHEMAYEK Jonah
DILLA Patrick
EMOJONG Silas Daniel
ESANGU Ronald
EXCER Allan
GUMISIRIZA Benon
HALERIMANA Barnabas
HARINDAR Sondh (Ms)
HIWAA Audrey Grace (Ms)
ITA Rebecca Kenyi (Ms)
KAAYA Timothy
KABAHIWI Frank
KABARIWA Octavia (Ms)
NAMANDA Sharon (Ms)
NAMATOVA Hadijah (Ms)
NAMUBIRA Diana Rose (Ms)
NAMUGALU Annet (Ms)
NAMUGENYI Phiona (Ms)
NAMUGGA Angella (Ms)
NAMULEME Hildah (Ms)
NAMULI Alice (Ms)
NAMUMEJJA Patricia (Ms)
NAMYENYA Victoria (Ms)
NANGOBI Safina (Ms)
NANKUNDA David
NANSUGUGA Ritah Nakanwagi (Ms)
NANYANZI Agatha Veronica (Ms)
NASASIRA Julian (Ms)
NDAGANO Brian
NINSIMA Agnes (Ms)
NKAMUSHABA Charity (Ms)
NKANGI Timothy
NKONGE George
NSABIYERA Alex
NUWAGABA Sedruka
NUWAMANYA Edmund
NYAKABWA Walter
ODONG Allan Jerry
OGWANG Andrew
ORELLO William
ORILLONG Philemon
OWEN Brian Ucakacon
ONORIA Micheal
ONZIA Judith Eyoa (Ms)
OPINIA Gloria (Ms)
OSABITI Godfrey
OTOO Douglas
OYULU Diana (Ms)
PIMUNGU Gilbert Promise
RUKUNDO Kisomore
RUYONGA Pius
SEKITTO Hamza
SHANGI Brian Kamurasi
SHEMA Emmanuel
SSAMWE Innocent
SSEKAMWA Eric Mike
SSEKITOLEKO Joseph
SSEMPIJJA Bwangi Florence (Ms)
SENYONDO Michelle (Ms)
SSEWAMALA Kenedy
TAYEBWA Bruce
TEFULA Verlon
TIBAGA Shamim (Ms)
TIMASHIMA Timothy
TUGUME Innocent
TUMUSIME Winer (Ms)
TUMWAEBAZE Pafula
TUMWESIGE Richard
TUWIRIWA Sauda (Ms)
TWEMIRIKE Boaz
VUCIRI Emmanuel Lagu
YAI Deng Marko
ZZIWA Alycious

The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Development Economics

ABAHO Patience (Ms)
ACEN Dina Jasper (Ms)
AFAYO Dison
AJUNA Nicholas
ARANYETABA Joel
ARATUKUNDA Gift (Ms)
ALIGAWEESA Livingstone
AMODING Maureen Justine (Ms)
AMOIT Jolly (Ms)
ANUGE Patricia (Ms)
APOYA Mercy Isabella (Ms)
ARIOKOT Rachael (Ms)
ARUO Laura Etanu (Ms)
ASANYO Imelda (Ms)
ASEKENYE Rebecca (Ms)
ASIIMWE Christine Joy (Ms)
ATUGONZA Lilian (Ms)
AYIKIRIZE Martha Kyeyune (Ms)
AYO Filly (Ms)
AYO James
BADDA Saddam
BAIZANAKI Matha (Ms)
BASANYA Lawrence
BEROCAAN Timothy
BUGINGO Kevin Patrick
ESANYU Andrew
IGA Daniel
KABUYE Halwash (Ms)
KALEBI Timothy
KANYAGO Evelyne (Ms)
KARAMARE Prosper
KATOOKO Margret (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Daisy (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Josephine (Ms)
KIBERU Steven
KIMBUGWE Marvin Joram
KIRABO Linda Naebu (Ms)
KIWANUKA Christopher
KIYIMBA Hannington
KIZITO Musisi Adam
KIZITO Timothy
KOBUSINGE Sheila (Ms)
KOKUNDEKA Anitha (Ms)
KON Peter
KUKUNDA Sandra (Ms)
KUSASIRA Sharon (Ms)
KYAGULANYI Joseph
KYARIKUNDA Catherine (Ms)
KYEBAWAIRE Faiimah (Ms)
KYOMUGISHA Temba Patricia (Ms)
LUTAAAYA Lawrence Arthur
LUWAGA Isaac
LWAMAFIA Michael
MALE Derrick
MALE Joseph
MANGU Josephine Pascal (Ms)
MANNJERI Sanyu Naluie (Ms)
MASEMBE Stephen
MBONYE Isaac
MBOONA Frank
MIREMBE Deborah (Ms)
MOLO Joel
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following
for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

ABDUL Hussein Mgaya
ADONG Vivian Laurent(Ms)
ADUPA Daniel
AGUMEOMURITWE Simplesio
AGUTI Rebecca(Ms)
AHAIKWE Elizabeth(Ms)
AHUMUSA Catherine(Ms)
AINEMUGISHA Elizabeth(Ms)
ARAKUMPA Gideon Hillary
ARATUKUNDA Shallon(Ms)
ARELLO Sharon Hilda(Ms)
AKUGIZIBWE Paul
ALONYO Susan Linous(Ms)
AMANYA Daniel
AMONG Besmes(Ms)
AMWESIGIRE Augustus
ANGARUKIREMU Joshua
ANGWENA Domitila(Ms)
APIO Domitila(Ms)
ARYONO Godfrey Lorwor
ASINGWARE Barkly
ATUKWASE Ozbert Ernest
ATUKWATSE Evalyne(Ms)
ATUMANYA Noreen(Ms)
AUMA Beatrice(Ms)
AWALI Rajabu
AYEBARE Patience(Ms)
AYIO Brenda(Ms)
AYURO Gorretty(Ms)
AYURO Sarah(Ms)
BAATYO Elizabeth(Ms)
BAASALIRWA Brenda(Ms)
BIKUFU Martha(Ms)
BIWE Shafiq
CHEBET Milca Agatha(Ms)
NYANZI Solome (Ms)
NYATHIBOMBO Vanity
NYESIGA Aurelia (Ms)
OESE Emmanuel Odee
OGWANG Jasper
OJANGOLE Tonny
OJOK Solomon Pule
ORANYA Collins
ORELLO Andrew
ORELLO Calvin
ORELLO Emmanuel
OLILA Isaac
OMAGOR Basil
OMARA Ronald Polycarp
ONYANG Geoffrey
OPIO Muzamil
OWOR Joseph Asyep
RINDA Macna (Ms)
SEMBELA Andrew
SESEKUNNA Vincent
SSENYADD Ajalau Deen
SUNDAY Godfrey
TEN'TWA Shamim (Ms)
TIGAIKARA Hellen (Ms)
TINO Sarah (Ms)
TOOTWON Caesar Aaron
TUKAMUHABA Christine (Ms)
TUMUREINE Eunice (Ms)
TUSHABE Babrah (Ms)
TWINAMATSIKO Benon
UWIZEYE Debrah (Ms)
WAFULA Nafula Vanessa (Ms)
WASMA Erick Kelly
WAKWAYO Mercy Peace (Ms)
WANGOBO David
WERENDULA Collins
WESANGA Billy
YASSIN Asimwe
YEKO Rael (Ms)
ZOLEKA Mavis (Ms)
ZAKE Yusufu Ssozi

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Information Systems
AANYU Florence (Ms)
ABAASA Emmanuel
ABER Diana (Ms)
AGABA Sax
AIDU Innocent
ARELLO Dinnah (Ms)
ATIM Sophie (Ms)
BAZIRA Johnny Leonard
BWAYO Jacob Bafoda
HARERIMANA Emmanuel
KAMUNTU Robert
KANYESIGYE Akbr
KASIRYE Lawrence
KATEERA Robert
KAUDHA Agnes (Ms)
KIRABO Gloria (Ms)
KOBUAGA Bridget (Ms)
KOTUT Stanley
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Information Technology

ACIDRI Samuel Baker
AINAMAANI Taremwa
AKAMPURIRA Brian David
AKANKWASA Shadrack
AMERCY Stella(Ms)
ASIIMWE Patience Lillian(Ms)
ATHIENO Jane(Ms)
ATHIENO Jane(Ms)
AVORI Lydiah(Ms)
AWORI Lydiah(Ms)
AYESIGA Mark
BALABA Emmanuel
BBOSA Musa
BIRUNGI Nasrah Kyanja(Ms)
BRAMBALE Stephen
EDENA John
GOMBYA Daniel
GUMANANE Godwin N
INGABIRE Noelinah(Ms)
JUNJU John
KALUNGI Andrew George
KASASA Benjamin
KATUNGI Bruce
KENEMA Deborah(Ms)
KIDIMA Ritah
KIGUNDU Henry
KIPWOLA Sandra(Ms)
KIRYAMA Eddy
KISITU Juma
KIYINGI Emmanuel Lester
KOMUGISHA Bridget(Ms)
MAKANGA Shamran Majwala
MAKOLO Herbert
MARIYAMUNGU Samuel
MATOVU Muhammad
MBASA Victor
MESERET Atsbeha Bahru
MIREMBE Caroline Namboozo(Ms)
MPAATA Hakim Inni
MUGANZI Dan
MUGISHA Gerald
MUHOOZI Andrew
MUHUMOZA Edgar
MULINDA Saddati
MUSAZZI Duncan Derrick
MUTESASIRA Samuel
MUTUMBA Alex
MUWANGUIZI Victor Bukenya
MWULYA Henry
MWESIGYE Enoch
MWOROZI Rogers
NABATTE Caroline(Ms)
NABISERE Vivian(Ms)
NABUNNYA Juliet(Ms)
NAIGAGA Hilda(Ms)
NAKATUDE Bridget Gloria(Ms)
NAKANEESSI Gorreth(Ms)
NAKIRANDA Sylvia(Ms)
NAKYEJJWE Christine(Ms)
NAMAGANDA Proscovia(Ms)
NAMAZZI Agnes Juliet(Ms)
NAMPALA Shamim(Ms)
NAMPEERA Mariam(Ms)
NAMPOMBA Suzanne(Ms)
NAMWANJE Catherine(Ms)
NANYOMBI Margaret(Ms)
NASASAIRA Collins
NDIGEZZA Livingstone
NJAWUZI Andrew Disan
NUWAGABA Joseph
OBBO John
OBUYA Job(Ms)
OCHOL Leo Marcellus
OLENUKAN Edmond
ONGARIA E Samuel
OPIO David Benard
OWEMBARAZI Gift(Ms)
OYAPA Micheal(Ms)
RUTAMUREKA Jim
SEKAMATTE Eric
SEMUGONDA Victor
SEKUMBA Badiru
SEZERANO Vivens
SEMAKULA Musa
SSERMAGA Brian(Ms)
SSESANGA Paul
TAMALE Amos(Ms)
TUHUMwire Racheal(Ms)
TWESIGYE Pauline(Ms)
UYIRWOTH Nelson
WANYAMA Denis
WERE Elisa(Ms)
WOKWERA Derrick

The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

ABEJA Pamela(Ms)
ABULE Augustine Arumadri
AGABA Semu
AINEBYONA Owen
AINEBYONA Alvine
AKORA Brian Marco
ALI Yuzufu
AMPAIRE Shallote(Ms)
AMPAIRE Wilful(Ms)
AMULEN Sharon Esther(Ms)
ARIATWIZUKA Judith(Ms)
ASIIMWE Talent(Ms)
AYAA Judith(Ms)
AYEBAZIKEE Sharon(Ms)
AYIKO Jeremiah Sara
BALINTUMA Isaac
BARIYO Derrick
BUKENYA Esther(Ms)
BULEGA Albert
BWIRE Timothy
EGURU James
EKWARO Dominic
EMMANUEL Victor Kamya
GATALE Elijah
GIZAMBA Kenneth
GOLYAN Isaac
GUBI Jonathan
IGABA James
ISIKO Harriet(Ms)
JAMES Ambrose Odongo
KABUUNGA Hamidu
KAKULE Eustas
KAMUGISHA Keith
KANAKULYA Brian Ernest
KASEMIRE Isabel(Ms)
KATAMBA Samuel
KATO Richard
KATUMBA Joel Peter
KAVUMA Timothy
KIBALAMA James William
KINGEYI Alvin Patrick
KISEKKA Genza David
KIVULA Martin
KIYEGA Francis
KOMAKECH Geoffrey
KORIR K Victor
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Software Engineering

AAKU Moses
ACIO Peace(Ms)
ADUR Hilda(Ms)
AHUMUZA Fredrick
AINEKIRABO Mbabazi(Ms)
AKAMP A Bannet
AKANKWASA Derrick
AKERA Benjamin Binen
AKOT Harriet Peace(Ms)
ALINITWE Sandra Kamugisha(Ms)
ALIYINZA Mercy(Ms)
AMANYA Paul
AMOO Brenda Ayoo(Ms)
AMFUMUZA Dickson Amon
ARINEITWE Prosper Asiimwe
ASIIMWE Sharon(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Shaniita(Ms)
AULA Simon
AVINYIA Kevin Joshua
AYESIGA Lindsay Patra(Ms)
BAGAMBISA Tusilime Georgia(Ms)
BAKULUMPAGI Joseph
BALUKU Derrick
BANADA Ismael
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Library and Information Science

ABONYO Jemimah (Ms)
ADONG Brenda (Ms)
AGIREMBABAZI Phionah (Ms)
AGOETE Babra (Ms)
AGWENG Moreen (Ms)
AIGI Caroline (Ms)
AINEBYONNA Samuel
AKELLO Rita (Ms)
AKIA Marion (Ms)
AKILLO Emily (Ms)
ALINAITWE Marvin
ALINDA Carroline (Ms)
ALINDA Susan (Ms)
AMONGI Eve Petra (Ms)
AMFUMUZA Dixon
ANENA Sharon (Ms)
ANGENO Dorothy (Ms)
APIO Sandra (Ms)
ATURINDA Agnes (Ms)
AVAKO Paula (Ms)
AWONDI Innocent
AWOR Angella (Ms)
AYEBARE Annabelle (Ms)
AYEBARE Joan (Ms)
AYEBAZIBWE Gloria (Ms)
BARUNGI Vanessa Patricia (Ms)
BAYIGA Amira (Ms)
BAZZIWE Noah
BORA Irene (Ms)
BWIRE Martin
BYASI Ronald
BYEGANJE Sharifa (Ms)
CHELANGAT Grayan (Ms)
EDONU Julius
EMORU Emmanuel
ETRIZIA Gloria (Ms)
GAMUSI Christine (Ms)
GULEMYE Frank
GWOKYALYA Safina (Ms)
HAMBA Herbert
HUZAIFA Abass
KABAGAYA Daphine (Ms)
KABASUGA Sarah (Ms)
KABOTE Sam
KABUUBI Adrian
KAKANDE Sabiti
KAKAYI Harriet (Ms)
KAMUKAMA Aggrey
KANSIIME Audrey (Ms)
KARUHANGA Gerald
The Principal College of Computing and Information Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Records and Archives Management

ACAM Grace (Ms)
ACHAM Teddy (Ms)
AGENORWOTH Betty (Ms)
AINE Faith (Ms)
KEBIRUNGI Ketruah (Ms)
KELVIN Peter Mayala
KEMBABAZI Joanitor (Ms)
KEZABU Brendah (Ms)
KIGANDA Oscar Solomon
KIYAI Dinah Mary (Ms)
KUSASIRA Shannon Syria (Ms)
KUTUUSA Shamirah (Ms)
KYOBUZE Julian (Ms)
LUGOLELE Samuel
LWANGA Charles
LWANYAGA Steven
MATOVU Samuel Edward
MBABAzi Golden (Ms)
MIKAYI Julius Nicholas
MIREMBE Joyce (Ms)
MIREMBE Tracy (Ms)
MPUMBYA Moreen (Ms)
MPUNGU Robert
MUDDE Dennis
MUGULO Edward
MUHINDO Kenneth
MUHINDO Owen
MUHIMUZA Brighton
MUKAMASEBEARE Catherine (Ms)
MUKULA Gilbert
MULONGO Hellen Nakato (Ms)
MUSAAZI Molly (Ms)
MUSIIMENTA Shallon (Ms)
MUSOKE Philex
MWEBESA Gilbert
NABAGGALA Christine (Ms)
NABUKALU Latifah (Ms)
NABUKALU Viola (Ms)
NABULO Winnie (Ms)
NAJJINGO Hamida (Ms)
NAKALINZI Betty (Ms)
NAKANDI Immaculate (Ms)
NAKANWAGI Angella (Ms)
NAKIDDE Sharon (Ms)
NAKIGOZI Vincencia Leonia (Ms)
NAKIRANDA Jacobed Esther (Ms)
NAKIVUMBBI Sharitah (Ms)
NAKINAILA Irene (Ms)
NAKKAZI Faridah (Ms)
NAKKONDE Matilda (Ms)
NAKKUNGU Angella (Ms)
NAKYAMBADE Flavia (Ms)
NALUNGA Pauline (Ms)
NALUNKUMA Lydia Kiyingi (Ms)
NALWOGA Diana (Ms)
NALWOGA Julian (Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Victo (Ms)
NAMALE Grace (Ms)
NAMALE Viola (Ms)
NAMANDA Jane (Ms)
NAMANDA Teddy (Ms)
NAMATOVU Stella (Ms)
NAMBAZIWA Catherine L (Ms)
NAMBATYA Catherine (Ms)
NAMBOZO Leah Mugoya (Ms)
NAMBOZO Linda (Ms)
NAMIBA Suzan (Ms)
The Principal College of Business and Management Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Commerce

ABAASA Noeline (Ms)
ABARO Siniini
ABANA Dominic
ABITEGEKA Godfrey
ABITEGEKA Solomon
BABIRYE Sharon (Ms)
BAGUMA Adolf
BALABA Kharim
BALIBALI David Mayeku
BANANYIZA Ali
BASEMERA Pharidah (Ms)
BATENDA Nawaalu (Ms)
BAUKA Josephine (Ms)
BEINOMUGISHA Ronald
BETT Cheruiyot Silas
BIIRA Jemima Mayora (Ms)
BIRUNGI Annet (Ms)
BIRUNGI Naghila Habib (Ms)
BUHWA Patricia Wandia (Ms)
BUKENYA Alvin
BUKENYA Ashiraf
BUSINGYE Innocent
BUSUULWA Abdallahzake
BUTELE Cynthia (Ms)
BUTTA Ruth (Ms)
BWIRE Humphrey
BYARUHANGA Alex Brian
BYARUHANGA Emmanuel
BYAWERE Bill Brian
BYEKNASO Musa
CHEBET Felister (Ms)
CHEMUTAI Acheai (Ms)
CHODOXORO Herbert
CHOK William
DDAMBA Joseph
EGOROR Emmanuel James
EJANG Rita Teopista (Ms)
ELASU Emmanuel
ELIMU John Paul
ELWA Fidely
ENOU Robert
GUMOSHABE Esau
GUMOSHABE Kenneth
HAKIRE Eria
HALAGE Halima (Ms)
HAPPY Bruno
IBAMBIRO Joseph
ISINGOMA Samson
JJUUKO Mike
JURU Joy Mogga (Ms)
KABALI Kimera Jorem
KABAMBEWE Isaac
KABASHABE Winfred (Ms)
KABONGE Richard
KABUYE Joel
KACHOPE John
KADONDO Maureen (Ms)
KAGYE Zura Sarah (Ms)
KAIGNA Paul
KAIKARA Angella (Ms)
KAINAMURA Derrick
KAJUBI Gonzaga
KAKEETO Swaibu
KAKEMBO Paddy
KAKO Rhoda (Ms)
KAKUNGULU Achilles Richard
KAKUNGURU Rajab
KALIBOOBO Kezia Yvette (Ms)
NEIKESA Rukiya (Ms)
NGAHONE Paddy
NGAMBE Esther Mulyanti
NGOBI Rogers
NGODE Faluk
NGOLOBE Amos
NIMUKUNDA Joanah (Ms)
NINSIIMA Rebecca (Ms)
NIWAGABA Justus
NIWAHEREZA Joab
NIWAMANYA Smith
NIWENYINE Antony
NKEMBA Paul
NKWANGU Jonah Kyazze
NNAMPIIMA Mariam (Ms)
NSEREKO Moses
NSEREKO Paddy Male
NSHUTI Sharon (Ms)
NSIMIRE Napoleon
NSUBUGA Robert
NTAKIRUTIMANA Fred
NTUMBE Peter
NUWAHEREZA Caroline (Ms)
NUWAMANNA Osbert
NUWARINDA Abias
NUWASASIIRA Violah (Ms)
NUWE Abereza Shamea (Ms)
NYAKAKE Sarah Shanis (Ms)
NYAMAHUNGE Resty (Ms)
NYEBESA Daniel
NYIRANGABA Halliet (Ms)
OBORE Billy Isreal
OBOOTH Steven
ODONG Jacob
ODONGO Edison
ODYEK Stephen
OGEN Bob Alberto
OGUTU Richard
OGWANG Maxwel
ORELLO Patrick
ORELLO Rogers Alex
ORIROR Andrew
ORWIR Andrew
OLERO Tonny
OLUK Emmanuel
OLUKA John Paul
OLUPOT Anthony Emmanuel
ORIKIRIZA Babrah (Ms)
OSUMA John Martin
OTHIENO Amos
OTHIENO Borniface
OUA Simon Peter
OWAKRISTO Nduhukire
OWASIMIRE Julian (Ms)
POLE Haron
RUBEHAYO Abeeye
SADATI Ali Musana
SANGO Nicolas
SSEBULIME Peter
SEGAWA Jimmy
SEKAMATTE Faisal
SEMWAKA Ronald
SENDAGIRE Dervin Jonathan
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

BASHIR Hassan

**Strategic communication: a case of Ugandan health sector organizations**

Mr. BASHIR Hassan studied strategic communication among health organizations in Uganda as explained by relational communication, information adequacy, communication behavior predictability and interaction quality. Through integrating insights from social network theory, uncertainty reduction theory, resource based view and complexity theory, the study revealed that health organizations need to maintain a relational bond with their audiences and use two way symmetrical communications in order to drive their audiences into behaviors that guarantee achievement of organization mission. The study recommends organizations to use direct communication systems with their audiences and carryout frequent stakeholder mappings in order to design and circulate audience tailored messages. The study was funded by Makerere University Business School and was supervised by Prof. Wasswa Balunywa, Prof. Joseph Ntayi and Dr. Muhammad Ngoma.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
GOUKINA Joshua

Organizational citizenship behavior of Uganda hotels' staff: the mediation role of organizational virtuousness

Mr. GOUKINA Joshua studied the role of harmonious interactions amongst staff and their behavior according to organizational standards, in facilitating them to offer extra services, while considering a morally upright work setting as a conduit for this to happen. Findings revealed that harmonious interactions amongst staff and their behavior in accordance with organizational standards are critical for them to engage in extra services, but that a morally upright work setting remains partly necessary for this to occur. Organizations should therefore instill a culture of harmonious interactions amongst their staff and ensure that they behave according to set standards so as to offer services beyond their jobs. This should be in addition to nurturing a morally upright work setting. This study was partly funded by the Belgium Technical Corporation, and was supervised by Prof Joseph M. Ntayi, Prof. Waswa Balunywa and Prof Augustine Ahiauzu.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

MAKLU Nanteer Yonla

Self-employment among graduates in Nigeria

Mr. MAKLU Nanteer Yonla examined self-employment among graduates against the high unemployment rate in Nigeria. The study employed a multi-theoretical approach to explain the concept of self-employment. The study established that self-employment is explained by psychological capital, self-starting behavior and role model. The study informs policy by emphasizing the design and implementation of programmes, which encourage individuals with a positive mindset to start their own businesses. Additionally, individuals who have not started a business should undertake capacity building programmes and be willing to learn from successful individuals to run their business well. This study was funded by Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TEDFUND) and was supervised by Prof. J.C Munene, Prof. Waswa Balunywa, Dr. Laura Orobia.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

NKURUNZIZA Gideon

Business process reengineering performance in Uganda’s financial institutions

Mr. NKURUNZIZA Gideon studied the relationship between organizational decision-making, institutional leadership, organizational adaptability and business process reengineering performance. The study established that knowledge management, institutional leadership and organizational adaptability are key predictors of business process reengineering performance. Further, organizational adaptability is a conduit through which institutional leadership improves business process reengineering performance. Financial institutions should institutionalize leadership that enables adaptive capabilities in a dynamic environment. Policy should focus to the management of actionable knowledge and communicate change with vision. As such, business process reengineering is critical in enhancing financial and workflow efficiencies. The study was funded by Makerere University Business School, and was supervised by Prof. Joseph M. Ntayi, Prof. John C. Munene and Prof. Will Kaberuka.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

WALUGEMBE Ahmad

New product adoption in Uganda

Mr. WALUGEMBE Ahmad investigated the factors that influence new product adoption in Uganda with a focus on beverage manufacturing firms. The study established that organizational learning, dynamic marketing capabilities and consumer based brand equity are significant contributors to new product adoption in Uganda. This implies that, the more a firm learns continuously, dynamically utilizes its marketing capabilities of pricing, promotion and distribution and strengthens its consumer based brand equity, the more it influences adoption of its new products. Therefore, it is necessary to provide marketing support to new products that are of importance to economic growth to accelerate their adoption. The study was funded by African Development Bank (ADB) and Makerere University Business School, and was supervised by Prof. Joseph Ntayi, Dr. Geoffrey Bakunda and Dr. Muhammad Ngoma.

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Procurement and Supply Chain Management

ARAMPURIRA Abiaz (Ms)
ASERU Ritah (Ms)
AWAD Kalid
BYAMUKAMA Anthony
GALABUZI Kakembo Elvis
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Accounting and Finance

AMPA Nasima Richard
BAGANZI Amin
ELASU Joseph
MUGARURA Godfrey
MUGUMYA Elizabeth (Ms)
MUGIRE Emmanuel
NAMBAJJE Priscilla (Ms)
NKURUNZIZA Theogene
SEKIYOBE Peter
SENTUWA John Baptist
MWIGIGWA Noah
NTALE George
OCHIENG’ Odhiambo Josephat
OGWAL Peter Francis Amai
TUMUSIIME Moses
SSEMITALA Lawrence

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Human Resource Management

ABAHO Amon
ACEN Florence Ann (Ms)
AINEMBAZA Rebecca (Ms)
ANYWAR BELINDA Innocent
APARO Jacqueline (Ms)
ASIIMWE Daphine (Ms)
ATAMBA Ambrose
AYELLA Joel
KASIKO Prosper
KENTARO Beatrice (Ms)
KIYAI Rita (Ms)
LUYIGA Annet (Ms)
MABALE Livingstone
MIREMBE Mary (Ms)
MWANJE Simon Peter
NABACWA Alex Lydia (Ms)
NABIRYE Clare Florence (Ms)
NALUNKUMA Valentine (Ms)
NAMAGERA Irene (Ms)
NAMIRIMU Agnes (Ms)
NAMULI Deborah (Ms)
NAMUWENGE Estella (Ms)
OGULLEI Racheal Evelyn (Ms)
OKELLO Paul
PALUKU Liminya James
SSEBIRAGALA Brian
TUMWEKWASE Gonzaga
TURYAMUSIIMA Daphine (Ms)
WANYAMA Max Colin
ZAWEDDE Brenda Sewali

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Arts in Economic Policy and Management
AZAARWA Hilary
ISABIRYE Paul Milton
KEMITARE Gladys Rochelle
MASIBO Christine (Ms)
MUHIRE Francis
SABIITI Fred

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Marketing
KYOMUHENDO Brenda (Ms)
MUDIDI Patrick Emmanuell
NAHABWE Innocent
NAJJINGO Erinah (Ms)
SSEKIBAALA Derrick

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of International Business
BALIBALI Bukosera Noreen Kamoti (Ms)
GIMBO Monica (Ms)
MWESIGE Patrick
NAPEERA Georgina (Ms)
NASIRUMBI Juliet (Ms)

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Banking and Investment Management
ADOCH Juliana (Ms)
AGANZE Bisimwa
KAVIRA Katsurana
KOKO Lumbambo Christian
SEKIREMBEKA David

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Hospitality and Tourism Management
ABDALLA Hamed Abdalla
AMPWERA Faith (Ms)
NAKAJJUZA Sharifa (Ms)
TUSHABE sylivia (Ms)

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship
AKILIMALI Ndatabaye Ephrem
KARENZI Alphonse
KIIZA Andrew Ssemakula
NALWEYISO Hellen Irene (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Haulah (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Leadership and Governance
MALIAMUNGU Habib Uthuman
SEWANTE Luke

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Business Administration
ABAHO Peter
ACADRIBO Henry
ACER Anthony Okot
ACHAM Ahiirwe Elizabeth (Ms)
ACIO Florence (Ms)
ADANIA Nancy (Ms)
AFAYOA Hillary Abdelaziz
AHARIKUNDIRA Bab Letisha (Ms)
AHIRIRWE Ellen (Ms)
AKORA Simon
ALIONI Osman Mathias
AMANIYO Robert
AMONY Blaise
AMUNYO Faith (Ms)
ANYANGO Rosemary (Ms)
APORU Boniface
ARINAIWE Geoffrey
ATUHAIRE Edgar
ATUHEIRE Allan Roberts
ATUHEIRE Stella (Ms)
AVUNI Alfred
AYIKORU Anneth cynthia
AYUO Juliet (Ms)
BABUGAYA Sylvia (Ms)
BARIYGE Kenneth Mugabo
BASEMERA Rhodes (Ms)
BEYAGALA Godfrey
BIMBONA David
BIRUNGI Allen (Ms)
BIRUNGI Ella Begumanya (Ms)
BIRUNGI Felister (Ms)
BIRYABAREMA Judith (Ms)
BUKOMBA Bosco Gidudu
BUNDI Belinda (Ms)
DEBO Julius
ELOBU Emmanuel Alex
ENIMA Aplonias
IGA Shamira ((Ms)
IZALE Daniel
KABAGENYI Sandrah (Ms)
KABASINGUZI Brenda (Ms)
KAGABA Solomon Julius
KAKUNGULU Ronald Smax
KAKURU Pancras
KALIBBALA Wilberforce
KALIBBALA Vincet
KALIISA Gerald
KANKUNDA Ruth (Ms)
KANYAGO Beatrice (Ms)
KANYALI Geoffrey
KANYESIGE Brenda (Ms)
KARUGABA Apollo
KASANDE Violet (Ms)
KAVIRA Muvunga Charline
KAWEESI Jerry
KAYIZZI Harold
KEGO Kristopher Solomon
KENGONZI Best (Ms)
KESIIME Phiona (Ms)
KIBIRA Daniel
KIBIRA Henry
KIGONYA Lynne (Ms)
KIGOI Henry Lwanga
KIGOI Samuel
KIKONGOLIRO Isaac
KINTU Munyagwa Ahmed Gamal
KISAKYE Laura (Ms)
KISITU Gerald Ssebagala
KIZITO Maria
KOIGO Margaret Wanjiku
KOSIYA Justus
KUSIIMA Jackline (Ms)
KWESIKA Alex
KYARIKUNDA Mary Assumptah (Ms)
KYARISIIMA Patience (Ms)
KYORASIIME Judith (Ms)
KALAM Elizabeth Yvonne (Ms)
LENIA Florence (Ms)
LUBANGA Hosea Ssemwogerere
LUJJA Lorna (Ms)
LWANGA Lorna (Ms)
MAFABI Caroline (Ms)
MALONGO Abudalazizi
MANIGARUHANGA Douglas
MARUNGA ANN Katalihwa
MASIKA YODESI Kabili
MATSISO Celeb
MBABAZI Paul
MBWALA Nelson
MITALAL Timothy Nehemiahson
MPAATA Colline
MUGABE Robert Mugisha
MUGABO Kenneth Barigye
MUGISA Richard
MUGUME Joseph
MUHAIRWE Agnes (Ms)
MUHEREZA Dan Rikunamo
MUKEONZIA Christine (Ms)
MUKOBE Samuel
MULERO Emy
MULINDO Moses
MUSANJE Godfrey
MUTEKANGA Eau Nelson
MUTENDWA Nashir Muyimba
MUYINGO Zedi
NABAGALA Ruth (Ms)
NABASIRYE Ahmed Aidah (Ms)
NABATANZI Angella (Ms)
NABITOSI Janepher (Ms)
NAFUULE Monica (Ms)
NAJUDEE Ester (Ms)
NAJEMBA Rashida (Ms)
NAKAGGA Dorothy (Ms)
NAKJUBI Florence (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Catering & Hotel Management

KASIIRA Hatimu
LUVIREWO Akisoferi
MIREMBE Sandra (Ms)
MUBIRU Paul
MUSAYUNI Daniel
NABIRYE Martha (Ms)
NAKA WONA Moreen (Ms)
OPOLOT Isaac
NABASUMBA Shaluwa (Ms)
MADEERO Joseph Martin
WAKOLI Medi

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Leadership and Governance
AKELLO Charity Mercy (Ms)
AMANYA Lambert
ANIL Ali (Ms)
ARAYO Praise Josephine (Ms)
ARYATUNA Ivan
ATURINDA Josephine (Ms)
AUMA Winfred (Ms)
ERYENYU Mildred (Ms)
KAMUNTU Rogers
KANSIIME Prossy (Ms)
KIKUNDWA Hope (Ms)
KIMULI Rahuman
KIRUNGI Sheeba (Ms)
KIZITO Denis
KIZITO Ronald
KYAMBADE Mahadih
LATABU Stella (Ms)
MANIA Veronica (Ms)
MUHANGUZI Enoth
MULONGE Joel
MULONGA Ronald
MUTONI Jesima (Ms)
MWIRUMUBI Walter
NAAMARA Sheilla (Ms)
NABALE Rashidah (Ms)
NABUTANDA Mariam (Ms)
NALIMA Angella (Ms)
NALUGWA Babrah (Ms)
NAMULONDO Lovisa (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Caroline (Ms)
NAMUYOMBA Anisha (Ms)
NANFUMA Alice Stellah (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Faridah (Ms)
NANTONGO Winnie (Ms)
SSANYU Jesca (Ms)
SEMBATYA Frank
TUMWINE Naboth

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Real Estate Business Management
ADRABO Suzan (Ms)
AGABA Leonard
ARANKWASA Esther (Ms)
ARINEITWE Doreen (Ms)
ASIIIMWE Golda (Ms)
ATUHAIRE Juliet (Ms)
AYEBAZIBWE Edith (Ms)
BATTE Sadiq
BUSINGE Anita (Ms)
ISODO Owen Elijah
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Travel and Tourism Management

ADUTO Winnie(Ms)
AGABA Clare(Ms)
AKELLO Rose Gloria(Ms)
AKULLO Lorna(Ms)
AMBIKYIRE Molly(Ms)
AMONG Mary Fortune(Ms)
ARISO Brenda(Ms)
ASHABA Doreen(Ms)
ASHABA Emily(Ms)
ATUHEIRE Brian
ATUHNERA Jessica(Ms)
ATUKWASE Blair(Ms)
BENDERA Racheal(Ms)
BUKIRWA Maria Theresa(Ms)
BYABONEKA Patience Agnes(Ms)
EDIELU Nathan(Ms)
EWECU Abraham
GWEBAYANGA Allen (Ms)
ISABIRYE Raymond
JAMOJOMO Meshach
KAHNA Jeniffer(Ms)
KAGYO William
KAITESI Faith(Ms)
KAHNA John
KANYARUSOKE Patricia(Ms)
KATUSIIME Doureen(Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Leisure and Hospitality Management

AINEMBABAZI Catherine (Ms)
AKATUHULIRA Annet (Ms)
ALIBA Akusa
AMPEREZA Lawrence
AMUGE Sarah Faith (Ms)
APARO Irene (Ms)
ARUHURA Grace (Ms)
ASAIIIRA Daphine (Ms)
ASERU Maureen Nyakuni (Ms)
TWINAMATSIKO Ritah (Ms)
WADERO Ivan
WAHIDA Bachu
WAMALA Emmanuel
ZALWANGO Sheba Michelle (Ms)

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Finance

AHAISIBWE Judith (Ms)
AHAMYA Mark
ARELLO Faith (Ms)
ARILAI Shiela (Ms)
AROL Tinah Lynnet (Ms)
AKWEE Elizabeth (Ms)
AMANYIRE Nicholas
AMODING Magret (Ms)
AMUTUHEIRE Keen (Ms)
ARINDA Natasha (Ms)
AWAYO Donnaliza (Ms)
AYEBALE Catherine (Ms)
BABIRYE Shamim (Ms)
BABIRYE Sharifah (Ms)
BBIRA Kenneth Timothy
BONDE Obed
BONSUK Racheal Slivia (Ms)
BOYONG Chaplain Mogga
CHENIRU Patience (Ms)
CHECKWEMOI Sophy (Ms)
EJOKEDKE Love (Ms)
GAVALA Benjamin
GUWENDA Sharon (Ms)
HAWSHA Daud (Ms)
HUMKARA Sunday
IKIRIMAT Lozira (Ms)
IROTA Camila Leah (Ms)
KALYESUBULA Joseph
KANTONO Miria (Ms)
KASEMIRE Mary (Ms)
KATONGOLE Solomon
KATUSIIME Immaculate (Ms)
KHANDEKE Joanittah (Ms)
KIGOZI Brian
KIKUNGWE Deogratious
KIRABO Anna (Ms)
KISAKYE Deborah Liz (Ms)
KISUBI Joshua
KITONE Rose (Ms)
KIYAI Apopha (Ms)
KIYINGI Samuel
KIZZA Pius
KYAGULANYI Moses
KYASIMIRE Babra (Ms)
LILANGA Egau Samuel
LOKOL James Polycarp
LUMAMA Ndawula Daniel
LUMUMBA Joshua Rutehenda
LUYIMBAI Alvin Francis
LWANYAGA Henry
MAFABI Brian
MBABAZI Sharon (Ms)
MITALA Vincent
MODI James
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Business Statistics

ACHANIT Angel Gloria (Ms)
AGABA Cosma
ARANGA Lauben
ARIDI Omonda Eunice (Ms)
ARINAIWE Peter
ASABA Gilbert
NIWAGABA Walter
NSABA Caroline(Ms)
NSIIMENTA Kekimuri(Ms)
NTUNGIRE Shallon(Ms)
NUWENYESIGA Polite
NYAMUKOLA Catherine(Ms)
NYANGOMA Jeninah(Ms)
OCHIGE DANIEL
OKURUT Emmanuel Kisembo E
ORISHABA EVAS(Ms)
OYESIGNA ELISON
SAMANYA ASHA(Ms)
SEMOKULA HAKIM
SSERUYANGE PATRICK
TUMUSITME SHAMSA(Ms)
TUMWEBAZE PRICILLAH(Ms)
WABULO FAHD

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management

ABEJA Ann Beatrice (Ms)
ABUR Theresa(Ms)
ADICHIA JANET(Ms)
AINIE Collin
ARECH Chirstine (Ms)
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KIZITO Good
KOMUGISHA Gloria (Ms)
KWETUMA Moleen (Ms)
KYAGABA Rakim
KYOMUHENDO Safinah (Ms)
LAPAK Miriam (Ms)
LUKWISE Sharon (Ms)
MAKOBA Mary (Ms)
MAFUOR Nyanjam Martha (Ms)
MARENA Mohamed (Ms)
MASIKO Ronald
MIREMBE Glen (Ms)
MIREMBE Vanessa (Ms)
MUKASA Faizol
MUNGATI Monica (Ms)
MUTESASIRA Muhammad
MUTESI Juliet (Ms)
MUGWUZI Rebecca (Ms)
NABANINGA Doreen (Ms)
NABALE Evalyne (Ms)
NABBOSA Janet (Ms)
NABUKENYA Nairah (Ms)
NABULA Evalyne (Ms)
NADUNGA Sylvia (Ms)
NAIGA Sharifa (Ms)
NAIGA DORCUS (Ms)
NAIKEKE Stella (Ms)
NAKALANYI Juliet (Ms)
NAKATO Monica (Ms)
NAKAYEYE Phoebe (Ms)
NAKIMULI Janat (Ms)
NAKIYAGA Bridget (Ms)
NAKYANZI Julian Joy (Ms)
NALUBANGA Cynthia Ojambo (Ms)
NALUGONDA Sarah (Ms)
NALUTAAYA Doreen (Ms)
NAMABIRO Claire (Ms)
NAMAKULA Mary Christine (Ms)
NAMATOVO Lydia (Ms)
NAMATOVO Pauline (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Josephine (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA RITAH (Ms)
NAMIYINGO Shakira (Ms)
NAMUBIRU CLAIRE (Ms)
NAMUDU Rehema (Ms)
NAMUKWAYA Sharon Deborah (Ms)
NAMUYOMBA Hajarah (Ms)
NANFUKA Aminah (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Edith (Ms)
NANTANDA Amisha Mwonge (Ms)
NANTONGO Jackline (Ms)
NANYONDO Nashiba (Ms)
NATUJUNA Mary Racheal (Ms)
NDAGIRE Sandra Catherine (Ms)
NINSIMA Susan (Ms)
NOWOMUGISHA Anchalla (Ms)
NUWENSARA Sheila (Ms)
NYAFWONO Jennifer Alice (Ms)
OCHOLA Edward
OPIMA Felix
OROMA Nandawula Raynor (Ms)
OYUKI Denis
RAMLAT Ali (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Transport and Logistics Management

AARAKIT Martha Aide (Ms)
ABIMA Conrad Mallen
ADIKIN Dorothy (Ms)
AGABA Anthony
AIITA John Bosco
AINEMBABAZI Kellen (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Sheenah (Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Rebecca (Ms)
APANDWANAGO Collins
ARELLO Celestus
ARWII Sharon (Ms)
ALIGOA Chandia Anthony
ALITUBBAARA Mercy (Ms)
AMODING Shannon Lydia (Ms)
ANUNPAIRE GLORIA (Ms)
ANKUNDA MOREEN (Ms)
ANSHENYEZA HELLEN (Ms)
ASASIRA Lynette Rukundo (Ms)
ASEKENYA Deborah Eramu (Ms)
ASINGURA FRANCIS
ATIM NORAH KITARA (Ms)
AUMA MOLLY (Ms)
AYESEWA JOAN (Ms)
AZOORA JOVELYN (Ms)
BALAGADDE ELIJAH
BALUKU TEMBO ISMAIL
BASEMERA FLORENCE (Ms)
BATAMULIZA SARAH (Ms)
BIRUNGI LINCON
BONGOMIN BRIAN
BUSUULWA Fred
BYAYESU JOSHUA
ETOBU OPEJO SAMUEL
FREDRICK Richard Ojek
FAIDAH STELLAH (Ms)
HAKWA Norman
HYUHA Fred
ISABIRYE Nakisuyi Persis (Ms)
ITAMU SHARIFA (Ms)
KAGOYA Aisha (Ms)
KAHUGA VIOLET (Ms)
KAHUNDE Edith Amanda (Ms)
KAKOTO RONALD Musoke
KAMUKAMA Editor (Ms)
KANYENYA ELISON
KANYESIGYE BRENDA (Ms)
KAYE Richard Norton
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Office and Information Management

ABIGABA  Annet (Ms)
ACHIENG  Catherine (Ms)
ACHOLA  Dorothy Wanok (Ms)
ALUKA  VANESSA Nangiro (Ms)
ANKUNDA  Ronah (Ms)
ASIBO  Veronica Hope(Ms)
ASINGWIRE  Josephine(Ms)
ATUHAIRE  Maclean (Ms)
ATUHIRE  Fortune(Ms)
ATUHURA  Rebecca (Ms)
ATUKWAZE  Owen
ATYANG  Prisillah (Ms)
AUMA  Jean Mary (Ms)
BATWENDA  Alice Norah(Ms)
BBOSA  Albert
BIRABWA  Elizabeth (Ms)
BUKIRWA  Mariam (Ms)
DUSABE  Annet (Ms)
GWAJONGILE  Caroline (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science In Marketing

AANYU Jessica Sheillah (Ms)
ACHOM Lillian (Ms)
AFOYORWOTH Daisy (Ms)
AHMED Mahammed Mahamoud(Ms)
AINEMIGISHA Shane Nyakojo(Ms)
AJIBA Hawa Sebbi(Ms)
ARANDURURA Keneth
ARANTORANA Racheal(Ms)
AMANYA R afsanjan(Ms)
AMARA Evans
AMFAIRE Immaculateh(Ms)
AMUTUHAIRE Natweta(Ms)
ASIIMWE Janet(Ms)
ASUNTA Leila(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Catherine(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Lucky(Ms)
ATWINE Allan(Ms)
AYESIGAMUKAMA Phiona(Ms)
BAGONZA Joseph
BALAGADDE Shafiq
BASALIRWA Ismail
BIRABWA Mirembe(Ms)
BUKENYA Swaibu
BYENSI Mathias
CHRISGODIES Urassa
EJULU Arango Sandra(Ms)
ELOBU Andrew
ENOBABOR Joy(Ms)
GODFREY Urassa
IBANDA Asuman
IBONA Alex
KABANYORO Elizabeth (Ms)
KAGOYA Eva Wetsenge (Ms)
KAKAYI Cecilia
KAKUMBA Peter
KALEMBE Fazira(Ms)
KALINDA Andrew
KAMUTONO Steven
KATENDE Robert
KIHIKA Hamuza
KIIZA Faith(Ms)
KIJJAMBU Akaya
KIMERA Timothy
KIRUMIRA Derrick Paul
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science Accounting

ACHAN Peace Rebecca (Ms)
ACIO Lucky (Ms)
ADOCH Judith (Ms)
ADOME Fionah (Ms)
AGENO Rwot Proscovia (Ms)
AGUENAITWE Albert
AGUTI Doreene (Ms)
AGUTI Carol (Ms)
AGUYO Grace (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI JOVULATE (Ms)
AINOMUGISHA PHEONAH (Ms)
ARANKUNDA PRICE (Ms)
AROT BENA ATYANG (Ms)
APUGIZIBWE Christine (Ms)
ALAJO Gloria Damalle (Ms)
AMPAIRE Edgar
ANYAIT Winfred (Ms)
ANYANGO Cynthia Ruth (Ms)
APIL Dorcus Mercy (Ms)
APIO Alice Winfred (Ms)
APIO Mary Peace (Ms)
ARINAITWE Godwin
NABISERE Resty (Ms)
NABWAMI Olivia (Ms)
NAFAMBA Gloria (Ms)
NAFULA Sharon (Ms)
NAGAWA Victoria (Ms)
NAHHEZA FLAVIA (Ms)
NAJUUKO Adam (Ms)
NAKABINGA Ritah (Ms)
NAKABUGO Esther (Ms)
NAKABUGO Renah (Ms)
NAKAFU Phioner (Ms)
NAKAME Anne Mary (Ms)
NAKAMYA PROSCOVIA (Ms)
NAKATO DOREEN (Ms)
NAKATO Gilbwa Cathy (Ms)
NAKATO Swabura (Ms)
NAKATTE Lilian Harriet (Ms)
NAKAYENGA Jesca Birabwa (Ms)
NAKAYENGA uliet (Ms)
NAKAYOYU Stella Lillian (Ms)
NAKIBUUKA ajorie Mirembe (Ms)
NAKIDDE Deborah Angella (Ms)
NAKIMERA Josephine (Ms)
NAKINU Lillian (Ms)
NAKIANZI Kwit esther (Ms)
NAKIANZI Joanitah (Ms)
NALUGO Naome (Ms)
NALUWADA Phiona (Ms)
NALWANGA Slyvia (Ms)
NAMAGANDA Elizabeth (Ms)
NAMATOVU Joanita (Ms)
NAMATOVU Martha (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Catherine (Ms)
NAMBAZIRA Flankline (Ms)
NAMBIERGE Eve (Ms)
NAMBUYA Jackline (Ms)
NAMBUYA Jacinta (Ms)
NAMIREMBE Joanith (Ms)
NAMPEERA Sharon (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Jacinta Naubuga (Ms)
NAMUJU Martha (Ms)
NAMUKASA Pheuruzi (Ms)
NAMULINDWA Margret (Ms)
NAMUSOKE Olivia (Ms)
NAMWANJE Beatrice (Ms)
NAMYALO Florence (Ms)
NANKINGA Sarah Pearl (Ms)
NANKYA Cynthia (Ms)
NANUUGI Georgina (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Mercy (Ms)
NANTEGE Jacinta Kayongo (Ms)
NANYANGE Caroline (Ms)
NANYOMO Marione (Ms)
NANYONGA MASTULAH (Ms)
NASALLI Sharon (Ms)
NAYEBARE Mary (Ms)
NINSIIMA Phiona (Ms)
NYANGOMA Margaret (Ms)
NYINEAMATSIKO Promise (Ms)
OKIROR Denton
OKULLO Walter
OPIO Bosco
OPOLOT Christopher
OTHENO Donas
PONI Zion (Ms)
RUGUMAYO Ivan
SSENJOVU Saul
TABAN Dominic Emmanuel
TASHOBYA Obed
TIBENDA Sharon (Ms)
TUMWIRINGIRE Martin
WATONGOLA Joel
WESWALA Aaron
YATUSHANGA Corinna (Ms)
YIGA Juma

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Economics
ABER Daphne (Ms)
ACHAU Kevin (Ms)
ARANDUHURA Desire (Ms)
AKOTH Felistas (Ms)
AKULLU Charity Immaculate (Ms)
AKWESO Barbra (Ms)
ATUGONZA Harriet (Ms)
ATWINE Hillary
AYERO Oliver Kitara (Ms)
BABIRYE Docus (Ms)
BABIRYE Nakayenga Janet (Ms)
BESIGYE Paul
BIIRA JULIET (Ms)
BILIMUYESU Joan Namusoke
BYAMUKAMA Syron
EBAPU Stephen
EKUO Linda Beatrice (Ms)
JACOB Luatse Cosmas
JINGO Hassan
KABATAI HARRIET (Ms)
KABISHA Rosco
KANDABU Edward
KANSIIME ELLIOT MANZI
KARASHANI Isaac
KARUHANGA Frank
KASAMBA KAUTHARA (Ms)
KASOZI BRIAN
KATIBI MARVIN Paul
KAUMA RACHEL (Ms)
KAWOYA Hassan
KEMIGISA NEOLINE (Ms)
KENKANZI LINDA MARION (Ms)
KIIZA WARREN
KOJJO EMMANUEL WATENTENA
KOTAKI NORAH (Ms)
KWAGALA ANTHIA (Ms)
KYALISIMA INNOCENT
KYOGABI RWE FRANKLINE (Ms)
LUSWATA ANDREW
MBEIZA SYLVIA (Ms)
MUGABE INNOCENT KALISA
MUNHUOZA Kihumuro ERNEST
MUKWAYA James
MULUNGANA Paul
MUSUBIKA BRENDAH (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of International Business

ACHIENG Lydia (Ms)
ACORA Benna (Ms)
AENU Emma Dean
AGABA Derrick
AGABA LINCON
AGASHA Jeninah (Ms)
AHABNE Allan David
AHAIRWOMGISHA Macksense (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Marieanantonete (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Brilliant (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Clare (Ms)
AINOMUHANGI CAROLINE (Ms)
AJABO Shamim Sakaru (Ms)
AJAMBO Edith Sandra (Ms)
ARANKWASA Edwin Clark
AKULLU Josephine Melissa (Ms)
AKURUT Elaine Patience (Ms)
ALIIJA Liz (Ms)
ALIMO Belinda (Ms)
ALUFO Getrude (Ms)
ANAL Mariam Ahmed (Ms)
ANANYA Isabella (Ms)
ANASO Juliet (Ms)
KIRAGGA Mohammed
KIREZI Poshia (Ms)
KISAAME Alice Nabirye (Ms)
KISEMBO Stuart
KISITU Wasswa Henry
KISUKYE Esther Kimono (Ms)
KITONE Phionah (Ms)
KIZITO Raymond
KOUREMA Moustapha
KUKUNDA Brenda (Ms)
KWAGALA Daniel
KYOMUHENDO Naome Blessed (Ms)
LAKARABER Winnie (Ms)
LAKER Nancy (Ms)
LUGANDA Edrine
LUGGOOLOOBI Isaac
MALASA Aaron
MASAGAZI Hassan
MATSIKO Yeko
MAWEMUKO Hope (Ms)
MBABAZI Gloria (Ms)
MIREMBE Carolyne (Ms)
MIREMBE Joy (Ms)
MONGA Ezra (Ms)
MUFUMBIRA Joseph
MUGAGGA Joel
MUHANGUZI Quraish
MUWONGERA Grace (Ms)
MUKASA Adams
MULINDWA PHILLIP
MULTONGI Ruth Kivumbi
MUSOKE Dickson
MUTESI JACQUELINE (Ms)
MUKANGA Howard Joseph
MIYANGA Stella (Ms)
MWEBAZE Brian
MWETISE N. Crescent
NABAASA Osbert
NABAASA Joy (Ms)
NABAGGALA Hilda (Ms)
NABIRYE EUNICE (Ms)
NABIRYE Ritah Racheal (Ms)
NABUKALU Resty (Ms)
NABUKERERA Faridah Matovu (Ms)
NABULYA Joyce (Ms)
NABUNNYA Maria (Ms)
NABUZULE Sheila Leah (Ms)
NABWAMBI Joanita (Ms)
NABWLETEME Maria (Ms)
NAGASHA Annah (Ms)
NAGUDI Ritah (Ms)
NAHAMA Asha (Ms)
NATRUBA Racheal (Ms)
NAJEMBA Dianah (Ms)
NAKAMuye Fahimah hanifar (Ms)
NAKACHWA Agnes (Ms)
NAKACHWA Mayimuna (Ms)
NAKALEMA Juliet (Ms)
NAKASUMBA Kevin (Ms)
NAKATO Caroline (Ms)
NAKIGOZI Flavia (Ms)
NAKIGUDDE MAJORINE (Ms)
NAKIGULI Penelope (Ms)
SENOGA Bridgeus Peter
SSEBAYIGA Umar
SSENDIKADIWA Samuel
SSERUYINDA Katamba
TAYEBWA Henrick
TEBANDEKE Julius
TUMUBONE Brenda (Ms)
TUMUHAIRWE Lydia (Ms)
TUMWINE Derrick
TUSIIME Linda (Ms)
TUSUBIRA Annet
WALE Stephen
WANYANA Julian Vincentia (Ms)
WANYANA Halima (Ms)
WANYENYA LATIFA HAMZA
WASAJJA Allan
WEMBABAZI IRINE Pamellah (Ms)
WIMAANA NOELA (Ms)

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Business Computing

ACHIENG Amanda Owori (Ms)
ADELMARS Victoria (Ms)
ADOKOBER Hillary Tracy (Ms)
AHEEBWA Barbra (Ms)
AHEEBWA Emily (Ms)
AHEEBWA Kenneth
AHIMBISIBWE Benjamin
AHUMUZA Joseph
AHUURA Daphne Hannah (Ms)
AIGO Faith (Ms)
AIKOMO Dinah Grace (Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Dean
AKAMPURIRA Edgar Christian
AKANKWASA JUNIOR
AKANKWASA Saul
AKANTAMBIIRA Beteth (Ms)
AKELLO Magdalen Moureen (Ms)
AKORA Simon Peter
ALROYO Hellen (Ms)
ALWAYO Peninah (Ms)
AMPEIRE Liz (Ms)
AMPUMUZA Ritah (Ms)
AMPWERA Sharot (Ms)
AMUTUHAIRE Sharon (Ms)
ANGOM Naomi Deborah (Ms)
AROPET Peter James
ASHABA Allen (Ms)
ASIIMWE Victor
ASIINGA Derrick
ATUKUNDA Lyndah (Ms)
ATWINE Solomon
BABWETERA Jolly (Ms)
BAKASHABA JOHNSON
BASIRIKA Nuluiyat (Ms)
BATANDA Patricia (Ms)
BBOSA JOCKINS
BESIME Daizy Byamugisha (Ms)
BIIRA Agatha (Ms)
BIRUNGI Ssali Janat (Ms)
BIRURU Brian
BISASO Hudhayifa
BURUGU  Viva (Ms)
BWENGYE  Maurine Frankline (Ms)
BYANJERU  Immaculate (Ms)
BYARUHANGA  Daphine Mary (Ms)
CHEGE  Brian Githengu
DRICIRU  Nelda (Ms)
GAKU  Hanifa (Ms)
GANGARAM  Oliver (Ms)
GENZA  Nassif Ibrahim
IKAREUT  SUSAN EVERLINE (Ms)
INYAA  Jane (Ms)
IRUMBA  Perez
JAGWE  Muzafaru
JAKUNI  Francis
KABARULI  JOSEPHINE (Ms)
KABUURA  BRIAN
KAKANDE  DAVIS
KALUNGI  Isaac
KALINDA  Fredrick
KALUNGI  Desire Pamela (Ms)
KALINDA  Fredrick
KAMATSIKO  Eseza (Ms)
KAMUNGE  Francis
KARUNGI  Carolyn (Ms)
KASASA  Pius
KATARA  Mary Frances (Ms)
KATONGOLE  Ali
KATASHUBE  Sarah (Ms)
KAYAGA  Raymond
KAYIGI  Joanita (Ms)
KAYIKI  Chrispus
KAZIBWE  Harunah
KIBERU  Abdul Rashid
KIBIRANGO  Yusuf
KIDALAMA  Drake Edwards
KIDASA  Emilly (Ms)
KIGANDA  Hydery
KIMANJE  Marvin
KINNA  Rodney Mugume
KISAYE  Jemimah (Ms)
KISUULE  Tom Vincent
KITIMBO  Annet (Ms)
KITUYI  Faridah (Ms)
KIVUMBI  Sulaiman
KIZITO  Benard
KUNIHARA  Boneface
KWIKIRIZA  Charity Kawesa (Ms)
KWIKIRIZA  Grace (Ms)
KWIZERA  Omega Namara
KYASIIME  Sandra Marion (Ms)
KYAZIKE  Samantha Gloria (Ms)
KYOKUSIMA  Annah (Ms)
LAMARA  Julia (Ms)
LINDA  Christine (Ms)
LOGOSE  JOVIA (Ms)
LUUGYA  Andrew Darlington
LUKWAGO  Lawrence Kenneth
LYIVUZE  Gwiza Alain
MABIYA  Sheton (Ms)
MAKUBUYA Rogers
MANGENI Simon Peter
MASOLO Mark William
MAWULANA Sabiti
MBITSE Caleb
MINDAA Yenki
MPUNGU Henry
MUGABI Daniel
MUGAGGA Kintu Edward
MUGARURA Moses
MUGENYI Brenda (Ms)
MUGERWA JOSHUA
MUGISHA Isaac Ntezi
MUGIZI Edelbert Pioneer
MUGUME Derrick
MUHINDO Daphine (Ms)
MUKASA Juma Ssozi
MUKASA Ronnie Joseph
MUKIIBI Elisha
MUKIIBI Owen
MULINDA ASHIRAF
MURINZI Obed
MUSAFIRI Jacob
MUSIIME Nsiima Nimrod
MUSIIMENTA Berindah (Ms)
MUTAAALA DAVID
MUTAGUBYA Vincent
MUWANGUII Sam
MUYANJA Ahuhakari Byayi
MWESIGWA Peter
MWESIGWA Natasha Stella (Ms)
NABAASA Peruth (Ms)
NABAGALA Joan (Ms)
NABASIRYE Phionah (Ms)
NABATANZI Christine (Ms)
NABATTU Martha Tendo (Ms)
NABIMANYA Patricia Gift (Ms)
NABIRYE Bonitah Esther (Ms)
NABISUBI Patricia (Ms)
NABUNYA Mabruka (Ms)
NABUULE Milly (Ms)
NAGADDYA Mariam (Ms)
NAJJEMBA Mayimunah (Ms)
NAJJENGO Winifred Olive (Ms)
NAKABITTO Nubah (Ms)
NAKAGOLO VIVIAN (Ms)
NAKALEMBA BREDAH SUSAN (Ms)
NAKALEMA Ritah (Ms)
NAKASULE Elizabeth (Ms)
NAKASUMA Ruth (Ms)
NAKATE Szewante Mourene (Ms)
NAKATO Annet (Ms)
NAKATUDE Rose Mary (Ms)
NAKIBERU Cisy (Ms)
NAKIBUULE Veronica (Ms)
NAKIRIJIJA Ronah Edith (Ms)
NAKITENDDE Swabulah (Ms)
NAKITTO Olivia (Ms)
NAKIRALA Phiona (Ms)
NAKORA Rosebum (Ms)
NAKUYANJO Joan (Ms)
NALINDA Doreen (Ms)
NALUBEGA Mariam (Ms)
OCHIENG Gerald
OKADI Joel
OKELLO Andrew Alele
OLUKA Monica (Ms)
ONYANGO John Paul
OPIO Samuel Paul
ORENA Daniel
OVONI Francis Xavier
OYERU Carol Dramani (Ms)
RUKIA Ayub (Ms)
SEMANBO Shafic
SEMANTA Robert
SENNOONO Ali
SERWADDA Omar
SPENCER Vivien Nicolette (Ms)
SSEJJONGO Joash
SSEKATAWA Abdallah
SEMAKULA Ali Abaasi
SEMPALA Rajiib
SENDAGALA Joseph Colline
SENYONDO Wilbert
TAMALE Jamil
TIMUGIRWA Monica (Ms)
TUKAHIRWA Leila (Ms)
TUKAMUSHABA Vastine (Ms)
TUMUHAIRWE Alton
TUMESIGE Justus
TUMWINE Ivan
TUSHABE Mackline (Ms)
TWINOMUKAMA Deus
WAMBOGA Derrick
WATIPE Caroline (Ms)
WONYAMA Paul

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Human Resource Management

ABAHO Stephen
ABDALLAH Mariam (Ms)
ACIO Annet Vicy (Ms)
ACIO Maria Goreti (Ms)
ADEKE Winnie(Ms)
ADONG Margaret (Ms)
ADONG Dinna(Ms)
ADONGO Dina(Ms)
AGABA Rita Kelly (Ms)
AGARURA Shallon(Ms)
AHIMBISIBWE Gilbert
AHIMBISIBWE Immaculate(Ms)
AJWANG Juliet (Ms)
AKAMPURIRA ROSELYNE(Ms)
ARKANKWASA Bridget (Ms)
ARELLO Innocent
ARIROR Faith(Ms)
ARUR Lucy Okwera(Ms)
ARWARE Martha (Ms)
ALIGUMA Aisha(Ms)
AMANYIRE Isaac
AMIDU Gaaga
AMONGI Patricia (Ms)
AMONGIN Patricia (Ms)
AMONGIN Agnes(Ms)
AMPURIRE Dorcus(Ms)
KANYESIGYE DAVIS
KANYUNUYIZI ROENBURG (Ms)
KARAMA Philbert
KARUNGI Scovia (Ms)
KASEMBO Kebusinge (Ms)
KATO Habib
KATO MARTIN ZUURE
KAVULU Hagan
KAWALA Betty (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Caroline (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Daphine (Ms)
KENYANGYE PATRICIA (Ms)
KIGENYI Vincent
KIGONYA ROLAND
KIGOZI Isaac
KIMONY WAKOLI SHEILLA (Ms)
KORITUNA Racheal (Ms)
Kwera Faith (Ms)
KWYCWINY CONFORT (Ms)
KYAKUNZIRE Ritah (Ms)
KYAMI Alex
KYOBONERA Mary (Ms)
KYOKUSIMA Caroline (Ms)
KYOSIMIRE SHALLON (Ms)
LAKER Winnie (Ms)
LAKOT Brenda (Ms)
LAMARO Josephine (Ms)
LEILA Nyoka, Samson (Ms)
LIBERTY Zuha (Ms)
LINDA Liz Shabellah (Ms)
LORETO HILLARY
LUGANDA Tibikoma Pauline (Ms)
LUGOOLBOI Andrew
LUOLOLO Christine (Ms)
LWASA Martin
MAIYA Dorothy Kaps (Ms)
MANZI Billy
MASABA Martha Kisakye (Ms)
MASIKO Catherine (Ms)
MBANGIRA David
MBOWA Joshua
MIKENGIA Mariam (Ms)
MPAULO Emmanuel
MPERWE YOWERI
MPIIMA Ashraf
MPIRNA EDGAR
MPUMBU Stephen
MUBIRU Batulumayo
MUDONDO Rose (Ms)
MUGANZI Grace (Ms)
MUGIDE Rose (Ms)
MUGISA Geoffrey
MUGISHA Ronald
MUNAISE Stephen
MUNEBERO Denis
MURERWA Sarah (Ms)
MURUNGI Maria (Ms)
MURUNGI PACHEAL (Ms)
MURUNGJ Shonara Namata (Ms)
MUTENYIO Joan (Ms)
MUTYABA DAVID
MWEBAZA Elizabeth Martha (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Commerce

ABDLAZIZ Ahmed
ABITEGEKA Vincent
ACHEN Grace Anna(Ms)
ACHOLA Jesca(Ms)
ADAKUN Moses
ADIKINI Enid Elsie(Ms)
ADULO Donna Aomu(Ms)
AGABA Jonan
AHABBE Arinda(Ms)
AHABBE Edita(Ms)
AHARWE Nicholas
Ahebwamukama Sapientia(Ms)
Ainembabazi Catherine(Ms)
Ainembabazi Euodia
Ainomugisha Naumet(Ms)
AKAMUKAMA Ovia(Ms)
AKAREUT Mary(Ms)
AKIDI LOYCE ODONGO(Ms)
AKINYI Lindah(Ms)
AKWARE Grace(Ms)
ALEMURA Dinah(Ms)
Alinaitwe Leonard
ALIPOT Rose(Ms)
AMANYA Emmanuel
ANASE Jane Frances (Ms)
AMIN SHARIFF
AMIYA Claire(Ms)
AMPA ANDREW
AMPAIRE Ronah(Ms)
AMULE Christine Jessica(Ms)
AMUSUGUT Winfred(Ms)
AMUTUHAIRE Shanice(Ms)
AMWINE Iban
ANGIRO Felicity(Ms)
ANKUNDA Jimdeen(Ms)
ANSINGUZA Asanasi(Ms)
APIO ROBINAH Teddy
ARAKIT Stella(Ms)
ARIGANYIRA Onesmus
ARINAITWE Brenda(Ms)
ARYATOZQORA Rodgers
ASHABA Eunice(Ms)
ASIIMIKE Immaculate(Ms)
ASIIMIKE Saviour
ASIIMWE Grace(Ms)
ASIIMWE Maureen(Ms)
ATUHA Arthur
ATUHAIRE Edinah(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Edgar Maurice
ATUKWASE Sarah(Ms)
KOBUSINGE Sharon (Ms)
KUSASIRA Sera Josephine (Ms)
KYOKUSIMA Winnie (Ms)
LAWOKO Robert
LEJU CHARLES
LUBANGA Badiru
LUMU Muhammad
LUZARO Emmanuel
LWANGA Charles
MAGERO Roy
MAGEZI Reagan
MALINGA Joseph Kirk
MANIRIHO PAMELA (Ms)
MARGACH Desmond
MATOVU Araphat
MAWANDA Richard
MERHAWIT Arefaine
MIREMBE Shamirah (Ms)
MIREMBE Winfred Nantongo (Ms)
MITANGO Richard
MPIRIRIE Unice (Ms)
MUBANGIZI Davis
MUDUSU GILBERT
MUGABI CLAIRE (Ms)
MUGAMBE Enock
MUGERA Andrew Ssali
MUGISHA Agnes (Ms)
MUGISHA Bob
MUHANGI Gordon
MUHWANA WILSON
MUHWEZI Brian
MUJUNI Smith
MUKAMA Emmanuel
MUKUNDA Laurence
MULAMBA FRED
MULENGEZI Samuel
MULINDWA Andrew Brian
MULOOSI Cotilda Agnes (Ms)
MUREEDA Israel
MURUNGI Rose (Ms)
MUSANJE Ronald
Musemeza Arthur
MUSIIME Godfrey
MUSIIMENTA Desire (Ms)
MUSITWA Keneth
MUSIKAJJE George William
MUSOBYA EDWARD
MUTABAZI Timothy
MUTABUZE Peter
MUTENYO Anne (Ms)
MUYAMBI Allan Junior
MUYINZA Eleanor (Ms)
MWANGA Puasline (Ms)
MWESIGWA David
NABANJA Miriam (Ms)
NABARE Caroline (Ms)
NABUMANJA Cate Patricia (Ms)
NABUKENYA L AGNETTA (Ms)
NABUKWJKI Allen (Ms)
NAGAMI Mildred (Ms)
NAGGINDA Racheal Mirembe (Ms)
NAHABWE BIRUNGI (Ms)
NAISANGA Elizabeth (Ms)
Okello James
OKOT Leonard
OKWAKOL NICHOLAS
OKWI Charles Micheal
OLOK Denis Mathew
OLWIT Oscar
OMAIGA ISAAC
ONEN Cwingaaai Michael
ONYANGO CHARLES OFAMBA
OPAYE Jerremiah
ORIGA Denis
OSIRE SIMON PETER
RULINDA Raymond Chak.N
RWABUHINDYA Lynda(Ms)
SANDE Lenard
SAYUNI Rabecca (Ms)
SEMANDA Isaac
SEMANDA Paul Evans
SEMPIIRA Duncan
SERUYANGE Simon
SEWALULA COOKSON RONNIE
SINDA Catherine(Ms)
SSEBUGWAWO Adam
Ssemuwemba Emmanuel
SSENGENDO Simon Peter
SSERWADDA Allan
SSESANGA GERALD
Talemwa Ivan Joel Magezi
TENYWA GASITA
TUGAIINE Mathias
Tuhamuhabwa Johnmark
TUKASINGURA Patience(Ms)
TUMANYE Oliver(Ms)
TUMUHIMBISE Emmanuel
TUMWEKWATSE Ronald
Tumwesigire Barbra(Ms)
TUMWIINE Eila
TUMWINE Abel
TURAHIRIWE Desire
TIRIBAMWE Tyson
TUSITIME Blessing(Ms)
TWINOMUJUNI Joel
UWERA Winniefred(Ms)
WIMANA Maria Javilla(Ms)
WANMI Robert
WANGI Timothy
WANGUI Alice(Ms)
WANKYA Aaron Francis
WATAMBA Michael

The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
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AARAKIT Rebecca(Ms)
ABONGO ADOKO PAUL
ACAM CLAIRE(Ms)
ACHIENG Catherine(Ms)
ACHOLA Dorothy (Ms)
ACOLA JUDITH(Ms)
ADOK RITA RACHEAL (Ms)
AGABA JOSIAH
AGABA MARTIN
NALUSIBA PATRICIA (Ms)
NALUNAGA Edith (Ms)
NALUNOOZA MARIO BRENDAN (Ms)
NALWANGA EVA GRACE (Ms)
NALWEYISO FIONA (Ms)
NAMAGEMBE JOANITA (Ms)
NAMALA FATUMA (Ms)
NAMALE ESTHER (Ms)
NAMANDAR ISAAC
NAMATOVU ESTHER (Ms)
NAMAZI MILDRED SERWADDA (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA SANDRA (Ms)
NAMBIRO GERTRUDE (Ms)
NAMIREMBE Esther Deborah (Ms)
NAMIRIMU FLORENCE (Ms)
NAMITALA SHEILA (Ms)
NAMUBIRU JOSEPHINE (Ms)
NAMUIRU MARIA THEREZA (Ms)
NAMUJIRU MATILDAH (Ms)
NAMUKASA PENINNAH (Ms)
NAMULEME Olivia (Ms)
NAMUYIMBA FAITH (Ms)
NAMYALO NAMOSI SI BARBRA (Ms)
NANDHASE Nubu
NANDUTU VIOLET (Ms)
NANKYA VIOLA (Ms)
NANSAMBA SHAKILAH (Ms)
NANSUBOGA SHIRAT (Ms)
NANSUKURA RESTY IVY (Ms)
NANSIMBA IRENE (Ms)
NANTEZA SHALOM (Ms)
NANTONGO WINNIE (Ms)
NANTUMBWE CAROLINE (Ms)
NASASIRA BEOIOUS
NASASIRA DOREEN (Ms)
NASASIRA SHARON (Ms)
NASIMBWA CATHERINE TRESSY (Ms)
NASIMINYU Hellen (Ms)
NASSANGA FLAVIA (Ms)
NASSOZI VERO JANET (Ms)
NATUKUNDA JULIET (Ms)
NATUSIMA DICK
NAYEBARE JULIAN (Ms)
NDAGANO STELLA (Ms)
NDAGIRE JOANITAH (Ms)
NDYABAGYE THELMA (Ms)
NEKESA ESTHER (Ms)
NGABIRWE SUSAN (Ms)
NGIYA MOHAMMED
NIMUSIIMA SUSAN (Ms)
NIWAMANYA HELLEN (Ms)
NIWAMANYA Hellen (Ms)
NIWAMANYA MUSIMIRE
NIWATUNAIRE JACKLINE (Ms)
NYAKETCHO Rose Mary (Ms)
NYANGOMA MASITURA (Ms)
NYARAMULLA SHARON (Ms)
NYOMBI RICHARD
OBIA LYDIA (Ms)
The Principal Makerere University Business School to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

AANYU Cissy (Ms)
ABAAHO Arnold
ABAHO Rogers
ABBA MARGARET (Ms)
ABDALLAH MOHAMMED
ABEDAKA Norah (Ms)
ABEDITO VIVIAN (Ms)
ABIKO Emily (Ms)
ABONYO Isabell (Ms)
ABURA Brian Oringo
ABWANG Joel
ABWOR Ibrahim Adeny (Ms)
ACAM Grace (Ms)
ACHOLA Claire (Ms)
Achole Donald Toli
ACIDRI Dickson
ACIDRI FELIX
ACOM Mary (Ms)
ACWE Mary Grace (Ms)
ADAKU Juliet Christine (Ms)
ADINIA MICAH (Ms)
ADOCH ESTHER EMILLY (Ms)
ADOKO Joshua
ADOKORACH CHARITY (Ms)
ADOROTI INNOCENT
ADUBO Alice (Ms)
AFAYO EMANUEL
AFAYO VINCENT
AGABA Joy Promise (Ms)
AGABA K James
AGABA Mark
AHABISIBWE James
AHENNA Miriam (Ms)
AHENBE Samson
AHIMBISIBWE Idan
AHISIBWE Mary Vian
AHISIBWE Evelyne (Ms)
AHUMUZA Barnabas
AHURRA Britah (Ms)
AIME Hamid Juma
AINEBYONA Yvonne (Ms)
AINEBYOONA Curinerio
AINEMBAZA Bridget (Ms)
AINEMBAZA EDITAH (Ms)
AINEMBAZA Peruth (Ms)
AJIBO Prosccovia (Ms)
AJIKO Lydia (Ms)
AJOK Julian (Ms)
APAMPURIRA BRENDRA (Ms)
APAMPURIRA Julius
ARANDWANAO Osbert
ARANDWANAO Perez
ARANKUNDA Susan (Ms)
ARECH NELLAS
ARELLO Deborah (Ms)
ARELLO Immaculate (Ms)
ARELLO Josephine (Ms)
ARELLO Linda Stella (Ms)
ARITE Owiny (Ms)
ARITENG Olivia (Ms)
AKONGO Charity (Ms)
AKOTH Mary (Ms)
ALIAT Godfrey
ALIGA Roffins
ALIOTEMA MARTINE
ALITUBEERA Winifred (Ms)
ALIVINZA Annet (Ms)
ALLOYO Lydia Janice Hope (Ms)
ALUKA Akolu
AMANYA Derrick Sande
AMANYA Emmanuel
AMBAYO Michael
AMINA Hussein (Ms)
AMODO Brenda (Ms)
AMOGOLA MARVIN NGAIRA
AMOLLO Brenda (Ms)
AMONGIN Rebecca (Ms)
AMPIIRE Lynnet Irene (Ms)
AMUDUKU Jane (Ms)
AMULLEN Leticia Ruth (Ms)
AMUTOSI Sandra (Ms)
AMUTUHARE Immaculate (Ms)
ANGOM Leah (Ms)
ANITA SAIUNI (Ms)
ANYWAR Estone
APIO Grace Ritah (Ms)
APIO Marrion (Ms)
ARINAITWE Maureen
ARINAITWE Patience (Ms)
ARISHABA Eugine (Ms)
ARUKA Joanita (Ms)
ASENYI Juliet (Ms)
ASEU Simon
ASHABA Christine (Ms)
ASIIMWE Brenda (Ms)
ASIIMWE Emanzi Isaac
ASIIMWE Mary (Ms)
ATAYO Robert
ATIM Bernadette (Ms)
ATIM PASKA ATYANG (Ms)
ATTO Prim (Ms)
ATUBO Stephen
ATUHAIRE PHIONAH (Ms)
ATUHAIRE Rosemary (Ms)
ATUHE Christopher
ATUKWATSE Daphine (Ms)
ATUZARIRWE Agatha (Ms)
ATWINE EDSON
ATWINE Eva (Ms)
AUMA Rebecca (Ms)
AWADIFO Stella (Ms)
AWEO Vanessa (Ms)
AWIO Doreen (Ms)
AWIO Shantelle Shifra (Ms)
AYAA Mary (Ms)
AYEBARE Mollen (Ms)
AYITE Monica (Ms)
AYIYO Edith Paith (Ms)
AYO Gorretti (Ms)
AYOO Fortunate (Ms)
AYOT Jovia (Ms)
AYURO Monica (Ms)
BABIRYE Daisy (Ms)
HAMZA Musa Mursali
HIGENYI Nathan
HIRYA Jethro Jonathan
IBANDA AMOS
IDUMA Eveline (Ms)
INGABIRE Josiane (Ms)
INZIKU MORISH
INZIKURU Florence (Ms)
IZIKU JOAN (Ms)
JAMES DANGER JOSEPH
JAPYEM Gilbert
JJUMBA Lawrence
JOCKBIRD J. Bebwa (Ms)
KABIITO Allan
KADDU Charles
KAGUNA WINNIE (Ms)
KAGUNGA Geoffrey
KAHUNDE Harriet (Ms)
KAINEKUGASHO Charity (Ms)
KAITESI Nabirah (Ms)
KAJUMBI Rogers
KAKAIKIRE Geoffrey
KAKAIRE Hakim
KAKAYI Barbara (Ms)
KAKEETO Ziadi
KAKIZA BAIAN TALEMNA
KAKONGE Titus
KALANDA Aaron Allan
KALAYA Mariissa (Ms)
KALEMA Duncan
KALIBBALA Vincent
KALITISA Hassan
KALULE HUSSEIN
KALUNGI Christine (Ms)
KAMAGA Mesach
KAMASHAZI Deborah (Ms)
KAMOGA Steven
KAMUKAMA Cynthia (Ms)
KAMULEGEYA Eddy
KAMWIINE DEBORAH (Ms)
KANA Alex
KANGU Maureen (Ms)
KANKIRIHO Fred
KAWSIIME Rhitah (Ms)
KARARA Roy Bayisa (Ms)
KARUHANGA Nickson
KARUNGI Trashilla (Ms)
KASAATO Martin
KASANA Morreen (Ms)
KASANGO AKIM
KASASA Isaac
KASEMIRE Mariam (Ms)
KASIGWA Muhumuza Joel
KASIMA Cynthia (Ms)
KASOLO Gasiter
KASOMOKO Bolton Roy (Ms)
KASONOLE Rashidah (Ms)
KASOCI Andrew
KASU Aliyi
KASUJJA Stuart
KATAMBA Mark
KATO Andrew
KATO Elijah
KATO Jackson
KATO Jovan
KATUMBA Micheal
KATUSIIME Ameria (Ms)
KATUSIIME Annet (Ms)
KATUSIIME Mary (Ms)
KATUSIIME Praise (Ms)
KAWALYA Naome (Ms)
KAWULA Derick
KAWALYA JOANITA (Ms)
KAWESI Andrew
KAWOOYA Meddie
KAWUDHA Fauza (Ms)
KAWUKA Paul
KAWUKI PETER
KAYEGI Brenda (Ms)
KAYONGO Ambrose
KAZIBA Farok
KEBURUNGU Bridget (Ms)
KEBURUNGU Immaculate (Ms)
KEJI CHRISTINE (Ms)
KEMIGISA Beatrice (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Phionah (Ms)
KEMA Vastine (Ms)
KIHALYA Jonah
KIBERU Martin
KIFUKO Joan (Ms)
KIGGINDU Vanessa (Ms)
KIGONGO Abdul Juuko
KIGOZI Mike
KIGOZI Moses Ricky
KIIZA Kentle
KIJI Emmanuel
KIMERA Gloria (Ms)
KIMONO Winnie (Ms)
KIMURGOR S. Charles
KIMUTAI Justus Kiptoo
KINTU Kasim Lubowa
KIRABO Jonah
KIRUNGI SHEILA (Ms)
KIRYA ARON
KISAAALU GEOFFREY
KISAKYE Moreen (Ms)
KISAKYE Racheal (Ms)
KISUZE Rebecca (Ms)
KITAKUZI FRANCIS
KIVIIRI DINAVENCE (Ms)
KIVALA Hellen (Ms)
KIYIMBA RAKIBU
KIYINGI Noel (Ms)
KIZZA Ibrahim
KOJO Esther Barky (Ms)
KOMUGISHA ZOBIA (Ms)
KOMUNANGI Oliver (Ms)
KUGONZI Rose (Ms)
KUKUNDAKE Roleen (Ms)
Kunya Nelson
KUSASIRA Gelenah (Ms)
KUSASIRA Mahle (Ms)
KUSEMEREPWA Abraham
NABAYINDA Juliet (Ms)
NABBUMBA Christine (Ms)
NABIFO Lydia (Ms)
NABIRYE Sharon (Ms)
NABITOSI Harriet (Ms)
NABUKALU Sharon (Ms)
NABUKE Sharuwah (Ms)
NABUKENYA Hajira (Ms)
NABUKENYA Teddy (Ms)
NABUKENYA Tendo (Ms)
NABUKERA Matovu (Ms)
NABUKWASI PETRA Enid (Ms)
NABULAMU Fortune (Ms)
NABULYA Priscilla (Ms)
NABULYA Sharlotte (Ms)
NABUULE Esther Namaggwa (Ms)
NABWAMI Winnie (Ms)
NAFUNA GLORIA (Ms)
NAGABA Godever (Ms)
NAGABA Jim
NAGADYA Evelyne Kironde (Ms)
NAGUDI Martha (Ms)
NAGUJJA Ann (Ms)
NAGUJJA ELIZABETH (Ms)
NAIGA Caroline (Ms)
NAILO Terry (Ms)
NAIPO Shivan (Ms)
NAIJOBA Caroline (Ms)
NAIJOBA Jackline (Ms)
NAJUNA Zamu (Ms)
NACABIRA Yvonne (Ms)
NACABUGO Viola (Ms)
NACAGIRI Shamim (Ms)
NACAGOLE Tenywa (Ms)
NACAKANDE Jalia (Ms)
NACAKANDE Prossy (Ms)
NACAKEMBO Dorothy (Ms)
NACAKILEKA SHAMIM (Ms)
NACKAMANYA Babirye Fahima (Ms)
NACKAMYA Hadijah (Ms)
NACKANDI Saidat (Ms)
NACKANGU Janet (Ms)
NACKASIITA Madrine (Ms)
NACKATE Bennah (Ms)
NACKATE Vanessa (Ms)
NACKATO Juliet Peace (Ms)
NACKANEESI Veronica (Ms)
NACKANEESI Viola (Ms)
NACKAYANJA Florence (Ms)
NACKAYENGA Doreen (Ms)
NACKAYENGA Natasha (Ms)
NACKAYIWA Bridget (Ms)
NACKAYIWA Margret (Ms)
NACKAYIZA Damalie Cabrine (Ms)
NACKAYIZA Madrine (Ms)
NACKAZZI Rachael Mukasa (Ms)
NACKAZZI Hasifah (Ms)
NACKAZZI Zabina (Ms)
NACKHUMITA Farida (Ms)
NACKIBINGE CHRISTOPHER K
NACKIBUKA Flavia (Ms)
NACKIBUKA Noor (Ms)
NACKIGANDA JANAT (Ms)
NAKIGULI Sumayiyah (Ms)
NAKITU Sharon (Ms)
NAKIRAYI Christine (Ms)
NAKIRIGYA Lindah (Ms)
NAKIRINDA Feiruz (Ms)
NAKIRYA HAJJIRA (Ms)
NAKISIKWE STELLA RITA (Ms)
NAKITYO Catherine Yiga (Ms)
NAKITYINGI Aidah (Ms)
NAKUMIZA Eunice (Ms)
NAKUYA Isabella (Ms)
NAKYANYI Brenda (Ms)
NALEBA Rachael (Ms)
NALUKWAGO Shakirah (Ms)
NALUKWAGO Teddy (Ms)
NALULE Joan (Ms)
NALUNKUMA May (Ms)
NALUYIMA Waldah (Ms)
NALWADDA Anithah (Ms)
NALWESI Halima (Ms)
NALWOGA Patricia (Ms)
NALWOGA Winfred (Ms)
NAMAGANDA Betty (Ms)
NAMAGEMBE Hellen (Ms)
NAMAKULA Easther (Ms)
NAMALA Gloria (Ms)
NAMANYA Christine (Ms)
NAMARA Diana (Ms)
NAMATAKA Everline (Ms)
NAMATAKA Peace Immaculate (Ms)
NAMATOVOU Victo (Ms)
NAMATOVOU Sarah (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Carol Evelyn (Ms)
NAMAYANJA Teopista (Ms)
NAMBAJE Salama (Ms)
NAMBAJE Gloria (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Elizabeth (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Jane Frances (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Joanitah (Ms)
NAMBATYA Catherine (Ms)
NAMBI Fauzia (Ms)
NAMBI Kevin (Ms)
NAMBUYA Olga (Ms)
NAMINDA Flavia (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Esther C (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Fatumah (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Shamusah (Ms)
NAMUDDU Christine (Ms)
NAMUGERE Rebecca (Ms)
NAMUGENYI Flavia (Ms)
NAMUGERWA Flavia (Ms)
NAMUGERWA Sarah (Ms)
NAMUHENI WINFRED (Ms)
NAMUKASA Sophia (Ms)
NAMULEME Resty (Ms)
NAMULI Frosey Daphine (Ms)
NAMUSAZI Irene (Ms)
NAMUSISI Joan (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Janat (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Kiberu (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Sumaya (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Sumayah (Ms)
NAMUYANJA Afuwa (Ms)
NAMUYANJA Hellen (Ms)
NAMUYIGA Sharon (Ms)
NAMUYOMBA Catherine (Ms)
NAMWANJE Patricia Edith (Ms)
NAMWANJE Shevonne Juliet (Ms)
NAMKASE Norah (Ms)
NAMYALO CLAIRE (Ms)
NAMYENYA Joweria (Ms)
NANANGWE PROSSIE (Ms)
NANGONZI Doreen (Ms)
NANKANJA Brenda (Ms)
NANKINGA Rhoda (Ms)
NANKUBA Eron (Ms)
NANKYA Angella (Ms)
NANKYA Mary (Ms)
NANONO Nashilibah (Ms)
NANSAMBA Bashirah (Ms)
NANSAMBU Natalie (Ms)
NANSEREKO Rhoda (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Tracy Agness (Ms)
NANTALE Shiba (Ms)
NANTAMBI Sumaiyah (Ms)
NANTEGE Kiwalabye (Ms)
NANTONGO Jauharah (Ms)
NANTONGO Phionah (Ms)
NANYOMBI Martha (Ms)
NANYONDO Esther (Ms)
NANYONJO Kizza (Ms)
NANYONJO Lilian (Ms)
NANZIRI Gloria (Ms)
NASASIRA Paul
NASASIRA Charles
NASASIRA Susan (Ms)
NASIKE ESTHER (Ms)
NASSANGA Norah (Ms)
NASSANGA RHODA (Ms)
NASSOZI Gloria (Ms)
NASSUNA Loura (Ms)
NATAMBA Evert
NATUKUNDA Denis (Ms)
NATUKUNDA Syson Fridah (Ms)
NATUMANYA Ronald
NATURINDA Immaculate (Ms)
NATURINDA Licious
NAYEBARE Anitah (Ms)
NAYEBARE Evalyne (Ms)
NAYEBARE MACKLINE (Ms)
NAYIGA Angel (Ms)
NAYIGA Betty (Ms)
NAYIGA Cate (Ms)
NAYIGA Rosemary (Ms)
NAZIBANJA Esther (Ms)
NDAIGIRE Yonne (Ms)
NDIBULYAWA Perinah (Ms)
NDIAMUNAKI Doreen (Ms)
NEGESA Winnie (Ms)
NEKESA Wabwire (Ms)
NELSON MANDELA Emma
NERIA Kibona (Ms)
NGONZI Desire (Ms)
NGOROK Sylvia (Ms)
NIMUSITAMA Judith (Ms)
NIMUSITAMA Lawrence (Ms)
TUKAMUSHABA Peace (Ms)
TULIJJA Mercy (Ms)
TUMUSIIME Monic (Ms)
TUMUSIIME BOAZ
TUMUSIIME Christopher
TUMUSIIME Deborah (Ms)
TUMUSIIME Derrick
TUMUSIIME Norman
TUMUSIIME Simpson
TUMWEBAZE Alex
TUMWEBAZE Anthony
TUMWIKIRIZE Glorious (Ms)
TUMWINE Festo
TUSITIME Aaron
TUSITIME Boniconsilli
TUSITIME Dan
TUSITIME Newton
TUSIMIRE Moses
TUSIME Godwin
TUSUBIRA Derrick
TUSUBIRA JOSEPH
TWESIGAMUKAMA Angellah (Ms)
TWINOMUGISHA ANNAH (Ms)
TWONGIRWE Diana (Ms)
TWONGYEIRWE Ivan
TWOOLI Elijah
UWIMANA FROVIA (Ms)
WABULO SIRAJI
WAIRAGALI Khatim
WAISHA Swaliki
WALUGEMBE Akisam
WALUPAPI Timothy
WAMIMBI Boaz
WAMUNGU Peace (Ms)
WAMWA Timothy
WANDERA Walter Bright
WANGE Hyginus
WANJALA John
WANYAMA Geoffrey
WANYENZE Agnes (Ms)
WANYENZE Winnie (Ms)
WASSWA Moses
WATERA Cissy (Ms)
WATUM Francis Katumba
WENSI Thomas
WOJEGA Godfrey
ZALWANGO Angel (Ms)
ZAWEDDE Shinaz (Ms)
ZUBERI MUDASHIR
The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

BATTE George

Knowledge sharing, entrepreneurial capacity and diffusion of modern energy technologies (MET) in rural Uganda

Mr. BATTE George investigated differences in the dissemination of the fast diffusing mobile telephony technologies and MET, whose diffusion has remained low despite of the increasing demand, diversity of sources, technologies, projects and policies aimed at MET dissemination. He used these differences to develop a model for MET dissemination in rural Uganda, emphasizing the development of: community entrepreneurial capacity, knowledge sharing and rural technology entrepreneurs in the distribution of MET. The thesis recommended increased involvement of rural communities on the supply side of MET through business models that accommodate the limited financial and technical abilities of rural entrepreneurs. The study was self-funded, and was supervised by Prof. Joseph Byaruhanga and Prof. Izael da Silva.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctoral of Philosophy

MHANDO Yusuph Bakari

Investigation into detrimental variations in public building projects in Tanzania

Mr. MHANDO Yusuph Bakari investigated the extent of detrimental variations phenomenon in public building projects. Detrimental variations have plagued the construction industry in the region. The study revealed lack of a proactive approach for minimizing detrimental variations. Consequently, a model was developed and validated by using mixed quantitative and qualitative methods. The model’s key input parameters include: thorough involvement of project stakeholders; adherence to contractual arrangements; adherence to ethical procedures; thorough feasibility studies; and precise contract management. Use of the model will minimize detrimental variations on building projects. This study was funded by the African Development Bank and Ministry of Education, Science and Technology of the United Republic of Tanzania through Arusha Technical College, and was supervised by Prof. Henry Alinaitwe and Dr. Ramadhan Mlinga.

The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KASAMBA Julie (Ms)

Educational support provided for autistic children in an Inclusive Education setting in Primary Schools in Kampala Capital City Authority

Ms. KASAMBA Julie investigated Educational support provided for autistic children in an Inclusive Education setting in primary schools in Kampala Capital City Authority. Findings revealed that number of autistic children declined as they progressed in upper classes. Stigma, cultural beliefs, lack of knowledge among parents and routine commuting to school influenced their enrollment. There was a negative relationship between teachers’ knowledge of autism in children and their satisfaction with education provisions for autistic children. Autistic children are technically left out on basic education hence educational support should be provided to autistic children in order for them to access basic education. The funder was Saint Augustine University of Tanzania and supervised by Dr. J.C. Enon and Prof. C.B. Mugimu.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KASULE Joseph
Islam in the State: a genealogy of the Muslim minority question in Uganda

Mr. KASULE Joseph's study engaged narratives that debated the systematic murder of Muslim personalities since 2012 as an entry to understanding the historical Muslim minority question in Uganda. Using a genealogical approach, the study demonstrated the politicization of existing responses to Islamic expressions. Focusing on the emergence of urban-based Muslim organizations juxtaposed to rural expressions of Islam, and the tension between representative claims of Muslim leaderships within the demand for Muslim autonomy, the study showed that emerging reform groups challenged the dominance of existing Muslim elites thereby fragmenting Muslim leadership in Uganda. The Muslim minority question entwined with emerging issues especially the nationality question, which shaped Muslims' responses to existing power. This study was funded by a Carnegie Corporation grant to MISR and supervised by Prof. Mahmood Mamdani.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KINDI Fredrick Immanuel

Women's and men's access to the private health facilities for child healthcare services in Iganga District, Uganda

Mr. KINDI Fredrick Immanuel investigated women's and men's access to the private health facilities for child healthcare services in Uganda. The study found that many women and men seek child healthcare services more from the private than the public health facilities. Private health facilities worked within the affordable means of clients by allowing partial and late payments. However, much as the private healthcare service providers were aware of gender concerns, they lacked the skills to address them. The study recommended the need to regulate the private healthcare facilities, especially, the informal healthcare facilities to meet the required minimum gender standards in service provision. This study was funded by NUFU and Makerere University Staff Development Program, and was supervised by Dr. May Sengendo and Prof. Fjortoft Kyersti.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KIZITO Michael George

Ethical implications of gendered neo-liberalism in Uganda's poverty policy planning frameworks (1986-2017)

Mr. KIZITO Michael George researched about Ethical Implications of Gendered Neo-Liberalism in Uganda's Poverty Policy Planning Frameworks. His thesis argues that although neo-liberalism has been dissimulated as an ideology that can be ethicized and engendered, its amoral positivistic essence is not in tandem with ethics, human rights and pro-poor empowerment for poverty eradication. Kizito contends that ethical poverty reduction is still elusive in Uganda because of the situatedness of Poverty Policy Planning Frame works in an amoral and positivistic neo-liberal ideology. His thesis has created and defended a new framework for poverty policy planning in Uganda known as the Dignified Humaneness Paradigm (DHP). The DHP is founded on the moral economy, a post-growth critique, androgynous gender ethics, human development sustainabilities and social justice liberalism. The thesis was partially sponsored by Kyambogo University, and was supervised by Dr. Byaruhanga Rukooko Archangel and Dr. Gervase Tusabe.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

KUTEESA Mugenyi Disan

Epistemological base of African traditional herbal medicine in Uganda

Mr. KUTEESA Mugenyi Disan studied the Epistemological underpinnings for African traditional herbal medicine in Uganda, to understand why western medical practitioners have clear approaches but not their African counterparts. The study found that Bergsonian Empirical Intuitionism is the originate epistemic source for African traditional herbal medicine, while the Epistemological theory that explains its basis involves Malebranche’s Theory and the Bucket Theory of Mind. Therefore, African thought though not on the same pedestals with western medicine, it is not primitive, it shares common traits with some western litanyes and should be modified and improved. The Michael Gibbons Mode 2 Knowledge Production and Pepperian Falsification Theory should be infused in African herbology to reduce falsity content and epistemic luck and put African traditional herbal on the same internationally recognized level with western medicine. The study was funded by Kyambogo University and was supervised by Prof. Edward Wamala and Dr. Wilfred Lajul.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

MASENGO Innocent Jacodah

Cross-linguistic influence in third language production among Swahili learners

Mr. MASENGO Innocent Jacodah studied the influence of previously acquired languages on the acquisition of Kiswahili as a third language in Uganda. Basing on a case study, learners with Runyankore and English as the first and second
languages respectively, he found that the low proficiency in Runyankore negatively affected the speech of Kiswahili, with proficiency in English remaining neutral. This is because proficiency in the first language lays a foundation for further language learning. Therefore, English should not replace the first language in the school system, but rather, develop alongside it so as to enable learners benefit from the additive bilingualism. Such a linguistic background would facilitate the learning of a third language such as Kiswahili in Uganda. This study was funded by the German Academic Exchange Program (DAAD) and Makerere University Staff Development Program, and was supervised by Prof. Oswald Ndoleriire and Dr. Saudah Namyalo.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MUHEREZA Emmanuel Frank

The transformation of Karamoja: sedentarization of pastoralists
Mr. MUHEREZA Emmanuel Frank investigated why development interventions in Karamoja are unlikely to end vulnerability to food shortages and halt rising absolute poverty. It analyzed the epistemological and theoretical foundations of preferred development pathways, their ruptures and continuities, to show how state violence re-ordered Karamojong society. Muhereza revealed how NRM government instrumentalized Karamojong cattle to return to Karamoja the ‘absent state of Uganda’; and challenged the underlying logic of seemingly neutral development programs, arguing that addressing poverty was used as an entry point for re-engineering society in ways that made development a lever for state power enactment, while having very limited effects on poverty. This calls for a shift from ‘development’ as a ‘colonization project’ of governments, to development as a ‘political project’ that acknowledges intended beneficiaries as citizens with rights to shape their destinies. This study was funded by the John Frank Guggenheim Foundation through MISR, and supervised by Prof. Mahmood Mamdani.

Conferment for the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
MUKAMANA Liberata (Ms)

Interrogating the economic empowerment of low-income entrepreneurs through microfinance loan services: a case study of Duterimbere MFI in Rwanda
Ms. MUKAMANA Liberata examined the contribution of microfinance loan services on the economic empowerment of low-income entrepreneurs in Rwanda. Findings revealed that microfinance initiatives (MFI) loan services initiated a series of interlinked benefits in the process of empowering poor female and male borrowers. The process begins when the loan is invested in profitable businesses that promote the earning capacity of the borrowers. Access to better income influences their decision making position in economic, socio-cultural and lego-political domains. Despite these positive outcomes on the life of female and male borrowers, the findings revealed that access to microcredit increased women’s workload due to Rwandan cultural norms that consider reproductive roles as women-only domain. She recommended policy inclusion of interventions that can stimulate men’s willingness to lessen women’s reproductive responsibilities. This study was sponsored by UR-SIDA program and was supervised by Dr. May Sengendo and Dr. Edith Okiria.

Conferment for the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
NYENDE Paul

Factors involved in social mobilization for citizen participation: an analysis of voluntary HIV/AIDS community initiatives
Mr. NYENDE Paul examined the factors involved in social mobilization and citizen participation in voluntary HIV/AIDS community initiatives while developing a path model of citizen participation and analyzing volunteer motivation. The findings confirm positive correlations among social capital, psychological sense of community, community organization social climate, member satisfaction, psychological empowerment and citizen participation. Psychological sense of community was a stronger predictor of psychological empowerment than group member satisfaction. The best practice for community initiatives is to emphasize psychological empowerment. The study was funded by Makerere-Swedish bilateral research cooperation and was supervised by Prof. Peter Baguma and Dr. Nambi.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
RWAMO Alice (Ms.)

The effect of early multiple literacies on learners’ metalinguistic awareness: a cross linguistic investigation
Ms. RWAMO Alice studied the correlative and predictive power of early simultaneous trilingual literacy on young learners’ metalinguistic awareness in three languages (English, French and Kirundi) taught in Burundi classrooms. She found that learners in the early simultaneous condition perform better on tasks assessing analytical abilities. Conversely, the late sequential group outperform on cognitively demanding tasks in either language. The findings of this
thesis contribute to our understanding of the complexities of trilingual literacy exposure modes and cognitive
development. This study underscores the need for policy makers to seriously consider the cognitive benefits associated
with trilingual literacy modes prior to the promulgation of a new policy. This study was partially funded by the
Government of Burundi and was supervised by Prof. Ruth Mukama.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
SSEREMBA Yahya

The state and the puzzle of tribe: rethinking mass violence in Uganda’s Rwenzori area
Mr. SSEREMBA Yahya examined the circumstances in which ethnicity is reproduced as an explosive basis for political
and socio-economic inclusion in Uganda, particularly the Rwenzori area. Sseremba went beyond the Neopatrimonialism
School, which blames problems in Africa on the designs of politicians, and shows how the post-colonial state is
structured in a manner that gives rise to new ethnic fragments regardless of who assumes state leadership. At the
center of this structure is the tribal homeland as a unit of the state. If Kasese and Bundibugyo districts were created as
tribal homelands for the Bakonzo and Bamba, respectively, it means that other ethnic groups are second-class citizens
there. To address such tension, there is need to institutionalize residence as opposed to ancestry as the basis for
political belonging. This study was funded by Carnegie through Makerere Institute of Social Research, and was
supervised by Prof. Mahmood Mamdani.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
TEMESGEN Tesfamariam Beyan

Militias, warriors and workers: capturing peasants and the making of a strong state and a weak society in
Eritrea
Mr. TEMESGEN Tesfamariam Beyan investigated the impact of a century long militarization of peasantry society in
Eritrea. He established that militarization was a double edge process. While it created a strong state, it produced a weak
society. He innovatively theorized multiple use of militarization in Eritrea: as source of state power, as methods of
breaking old mode of production, as a tool of capturing peasants and as routs of modernization. He proved that the
uprooting of peasants’ labour through militarization weakened the peasants’ power and created a despotic state.
Therefore, a remedy must involve the de-scaling of militarization, liberating the labour market and allowing the evolution
of civil society. The work was funded by Carnegie Foundation through MISR, and was supervised by Dr. Samson
Bezabeh and Prof. Mahmood Mamdani.
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ODINGI Andrew
OKELLO Job Lazarus
ONGYELA Fred
ONUBIA Emmanuel Nova
ORIKIRIZA Andrew
RUGWANAYO Donald
SEKAYI Ibrahim
SEKAKIJA Allan
SEMPIIJA Ivan
SENFUKA Farid
SENNYONGA Moses
SENTUMBWE Enoch
SSOZI Anthony
TAREMWA Mark
TUGUME Clever
TUROMUBEWA Felix
TUMWINE Birungi
TUSIIME Tracy(Ms)
TWESIME Maurice
WAKATUNTU Joel
WOKORACH Gabriel
YIGA Ronald
ZIZINGA Henry

The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Telecommunications Engineering

ABEDA Joan(Ms)
ADANIA Christine Senior(Ms)
AGABA Johnson
AKODI Sylvia(Ms)
ARINAITWE Christopher
ATUHAIRE Andrew
BAKASHABA Enid(Ms)
BASHAIJA Eric
EKISA Conrad Jarau
ELOLU Peter
EMUKULE Paul
GALINWANGO Lamec
KATEREGGA Joseph Wasswa
KISEGERWA Huzafah
KIYENG Francis
KUKUNDA Santrinah(Ms)
LUBOWA Lamech
LUKANGA Ronald
MAANIGARUHANGA Ivan
MASIKA Atholere Judith(Ms)
MAYENGU Musa
MASSIMIO Thomas
MUBIRU Ronald
MUKIIBI Fred
MUKUYE Robert
MULINDWA Duncan
MUSONI Nshuti Nicolas
NAAMARA Eric
NGOM Emmanual
NDIRI Joseph
OMALI Stanley
PAO Geoffrey
RUNDANA Sylus
SANYU Immaculate(Ms)
SMART Ronald
SSEKANDI Alex
SSENDEGUYA Henry
TUGUMI Agnes Brenda(Ms)
TUMWESIGYE Davis
WALUGEMBE John

The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Land Surveying and Geomatics
ARANKA Duncan
AKUJO Irene(Ms)
AMANYA Mark Dreck
AMIZO Gerald
ANYAITE Mary Kevin(Ms)
ATUKUNDA Judith(Ms)
GASAAKA Peter
KINTU Ingrid Martha(Ms)
KYALISIMA Florence(Ms)
MASAFU Allan Jonah
MUKIIBI Abdul
MUKWAYA Arthur
MUWANGUZI Benjamin Quisto
MWANJE Christopher
MWESIGWA Arnold
NAKABUGO Faridah(Ms)
NAKAACWA Stellamaris(Ms)
NAKAMANYA Gladys(Ms)
NAMBUUGI Vivian Faith(Ms)
NATURINDA Evet(Ms)
NDASHIMYE Emmanuel
NIBIZI Emmanuel
NNANANYIZI Christine(Ms)
OCEN Ronald
OCHEN Ronald Reddy
OJOK Daniel Angulu
OJERO Ambrose
OTUKU Isaac
TAITIKA Marshall
WAGOLI Donald Francis

The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Construction Management
AGABA Solomon
AHUMUZA Shamsa Byaruhanga(Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Owen
ANYOYA Allan Nicholas
ARINAITWE Geoffrey
ATUHAIRE Derrick
BAGUMA Edwin
BYIRINGIRO Susan Mary(Ms)
GOLOOBA Vincent
KABUYE Yasin
KALIISA Susan(Ms)
KAMOGA Bruno
KIBALAMA Gerald
KIRUMIRA Moses
KWIKIRIZA Didas
LUBANDI Joseph Mary
LUYOMBYA Edward
MBABAALI Ronald
MBABAASA Lewis
MPOZA Robert Patrick
MUDUNGODI Joel
MUGISA Musa
MUSITME Richard
NAKUYA Lydia(Ms)
NASSINDE Jessica(Ms)
NGOBOKA Calvel
NUWAGABA Bruce
OJOK Ruth Faith(Ms)
OKORI Felix
OKOT Jimmy
SEKABIRA Muhammed
SERUNKUUMA Mike
SSEKAGIRI Brian
SSSENTONGO George William
TURYASINGURA K Chrispus
YIGA David

The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
ACHAN Scovia(Ms)
AHURIRA Dorothy(Ms)
ASIIMWE Joshua
ATUHAIRE Jude Innocent
AYEBALE Bright Johnson
BYAMURUGISHA Ambrose
GGOWA Paul Maurice
JJAGWE Paulus
KABALIISA Solomon
KAGGULIRE David  
KAKANDE Abel  
KALEMA Ronald  
KATONGOLE Herbert  
KAWEESI Henry  
KAYONGO David  
KIGAI Phiona Mary(Ms)  
KINYONYI David Hope  
KOMAKECH Arthur Owani  
LUBEGA Dan  
LUBUULWA Stephen  
LUWEESI Givan  
MAFABI Ivan  
MATOVU Ronald  
MEEK Analeah(Ms)  
MIRUGWE Alex  
MUKASA Fred Robert  
MUNGUJAKISA Nickson  
MUTESASIRA Edward  
MUWEESI Crasiolo  
NAHAMYA Racheal Vanessa(Ms)  
NAKIRYOWA Gertrude(Ms)  
NAKYAZZE Juliet(Ms)  
NAMUDDU Caroline(Ms)  
NAMWOYO Anold Atha  
NKINZI Sharafat(Ms)  
NSUBUGA Misael  
OGWAL Emmanuel Hian  
OKIDI Jimy  
OTIM Thomas  
SSEJEMBA Daniel  
SSEMANDA Derrick  
SSENDIWAALI Daniel  
TWINOMUWEZI Kabanga Bill  
UNYUDA Maria Elsie(Ms)  
WALUSIMBI Eddie  
WERE John Paul  
WASSWA Vincent Kakungulu

The Principal College of Engineering Design Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Industrial and Fine Arts

AANYU Ethel(Ms)  
AGABA Innocent  
AGABA Twazagye  
AHAISIBWE Hellen(Ms)  
AINEMAANI Joel  
AINOBUGABE Immaculate(Ms)  
AJILONG Irene(Ms)  
ARANKWASA Shiiba(Ms)  
ARELLO Joan(Ms)  
APANYA Tobias  
ANYINE Wilbroad  
ARIYE Precious Everlyn(Ms)  
ASEKENYE Ritah(Ms)  
ASIIMWE Justus  
ASIIMWE Precious  
ATUGONZA Richard  
ATUHAIWE Viera(Ms)  
AMORI Christine Angwela(Ms)  
AYEBAZIBWE Michael  
BAGUMA Arafat
NALWOGA Elizabeth (Ms)
NALWOGA Shamillah (Ms)
NAMATENDE Carol (Ms)
NAMATOVU May (Ms)
NAMAZI Brenda (Ms)
NAMBOOZE Valerie (Ms)
NAMIRO Joyce (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Ruth (Ms)
NAMUGGA Aidah (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Hindu Mariam (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Shamim (Ms)
NANTONGO J Olivia Mary (Ms)
NASASIRA Balaam
NATUKUNDA Shamsa (Ms)
NDAIGIRE Hasifa (Ms)
NDAULA Eria Paul
NIMARO Belinda Olak (Ms)
NINSIMA Lucy (Ms)
NIKOMANYA Cecilia (Ms)
NSUBUGA Wilberforce
ODONGO Jimmy
ORETAYOT Nathan
OLUMA Patrick
OTIM Justin F
RUBAGUNYA Daniel
SAMSON Iron Nsana
SANYU Loyce Naigino (Ms)
SEKIKUBO David Samson
SEMAKULA Nicholas
SEBAALE Mike
SEBANAKITA Calvin
SEKIKUBO Vicent
SEMAKULA Mathew
SEMBATYA Charles
SEMBATYA Hikimah
SENDIWAYO Kabuye Ivan
Sengooba Dumba Melvin
SENTONGO Jiran
SEWAGUDE Johnmary
SSOZI Karim
SULUNGAINE Diana (Ms)
TALEMWA Pius
TANETA Samantha Phyllia (Ms)
TUGUME Kevin
TUKUNDANE Ivan
TUMWESIGE Ronald
WADDIYA Jamilah (Ms)
WAKAMWA Shaban
ZAVUGA Chrispus

The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Social and Philosophical Studies
OBWAHA C A Detafengs Sonni

The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Music
ABER Betty (Ms)
ACENG Sharon Oola (Ms)
ACHOL Isaac
AKELLO Hilda Wendy (Ms)
BISEGERWA Mahad
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Drama and Film.

AKELLO Leah (Ms)
AKENA Hillen
AWORI Hilda (Ms)
BATASI Tendo Timothy
BUSUULWA Brian
KASEMIRE Lilian (Ms)
KATUSIIME Stephen
KAWOYA Gideon
KULABAKO Winfred (Ms)
MUBIRU Henry
MUHUMUZA Ronald
MUJUIZI Benson
MULYOWA Ronald
MUMBERE Necton
NAKAGERA Francsca Gyaviira (Ms)
NAKIYIMBA Rashida (Ms)
NAKYEJJEWE Brenda (Ms)
NALUBOWA Rebecca (Ms)
NAMANEJJE Carol Makumbi (Ms)
NAMBOOZE Gloria Harriet (Ms)
NAMULI Caroline (Ms)
NAMUTALE Ritah Immaculate (Ms)
NANYANZI Aisha (Ms)
NANYONGA Shamim (Ms)
NAZIRI Dianah Mariam (Ms)
NKERA Herbert
NSUBUGA Nicholas
SEKASANVU Vicent
SSALI Ronald
SSEMBUGI Charles
SSENJO Jovan
WANDYAKA Richard

The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following
for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Journalism and Communication

AYAA Gloria Janet (Ms)
ABEGO Lilian (Ms)
ABEINE Brenda (Ms)
ACAN Monica (Ms)
AGWANG Gloria (Ms)
AINEBYOONA Catharine (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Apohipia (Ms)
AJALA Peninah (Ms)
AKELO Okori Rachael (Ms)
AKELO Veronica (Ms)
AKIDING Lydia (Ms)
ALUM Patricia (Ms)
ANENOCAN Lisa (Ms)
ARIKIRIZA Ireene (Ms)
ASIIMIRE Joanitah (Ms)
ATEGEKA Amos
ATWINE Angella (Ms)
AYESIGA Remon
AYOO Semmy Emily (Ms)
BAREKYE William
BATALIWO Shamim (Ms)
BELTA Sezari (Ms)
CONJESTA Kadege (Ms)
EBIL Emmanuel
EMANUEL Timothy Ouma
ETONU Raphael Eringu
GAABA Lakel Maria (Ms)
GIRAMIA Peace Jalar (Ms)
HAPPY Ali
KAFUKO Shamim (Ms)
KAHIMUZA Sandrah (Ms)
KALUNGI Kassimu
KALYOWA Musitafa
KAMOKA Stanley
KANAGWA Sandra Nyangoma (Ms)
KASEMIIRE Christine (Ms)
KAUMA Amina (Ms)
KAWESI Yasini
KAYAGA Shifular (Ms)
KEKITINWA Joanitah (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Hellen (Ms)
KIRABO Jackie (Ms)
KIZITO John Mary
KOMUGISHA Doreen (Ms)
KONGAI Sharon Anita (Ms)
KUTOSI Denis
KUYUNGE Magoba Geoffrey
KYOMUHENDO Lucy (Ms)
KYOMUKAMA Edwidge (Ms)
LIKAMBOU Caesar Jiggo
MASIBO Janat (Ms)
MAWEL Chol Mawel
MAYOBWE Steven
MAZIRWE Sarah (Ms)
MIKEMBE Hilda (Ms)
MUJONI Benedict
MUSASIZI Betty (Ms)
MUTUMBA Bridget (Ms)
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following
for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Social Work and Social Administration

AHEBWE Shivan(Ms)
AKOKO George
AKUEIN Kuol Joseph
ALAGIRYALEMI Oscar C
ALIGO Betty(Ms)
ALOTI Becky Angella(Ms)
APIO Priscilla Gloria(Ms)
ASERRA Edward
AUMA Sylvia(Ms)
AYEBARE Ruth(Ms)
BARAKA Jesse
BATWALA Joseph
CHEMUTAI Victoria Miracle(Ms)
EROMU Willy
HAUMBA Mercy(Ms)
IHUNDE Jackline(Ms)
KADUNANEMA Musisi John
KAFUKO Edwin
KAMUSIIME Ronia(Ms)
KANDOLE Daisy(Ms)
KAREN Nakyagaba Kizza(Ms)
KASHEMEIRE Vivian Joy(Ms)
KASIBANTE Gideon
KATUTU Renatah Ritah(Ms)
KAWESI Hanington
KENTARO Daphine(Ms)
KISEMBO Monica(Ms)
KOMUGISHA Olive(Ms)
KYAZZE Deborah(Ms)
KYOLABA Carol(Ms)
LOKAPEL Winnie(Ms)
LUMONYA Christine(Ms)
MBEIZA Patricia(Ms)
MIREMBE Sharon(Ms)
MUBANGIZI Prosper
MUBIRU Patience Nakonde(Ms)
MUDE Charles
MUGERPWA Ivan
MUGOYA Faith(Ms)
MUKYALA Moureem(Ms)
MULONGO Daniel
MUNYENGABE Sylvestre
MUSITIME Justine(Ms)
MUSITMENTA Anna Mary(Ms)
MUWANGUZI Edward
MWANDISI Luke
NABACHWA Jane(Ms)
NABUUMA Pauline(Ms)
NABABONGE Winfred(Ms)
NABABUGO Beatrice(Ms)
NABAFERO Victoria(Ms)
NABALINZI Patience Cathy(Ms)
NABAKYA Rose Nanyonga(Ms)
NABANWAGI Caroline(Ms)
NABIKUMA Irene(Ms)
NABITENE Irene(Ms)
NALUKWAGO Lwanga Joy(Ms)
NALUKWAGO Patricia(Ms)
NALULE Jesca(Ms)
NAMARA Esther(Ms)
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Social Development

ABALO ROSE Lochilla (Ms)
AGOA Jenifer (Ms)
AHUWAZA Justine (Ms)
ANURON Martha (Ms)
ASELE ANGELA Beatrice (Ms)
ASHABA Annitah (Ms)
ATIM Harriet (Ms)
ATUAIRE Sharon (Ms)
ATUZAIRWE Philia (Ms)
BATTE Moses
BULITWA Moreen (Ms)
BUYINZA Karim
ELUNGAT Ivan
JJEMBA Edison
KACHUNGA STELLA Birungi (Ms)
KAGABANE Milly (Ms)
KAGONYERA Idirisa
KAJUMBA BEATRICE Tracy (Ms)
KARUNGI Rosemary (Ms)
KAZIBWE Ivan
KIGOZI ABAS Ibrahim
KIIZA Stephen
KITAKA Samali (Ms)
KYOMUGISA Jackline (Ms)
LOGOSE Winfred (Ms)
LUKWAGO Salimah (Ms)
MANGUSMO Semu
MAYANJA NAMAGAMBE Juliet (Ms)
MCITA Joan (Ms)
MUGALA Christine (Ms)
MUGERWA ABDUL Hakim
MUGUME GEORGE Living
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts

AEEDEKE Hadija(Ms)
AHEBHA Sharon(Ms)
AHIMUZA Annitah(Ms)
AINEMBABAzi Jackline(Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Hillary
AKAMPURIRA Marion(Ms)
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Development Studies

ACAKU Godfrey
ACANIT Irene(Ms)
ADIKINI Hellen(Ms)
ADYO Esther(Ms)
ADONG Jackline(Ms)
ADONGO Faith Brenda(Ms)
AGWANG Jenifer(Ms)
AHEREREA Dorothy(Ms)
AJAMBO Alima(Ms)
AKAO Isabella(Ms)
ARELLO Vivian(Ms)
ALANY Monica(Ms)
ALIBA Brenda(Ms)
ALOYO Brenda(Ms)
AMFAIRE Lillian(Ms)
AMULEN Winfred(Ms)
ANGURIA Joyce(Ms)
APENDI Esther(Ms)
ARIHO Amon
ARIHO Asa
ARINITWE Brenda(Ms)
ARIKOT Rachael(Ms)
ASAGO Harriet(Ms)
ASASIRA Collins
ASEKU Rebecca(Ms)
ASIGO Marion(Ms)
ASIIMWE Collins
ASIO Christine(Ms)
ATIM Lydia(Ms)
ATUHEIRE Grace Apofia(Ms)

NSIMBE Hannington
NSOLI Dorcus(Ms)
OMOLLO David Micheal
ONEKIU Brian
RUGEMARILA Jedidias
RUHINDA Raymond Mwesigwa
SAMA Henry
SAVIMBI Jonas
SSSEKANDI Jane(Ms)
SSSEKANWAGI Eliman
SSSENYONJO Robert Bob
SSSEWANKAMBO Shafic
SSOTO Grace
TAGAANO Ivan
TAHANISIBWA Amos
TALWISA Zakayo Yusufu
TANDEKA Boaz
TUGUME Dickens
TUMWESIGYE Sheevan(Ms)
TUMWINE Brian
TUSHABE Mackline(Ms)
TUTUNGIRE Brian
TWINOBUSINGYE Clarisse(Ms)
TWONGIRE Promise(Ms)
UMULUNGI Grolia (Ms)
WANDIRI Sulaiman
WASSWA Ivan
WASSWA Uzaifa
ZWEDDE Ritah(Ms)
KIGULI Joseph
KIGYO Alex
KIIZA Chrispus
KIIZA Christopher
KINAABI James
KINUTHIA Princess Nduta(Ms)
KIRIGOOLA Mickey Harlord
KIRYA Klaus
KISEKKA Samuel
KITAMIRI Humphrey
KOBUSINGYE Peace (Ms)
KODET Mary Magdalene(Ms)
KOINE Phionah(Ms)
KONGO Franco
KUKUNDA Devota (Ms)
KUKUNDAKWE David
KULABAKO Falidah(Ms)
KULANYI Sheila(Ms)
KUSASIRA Ednah Sharon(Ms)
KWEMOI Eli Muneria
KYAMPIRE Rachael(Ms)
KYARIMPA Allen(Ms)
KYENDAKULYA Mutumwa Sadat
LOGOSE Angella(Ms)
LOGWE Peter Auwas
LOKTEK Polycarp
LUKWAGO Salima Nanteza(Ms)
LULE Gerald
LUNYOLO Tabitha(Ms)
LUTAYA Sulaiman
LWANGA Andrew
LWANGA Nelson
MABUYA Mansoor
MAHORO Geoffrey
MAKHUWA Ivan
MAKWASI Brian
MALE Jacob
MBABAZI Edith (Ms)
MBADI Brian
MBAMBU Elizabeth(Ms)
MBEGA Stephen
MENYA Akimu
MIREMBE Recheal(Ms)
Mirimu Sadat
MPEERA Maxcencia(Ms)
MUBUKE Marvin
MUDHALI Lillian Roset(Ms)
MUDONWA Mariam(Ms)
MUDUNA Indra(Ms)
MUGABE Arnold
MUGANZA Sarah(Ms)
MUGISHA Allan
MUKISA Bruce Henry
MUKUNDANE Dorah(Ms)
MURUNGI Doris(Ms)
MURUNGI Friscillus T(Ms)
MUSIIMENTA Annet(Ms)
MUSOBYA Jackson
MUSOYA Jackson
MUTONI Brenda(Ms)
MUTUNDA Sarah(Ms)
MUYAGU Allan Tom
MWELELU Titus Musyoki
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Community Psychology

ABBO Mary Zizinga (Ms)
ADONG Jennifer (Ms)
ADONG Scovia (Ms)
ARAKIMPA Hanns
ARAMPURRA Dorcus (Ms)
AKELLO Lucky (Ms)
AKUIJO Alvine (Ms)
ALUM Gloria (Ms)
ALUPO Maria (Ms)
AMONO Dorcus (Ms)
APENDI Martha (Ms)
APIO Pauline Akol (Ms)
ARAINITWE Abigail (Ms)
ARAINITWE Susan Nayebare (Ms)
ASIIMIRE Brians
ASIIMIRE Hilder Maldrine (Ms)
ASIIMIRE Richard
ASIO Deborah (Ms)
ATAMBA Dorah (Ms)
ATHIENO Mary (Ms)
ATUHURIRA Adrinah Gwen
AYEBAZIBWE Joan (Ms)
BAGAMBA Ali
BANGI Taphas (Ms)
BATEGEKA Shariff
BEYENDEZA Edwin
BLICK Nyanda Grace (Ms)
BUYINZA Allan
BWEKEMBE Juliet (Ms)
BMWIRE Timothy Wandera
DIBIA Ephraim
DRIJARU Allen Solance (Ms)
DUFITE Viola (Ms)
EBONG Jacob
FARHIYO Ali Shire (Ms)
IBINGIRA Mary Marlene (Ms)
NAKIMULI Cathy Miranda (Ms)
NAKIRYA Joan (Ms)
NAKISOZI Jannet (Ms)
NAKIYAGA Angel (Ms)
NAKIYEMBA Hajarah (Ms)
NAKYEJWE Annet Sandara (Ms)
NAKYOBE Hellen (Ms)
NALUBOWA Joweria (Ms)
NAMAKULA Lucy (Ms)
NAMANGO Seri (Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Edith (Ms)
NAMIRO Bridget (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Rachel (Ms)
NAMUDDU Ruth (Ms)
NAMUGOBA Mary (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Josephine (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Shamim (Ms)
NANKINGA Valerie Kato (Ms)
NANKYA Eve (Ms)
NANNONO Primrose (Ms)
NANSHEMEZA Naome (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Caroline (Ms)
NANTEGE Shaluwa (Ms)
NANYUNJA Latifah (Ms)
NASSARA Reacheal (Ms)
NASSALI Vasta (Ms)
NASSIWA Caroline (Ms)
NASSIWA Shazafaha (Ms)
NAYEBARE Ellen (Ms)
NAYIGA Maria Josephine (Ms)
NDYANABO Cathy Rukundo (Ms)
NINSIMA Benon
NIKABA Bronnet Kayima (Ms)
NJUMBA Moses Winyi
NKWANZI Catherine (Ms)
NSUBUGA Huzaifah
NTAMBAZI Martin
NTEEZE Mercy Moreen (Ms)
NTEGE Jonathan
NYAMUKURU Victoria (Ms)
NYANUDDE Maureen (Ms)
NYESIIMIRE Rackeal (Ms)
OPITO George
OTWANI Barbara Hope (Ms)
OWINO Paul
SABIITI Julian
SERWAJJE Joel
SSEMAKULA Moses
SSEMAKULA Robert
SSENFUKA Sharif
TAGYEMWA Kenan
TAYEBWA Patience (Ms)
TONDA Nasser
TORITO Alfred
TUMWEBAZE Shirley Sarah (Ms)
TWIKIRIZE Charity (Ms)
UNUGWANEXA Mariam (Ms)
WAKIRE Freda
WALAKIRA David
WALIMBWA Geoffrey
WASSAJJA Shaffic
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Industrial and Organisational Psychology

ABENITWE Albert
ABISE Jumah
ACHOM Joan Clare(Ms)
AHIMBISIBWE Derrick
AIKIRIZE Julius
ARATUKUNDA Godvar(Ms)
ARELLO Pamela(Ms)
AKONG Miriam(Ms)
ALUPO Kettie Okwakol(Ms)
AMONGI Bennah(Ms)
ARIIOYI Stuart
ARINDA Brian
ASASIRA Hope(Ms)
ASIIMWE Rolline(Ms)
ASSIMWE Micheal
ATINO Sheilla(Ms)
ATUHEIRE Joanita(Ms)
ATUKWATSE Alisonbella(Ms)
ATURINDA Sheila(Ms)
AUDO Selina Margret(Ms)
AYEBARE Fortuniate(Ms)
AYEBARE Paula(Ms)
BABIRYE Daisy Nakeeya(Ms)
BABIRYE Janet(Ms)
BAGUMA Evarist
BAKUNDA Susan(Ms)
BULIABA Juliana Faith(Ms)
BWIRE Robert Andrew
CLAIRE Nakboneka(Ms)
EMOLOT Barbra Amentono(Ms)
ETIANG Emmanuel
GALABUZI Yusuf
GIRWA Joweria Mago(Ms)
GUSANGO Richard Nixon
IVALO Damali(Ms)
KABANDIZE Esau
KABUGO Shaft
KABUKUZA Colline
KAHUNDE Caroline(Ms)
KAKURIU Andrew Raymond
KAKWEZI Mary(Ms)
KALAMUKA Innocent
KALIBAKATE Jemimah(Ms)
KAMUGERA Hellen(Ms)
KANKIRIHO Emmanuel
KARUGI Diana(Ms)
KATO Karegyesa Paul
KATUMISHE Brenda(Ms)
KEMIGISA Mable(Ms)
KIRABO Abdul
KOMAKECH Morris
KOMUKYEYA Prisca(Ms)
KOMUKYEYA Winfred Shena(Ms)
KYOMUNENDO Promise(Ms)
LAKER Mary Immaculate(Ms)
LISA Diana(Ms)
LUKWAGO Flavia(Ms)
LUWEDDE Zeridah(Ms)
LUWEMBA Andrew
MADHOBA Allan
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Ethics and Human Rights

ABAULO Susan Immaculate
ABINSINGUZA Moris
ACEN Gladys Ritah
ACHENG Florence
ACHIENG Penina Ouma
ACHOL Maker
ADEMUN Doreen
ADONGO Esther Kirungi
ADUR Winnie
AGABA Isabel
AIJUKA Brian
AINEBABAzi Arnold Major
ARABEMPAGI Gilbert
ARAMPWERA Phoebe
ARELLO Esther Grace
ARELLO Immaculate
ARITENG Patricia
ARORA Isabel
AROT Rosette
ALICHWAMU Kisembo Dickson
The Principal School of Law to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Laws

ABUNIA Godwin Toko
ACHELLAM Emmanuel Olango
ADIM Enap Dennis
AGABA Maureen (Ms)
AGWERO Samantha May(Ms)
AHABNE Caleb
AHABNE Charlotte(Ms)
AHIRNA Mercy(Ms)
AHUMUZA Julius
AIMA Patricia Okou(Ms)
AINERUKUNDO Sheena(Ms)
ARAKWENZIRE Bill Clifford
ARANDINDA Shammah Mwesigye
ARANKWASA Cathrine(Ms)
ARANKWASA Marvin Peter
ARANYIJUKA Praise Philmon
AROL Mercy Eva(Ms)
AKULIA Rebecca Harriet(Ms)
The Principal College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences

ABAHO Felix
ACHOLA Fiona (Ms)
ADONGO Catherine (Ms)
AGABA Bres (Ms)
AGABA Charity (Ms)
AGABA Johnson
AGABA Joshua
AGABA Susan Joanitah (Ms)
AGABIIKWE Dalson
AGNES Elias Msanya (Ms)
AGUTI Ingrid (Ms)
AGWAU John Michael
AGWE Salim Ahmed
AHABWE Agnes (Ms)
AHAIWE Norbert
AHENWA Nancy (Ms)
AHEREZA Deric
AHEREZA Merian (Ms)
AHIKIRIZA Ronald
AIDAH Reacheal Maria (Ms)
AINE Hope (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Bridget (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Bridget (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Eunice (Ms)
AINEMBABAZI Shallon (Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Innocent
AINOMUTUNGI Christabella (Ms)
AJWANG Pamela Adicho (Ms)
AKANDONDA Nickson
AKANKUNDA Patience (Ms)
AKANKUNDA Patience (Ms)
AKANKUNDA Patience (Ms)
AKELLO Getrude Faith (Ms)
AKELLO Winnie Viola (Ms)
AKINNI Ronald (Ms)
AKOMO Sam Orena
AKORIO Morine (Ms)
AKOTH Alvin (Ms)
AKULLU Prossy Odwar (Ms)
AKULLU Zilda (Ms)
ALADO Jennifer (Ms)
ALIMANYA Joan (Ms)
ALINDA Brenda (Ms)
ALITH Jacob Akol
ALLEN F. Kimaro
ALOBO Sharon (Ms)
ALONZIRWE Brendah (Ms)
ALUM Gloria (Ms)
ALUPOT Isabella (Ms)
ALYELA Daniel Boon Omodi
AMAHORO Agnes (Ms)
AMANI Haruna
AMANYA Dickens
AMANYABOONYA Alosious
AMODING Joyce Mary (Ms)
AMONG Hellen Christine (Ms)
AMONY Sharon Frida (Ms)
AMPAYRE Elizabeth (Ms)
AMPAYRE Sharon (Ms)
AMPAYRE Christine (Ms)
AMPEREZA Aldrine (Ms)
AMPEREZA Gilbert
AMPEREZA Diana (Ms)
AMPURIRA Judith
AMPURIRA Sheila (Ms)
AMUGE Phoebe (Ms)
AMUKUTE Rachael Gonzaga (Ms)
AMUPRON Brenda (Ms)
COURAGE Victoria Precious (Ms)
DAGADA Solomon
DEBORAH Mgema (Ms)
DUSABE Peace (Ms)
EBONG Oming Dunstan James
ECONI Fred
EGARU Emmanuel
EGESSA Ronald
ELUK Ronald
ELUNGAT Fius
ERUMBI Nancy Vanessa (Ms)
ETERU Moses
ETII Gladys Faith (Ms)
GABULA Yasin
GAJJUULE Musoke Jackson
GOODLUCK Solomon
GULABA Were Kharim
GUMANANYE Naume (Ms)
GUMISIRIZA Daniel
GWAYENDA Caroline (Ms)
IBRAHIM Aweis Mohamed
IKINYOM Esther (Ms)
IRIBAGIZA Doris (Ms)
ISABIRYE Jimmy Elvis
ISIHI Ko Mohammed
IWAHA Florence (Ms)
JANUARY T Massawe
JESSE Venant
JJAGWE Immaculate (Ms)
JJAGWE Michael
JONATHANI Elias Mihayo
JOSEPHINE Shida Odhiambo (Ms)
JOYCE C Sekagi (Ms)
KAAVA Sizoomu Joel Jesse
KABACUREZI Doreen (Ms)
KABAMI Natasha Brenda (Ms)
KABANDIZE Keneth
KABARISA Cleophas (Ms)
KABASINGUIZI Ritah (Ms)
KABASOMI Ritah (Ms)
KABEHO Rachael (Ms)
KABOLE Emma
KABUGU Abusolome
KABUYE Tonny
KADALA Sharifah (Ms)
KADIBULI Denes
KAGABA Leonard
KAGINGO Muhamad
KAGOYA Sharifa (Ms)
KAHINDA Onesmas
KAHUNDE Mary Mercy (Ms)
KAINEBRABABAI Naome (Ms)
KAITESI Vanessa Mary (Ms)
KAKAI Eve Patience (Ms)
KAKENSA Kikayye Mary (Ms)
KAKOOZA Yasin
KAKUNGULU Victoria Faith (Ms)
KALIMO Christine (Ms)
KALULU Nicholas Paul
KALULU Victor Paul
KALUNGI Solomon
KALUNGI Steffah (Ms)
KAMARA Brenda (Ms)
KAMATSIKO Mary (Ms)
KAMUKAMA Annah (Ms)
KAMUKAMA Barbra (Ms)
KAMUKUNDE Cheer (Ms)
KAMUSIME Isaac
KANGIME Godwin
KANONYA Jimmy
KANYESIGYE Edwin
KARUNGI Fiona Byaruhanga (Ms)
KARUNGI Phiona (Ms)
KASANGAKI John
KASIBANTE Lucy (Ms)
KASINGYE Morris
KASIRIVU Lydia Njajuko (Ms)
KASIRYE Martin
KASIRYE Solomon
KASOKABAJJA Erinest
KASOZI Umar
KATAMBA Joshua
KATO Kedson
KATUSHABA Sheila (Ms)
KATUSIIME Brillian (Ms)
KATWALO Brian
KATWESIGYE Rita (Ms)
KAWEYA Isaac Bwogi
KAWOLE Kaloli
KAWOMA Viola (Ms)
KAWUJU Denis Francis
KAYAGA Rose (Ms)
KAYESU Sharon (Ms)
KAYONDO Umaru
KAYONGO Joseph
KELE Brenda (Ms)
KEMBABAZI Joseline (Ms)
KEMBABAZI Peace (Ms)
KEMIGISA Melisa (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Janifa (Ms)
KEMIGISHA Sharot (Ms)
KEMIREMBE Sarah (Ms)
KENONYOZI Ritah (Ms)
KESANDE Christine (Ms)
KHAUYA Winnied (Ms)
KHAYINZA Roset Phionah (Ms)
KIBUUKA Festo
KIBUUKA Steven
KICONCO Brenda (Ms)
KIHIKA Henry
KIIZA Livingstone
KIJIDDE Muhamad
KIKONYOZI Ritah (Ms)
KIMANA Ruth Wambui (Ms)
KIMBOWA Matia
KIMERA Johnson
KIMERA Martin
KIMULI Bakka Frank
KIMULI Lucy (Ms)
KIRASHA Yvonne (Ms)
KIRONDE Patrick
KIRUMIRA Hadad Bwembo
KIRUNGU Annet (Ms)
KIRYOMA Maria (Ms)
KISAKYE Esther (Ms)
KISAKYE Racheal (Ms)
NALUSWA Patrick
NALUNENDE Milly(Ms)
NALUNOOZA Hajjara(Ms)
NALUYANGYE Olivia(Ms)
NALUYIMA Sandra(Ms)
NALUYINDA Sophia(Ms)
NALUXI Charity(Ms)
NALWADDA Huddah(Ms)
NALWADDA Marriam(Ms)
NALWOGA Hope(Ms)
NAMAATO Mariam(Ms)
NAMAGANDA Daada(Ms)
NAMAGANDA Faith(Ms)
NAMAKULA Ruth(Ms)
NAMALE Jackie Florence(Ms)
NAMANDA Gloria(Ms)
NAMANYA Liz(Ms)
NAMARA David
NAMARA Grace(Ms)
NAMATA Halima(Ms)
NAMATAAKA Susan Regina(Ms)
NAMATOVOU Angella(Ms)
NAMATOVOU Christine(Ms)
NAMATOVOU Esther(Ms)
NAMATOVOU Loy(Ms)
NAMAVEJJE Christine(Ms)
NAMAYIGA Viola(Ms)
NAMBARIRWA Peninah(Ms)
NAMBASSA Jordan(Ms)
NAMBATYA Joan(Ms)
NAMBEIJA Hady Birungi(Ms)
NAMBI Inviolah(Ms)
NAMBUULE Josephine(Ms)
NAMBUYA Jennifer(Ms)
NAMGADDE Stacy Stella(Ms)
NAMIGGA Lydia Gwokyalya(Ms)
NAMIRO Flavia(Ms)
NAMIRO Jackline(Ms)
NAMIREMBE Hanifah(Ms)
NAMIREMBE Lydia(Ms)
NAMPEMBE Aminah(Ms)
NAMPEDOWO Leticia(Ms)
NAMPOLOGOMA Caroline(Ms)
NAMUBIRU Brenda(Ms)
NAMUGABO Shakira(Ms)
NAMUGALU Jane(Ms)
NAMUGENYI Winnie(Ms)
NAMUGERWA Letisha(Ms)
NAMUGOSA Joanita(Ms)
NAMURASA Cissy(Ms)
NAMURIJJA Patricia Gladys(Ms)
NAMUWAYA Victoria(Ms)
NAMULI Mercy(Ms)
NAMULINDWA Shamim(Ms)
NAMUSISI Allen(Ms)
NAMUSISI Donanter(Ms)
NAMUSUUBO Swafiyya(Ms)
NAMUSWE Afuwa(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Betty(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Lovince(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Stellah(Ms)
NAMUTOSSI Christine(Ms)
NAMUNAYA Esther(Ms)
NAMUNOLYA Judith (Ms)
NAMUNONGE Maria (Ms)
NAMUYIGA Moureen (Ms)
NAMUYISE Peragia Kizza (Ms)
NAMYALO Stella (Ms)
NAMYANZI Angela (Ms)
NANDABIRYE Sophia (Ms)
NANDUGGA Diana (Ms)
NANDUJJA Laila (Ms)
NANFUKA Sandra (Ms)
NANGALAMA Dickson
NANGOBI Angella Bagaya (Ms)
NANGOBI Brenda (Ms)
NANJEGO Enid Kezia (Ms)
NANKUNDA Apophia (Ms)
NANKUNDA Racheal (Ms)
NANKYA Irene (Ms)
NANKYA Lilian (Ms)
NANKYA Norah Jackline (Ms)
NANNOZI Rachael (Ms)
NANNUGI Sharifah (Ms)
NANSAMBA Jamila (Ms)
NANSASI Victoria (Ms)
NANSIKOMBI Juliet (Ms)
NANSUBUGA Dorcus (Ms)
NANTELE Patricia (Ms)
NANTAMBI Katalina Zenah (Ms)
NANTAAYA Esther (Ms)
NANTEZA Winfred (Ms)
NANTONGO Catherine (Ms)
NANTONO Caroline Winnie (Ms)
NANTUMBWE Karen Aida (Ms)
NANYANZI Sharon (Ms)
NANYOMBI Ida Florence (Ms)
NANYOMBI Joan (Ms)
NANYONJO Hadijah (Ms)
NANZIRI Florence Teddy (Ms)
NANZIRI Sharifa (Ms)
NASASIRA Barbara Aleon (Ms)
NASASIRA Leah (Ms)
NASASIRA Patrick
NASAKA Shabra (Ms)
NASALI Sarah (Ms)
NASSANGA Samalie (Ms)
NASSOLO Shamim (Ms)
NASUNNA Asia (Ms)
NASUNNA Doreen (Ms)
NASUNNA Sandra Kayemba (Ms)
NATALIYA Annet (Ms)
NATUHA Pameillah (Ms)
NATUHAMYA Bonita (Ms)
NATUKUNDA Fortunate (Ms)
NATULINDA Jeremiah
NATUMAoya Fatumah (Ms)
NATURINDA Provisias (Ms)
NAULA Shivon (Ms)
NAWAGOTO Shamira (Ms)
NAYIGA Carol (Ms)
NAYIGA Maria Jude (Ms)
NAZZIWA Margaret Teddy (Ms)
NAZZIWA Norah (Ms)
NDAGIRE Phita (Ms)
NDAGIRE Sharitah Maria (Ms)